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THE CHERNOBYL DISASTER*

David R. Marples

CHERNOBYL: A SIX-MONTH REVIEW

Six months have passed since the explosion of the fourth reactor

unit at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in Ukraine. During this

period, our knowledge of the events of 26 April 1986 and the aftermath

of the accident has increased considerably.

Concerning the technical aspects of the disaster, the USSR State

Committee for the Utilization of Atomic Energy filed a detailed

300-page report to a Vienna meeting of the 112-member International

Atomic Energy Agency. This report was well received by Western scien-

tists, many of whom have since commented publicly on what appeared

to them a remarkable display of glasnost [openness] on the part of the

Soviet authorities. In the eyes of some observers, the Soviet report

helped to atone for their original failure to report the accident officially

until prompted by several Swedish protests. One can appreciate the

efforts of the IAEA to investigate the Chernobyl disaster, but the

effects of the accident have been somewhat broader than reported in

Vienna. Moreover, the Soviet appearance in that city was a sign that

the event had acquired a truly international status rather than a

manifestation of any new openness on the part of the Soviet leadership

under General Secretary of the CC CPSU Mikhail Gorbachev. It

should be stated at the outset that the Chernobyl accident has not

* Editor’s note: Because the form “Chernobyl,” transliterated from Russian, has been used

almost universally in English-language writing about the disaster, it has been adopted in

the articles that follow.
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changed the political or economic character of the Soviet Union, and it

is only through a knowledge of that character that one can find a key to

understanding the events following the disaster.

To begin, one might ask who in the Soviet hierarchy has suffered

politically as a result of Chernobyl. Mikhail Gorbachev? Ukrainian

First Party Secretary Volodymyr Shcherbytsky? How about Kiev oblast

First Secretary Hryhorii Revenko? For Gorbachev, the event has been

integrated into a careful but evidently unsuccessful campaign that has

the declared goal of removing all nuclear weapons from the face of the

earth by the year 2000. Reykjavik marked the demise of the first

attempt to gain a political victory from a nuclear accident. On Soviet

television on 14 May, the Soviet leader emphasized—repeating countless

TASS and Radio Moscow broadcasts of the previous days—that

Chernobyl had demonstrated the futility of nuclear weapons build-up,

providing an example of what would happen if even one small nuclear

warhead were detonated.

Soviet propagandists have pursued this line rigorously, but always

with the proviso that nuclear weapons and the civilian use of nuclear

power are not the same thing. Indeed they are not. I would agree and

make the further deduction that the Chernobyl disaster concerns the

operation of Soviet nuclear power plants rather than international arms

control. Gorbachev has also used the IAEA in this political strategy.

Before the accident occurred, the IAEA’s main role, in practice if not in

theory, was to ensure that civilian nuclear power plants were not being

used to produce plutonium, tritium and other elements for the nuclear

weapons programmes.

Soviet-IAEA cooperation has at least given the impression that the

Soviets are interested and concerned about the IAEA role. In August

1985, the USSR permitted the first IAEA inspection of its nuclear

facilities, although the sites in question, an experimental station near

Moscow and the Novovoronezh “model” nuclear plant, which has

containment domes over its reactors (constructed after 1980), were

relatively innocuous. Gorbachev failed at Reykjavik, but it is safe to

assume that his policy will continue and that Chernobyl has been a

setback, not a catastrophe for the personal career of Mr. Gorbachev.

Shcherbytsky’s future has been hotly debated. Kremlinologists in

the West have continually speculated that as a holdover from the

Brezhnev years, the 68-year-old Ukrainian party leader has been on the

way out since March 1985, when Gorbachev took over the Soviet

leadership.
1 Chernobyl was a convenient, even an ideal excuse, it was
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claimed. These comments were fuelled by Shcherbytsky’s marked

absence from the Chernobyl region in the days after the accident. On 2

May he had accompanied Soviet Politburo members Ligachev and

Ryzhkov to the area, in a passive role. He then disappeared from public

view, while in contrast, his Belorussian counterpart, Nikolai Sliunkov,

played an active role in evacuating citizens from the Homel oblast’s

southern regions, several kilometres north of the Chernobyl nuclear

power plant.

In July, however, Shcherbytsky reappeared in the Chernobyl

region. Subsequently he visited the area several times, most recently on

29 August, when he accompanied Ukrainian Premier Oleksandr Liashko

to the area, and attended a meeting of the Prypiat city party committee

of the Communist Party of Ukraine. While the active role in the

clean-up of the Chernobyl raion of Kiev oblast has been left to the

government commission, which has been headed by a succession of

Deputy Premiers of the Soviet government—Borys Shcherbyna,

Vladimir Gusev, Gennadii Vedernikov—Shcherbytsky has remained in

firm control of the Ukrainian Party apparatus.

The same can be said of Revenko, who took over the leadership of

Kiev oblast only in 1985. He has not been reprimanded or even warned

as a result of the disaster. So who has taken the blame? In the first

place, two ministries have been purged of personnel: Power and

Electrification; and Medium Machine-Building (a euphemism for

nuclear weapons production). In addition, the State Committee to

Supervise the Safe Use of Atomic Energy, which was established only in

1983 after a crisis at a reactor-manufacturing plant in Rostov oblast of

the Russian Republic, has also been heavily criticized.

On 20 July a meeting of the Politburo in Moscow declared that:

The Ministry of Power and Electrification of the USSR and the State

Atomic Power Safety Committee were guilty of lack of control over the

situation at the Chernobyl AES and did not take the necessary measures

to secure compliance with safety regulations and to prevent breaches of

discipline and operating regulations at the station. Irresponsibility,

negligence and indiscipline led to grave consequences .

2

The Chairman of the Safety Committee, Evgenii Kulov, a Deputy

Minister of Power and Electrification, G. Shasharin, and the First

Deputy Minister of Medium Machine-Building, Meshkov, were all

relieved of their duties. An odd statement followed that the Minister of

Power and Electrification himself, A. Maiorets, “deserved” to be

5
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dismissed also, but was spared because of his brief time in office.
3

Another series of reprimands and firings occurred on 14 August

after a meeting of the Committee for Party Control within the CPSU
Central Committee. The victims included the First Deputy Minister of

Power (Maiorets’s second-in-command), A.N. Makukhin and V.

Sydorenko, the First Deputy Chairman of the USSR State Committee

for Atomic Energy, in addition to yet another official from the Ministry

of Medium Machine-Building. 4 The director and chief engineer of the

Chernobyl station have been dismissed and thrown out of the party, and

dozens of party members have been expelled from the Prypiat party

committee, including 27 at the start of September alone, ostensibly for

“cowardice and panicking.”
5 Those plant officials who ran away from

the scene of the disaster were dismissed in the most scornful terms in

the press. By October, however, according to the new director of the

Chernobyl station, Erik Pozdyshev, most of them had been reinstated,

against his will, through the courts.
6

The conclusion to be drawn is that the dismissals and reproofs

handed out were essentially low-level, and often ritualistic in that party

members were often reinstated at a later date. Nothing has been done

that might compromise the party or its nuclear energy policy. The

Ministry of Power has been cut quite severely, but most of its functions

within the nuclear sphere have been transferred to a new Ministry of

Nuclear Energy. The retributions to Medium Machine-Building officials

are curious. Clearly the reactor that exploded was not for military use,
7

but the implication is that at some point Chernobyl may have been used

for the production of military components, such as tritium, at its first

two reactors.

Those officials who have survived the crisis—the names of

Andronyk Petrosiants, Valerii Legasov of the State Committee for the

Utilization of Atomic Energy, and Evgenii Velikhov, the Vice-President

of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, spring to mind—have acquired

enhanced status. The main reason for this is that while errors at the

lowest level at the Chernobyl plant have been acknowledged, the

viability of the nuclear plants themselves and the future of the industry

are being reemphasized. To the outside world, it appeared that the

Soviets carried out major reprisals after Chernobyl. In reality, the

political repercussions thus far have been minimal. In Ukraine, the

entire party hierarchy has remained intact.

How has the population in the area been affected by the

radioactive fallout? The draft version of the Soviet report to the Vienna

6
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conference stated that the radiological effects “will be insignificant

against the natural background of cancerous and genetic diseases.” On
the other hand University of California Professor Emeritus John

Gofman has postulated that approximately one million persons will

contract cancer over the next several decades as a result of Chernobyl,

and that about half this number will die. It is safe to say that neither

statement can stand as a viable analysis of the after-effects of the

disaster.

At Vienna, the Soviets maintained that approximately 3.5 per cent

of the contents of the reactor core had been emitted as a result of the

explosion. Earlier, however, fairly reliable Soviet sources had spoken of

10 per cent.
8 Should one believe the Vienna statement or the earlier

ones? The difference is of the utmost significance. The Soviets also indi-

cated four stages in the release of radioisotopes from the damaged

reactor:

1. A release of dispersed fuel on 26 April, the composition of

which corresponded to that of the irradiated fuel, enriched by

iodine, cesium, and tellurium isotopes.

2. A decrease in the rate of release from 26 April to 2 May
because of the efforts to put out the reactor fire with sand,

boron and lead pellets.

3. A rapid rise in the release of fission products, especially

iodine, because of heating at the core of the reactor, on 2-6

May. It was after this stage that health warnings were

suddenly issued to the residents of Kiev, and presumably to

other cities such as Chernihiv and Homel.

4. A rapid fall in releases from 6 May onward. 9

According to medical experts, people exposed to high levels of

radiation experience blood changes at a dose of 25 rems; sickness occurs

at 100 rems; severe sickness at 200 rems; and the death of half the

population can occur at 400 rems.
10

All the above figures entail the im-

mediate impact. Over the course of a year, a dose of 400 rems would

not necessarily cause a person any harm.

The figures used by Gofman and others to estimate the final tally

of deaths from the accident are based on the above Soviet calculations.

7
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They refer to those in the vicinity at the time of the accident. In the

reactor area, firemen and plant operators reportedly received over 400

rems, while at a distance of 5-10 kilometres from the accident site, the

rates were said to be more than 1000 millirems per hour. Even 15 days

after the accident, at a distance of 50-60 kilometres, levels were said to

be 5-6 millirems per hour, hardly fatal, but very high nevertheless.
11 But

there are two reasons why speculation on the ultimate or even immedi-

ate fatality figures is unwise. First, the effects of low-level radiation are

still a matter of conjecture for scientists (in contrast to the effects of

high-level radiation, which are well known). Second, the figures do not

take into account other factors, the most important of which is one of

the largest clean-up operations in the history of modern industry.

Concerning the first point, the Soviets have admitted that there is still

some way to go not only in assessing the effects of given levels of

irradiation, but also in ascertaining how much workers in the nuclear

industry should be allowed to take in. On 2 October 1986, a new

all-Union Centre of Radiology opened in Kiev, made up of three

institutes: Experimental Radiology, Clinical Radiology, and

Epidemiology and the Prevention of Radiation Diseases. According to

the Ukrainian Minister of Health, Anatolii Romanenko, one of the goals

of this new centre is to find the “maximum permissible radiation dose”

for both sick and healthy people, and then to put forward “scientifically

substantiated norms” for workers at nuclear power plants and operations

linked to ionizing radiation.
12

It is because of previous Soviet confusion over how to set norms

that the clean-up operation after Chernobyl has become such a

dangerous operation (albeit one that has been virtually ignored by the

Western media), perhaps exceeding in its dimensions the immediate

impact of the explosion and fire that left 31 dead. First let us look at

what was involved in this operation. Following the disaster, about

135,000 people were evacuated from Kiev oblast of Ukraine, Homel

oblast of Belorussia, and Briansk oblast of the Russian Republic. Three

zones were demarcated around the ruined unit: a special zone, a

10-kilometre zone and a 30-kilometre zone. About 90,000 residents were

taken from their homes on the Ukrainian side of the border between 27

April and 6 May, and moved mainly to the town of Poliske (which took

in about 23,000) and farmsteads in neighbouring raions.

On the Belorussian side, the evacuation was a longer process

because hot spots of radiation were found several weeks after the

accident. About 18,000 were evacuated and Bragin, a town of 7,000,
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was decontaminated without moving out the residents. Subsequently, the

30-kilometre zone had to be decontaminated. Old wartime watchtowers

were placed around the 108-kilometre rim of the zone to prevent illegal

entries. At the same time, not every village within the zone was

evacuated, because the radiation was not distributed evenly. And in two

villages on the Ukrainian side, people were allowed to return to their

homes as early as June. Uncertainty, a shortage of geiger counters to

measure radiation, and regional ignorance all played a part in such

decisions.
13

There were two main tasks, both of which were declared to be

close to completion by the beginning of October. First, the damaged

reactor had to be encased in a huge concrete tomb, which the Soviets

termed a “sarcophagus.” This concrete shell was built both above and

below ground level. It has entailed about 3 million cubic metres of

concrete, and has a width of 74 metres.
14 The sarcophagus cannot be

simply a closed shell, but requires passageways for ventilation so that

the reactor core does not catch fire or explode again. It is essentially a

temporary solution, despite original Soviet claims that it might last for

thousands of years. Some Soviet scientists have stressed that the future

of the construction will depend on future generations, which may pro-

vide a more suitable dumping ground for the damaged, but still highly

dangerous fourth Chernobyl reactor. Moreover, the structure’s

completion was delayed by a lack of good-quality cement. 15

Second, the entire 30-kilometre zone has been (or is being) com-

pletely decontaminated using a variety of methods. These have included

the digging of a trench to hold the run-off water from the reactor, the

removal of contaminated topsoil from large areas of agricultural land,

and the spraying of contaminated surfaces with a special solution, or the

so-called dry treatment whereby the solution used to spray the surface

hardens into a film which holds the contaminated particles. These can

then be removed, rolled and dumped. The use of dump trucks

complicated the situation immeasurably, because the trucks carried

radioactive particles on their wheels and churned up dust, which also

bore radiation elements.
16

That the entire process of decontamination would raise major

obstacles was never in doubt. This would have been the case in any

country. What is in question, however, are conditions within the danger

zone and the way in which workers have been employed. In the first

days after the accident, it appears that the brunt of the clean-up work

around the reactor was borne by coal miners, subway builders, officials

9
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of the Ministry of Transport Construction of the USSR, the police and

the army. Work around the reactor was measured in minutes rather

than hours, and a strict limit of 10 rems of radiation was imposed, after

which the worker in question was removed from the zone. This limit

was soon raised to 25 rems.
17

By 6 May, military reservists had been brought into the zone,

predominantly from the Baltic countries. Approximately 4,000

Estonians were “conscripted,” often at night and apparently with little

regard for their domestic situations, i.e., some were ill, or had wives

about to give birth. Moreover, although the initial period of work in the

zone was set at 30 days, with two days’ vacation during the month, this

was extended to two and ultimately to six months, according to a series

of articles in the Estonian Komsomol newspaper. Reportedly, the

Estonians reacted violently. The reservists downed tools and went on

strike for an undetermined period.
18

Soviet authorities have tried to cast

doubt on the reports from Estonia, but the concept of using the same

workers throughout the clean-up, which entails the gradual

accumulation of high doses of radiation, has been confirmed by various

Soviet sources.

Thus, on 2 September 1986, Pravda revealed that the government

commission entrusted with supervising the clean-up work considered

that not only should its term of work be extended, but that “it is better

if [decontamination] work continues to be done by the same staff. It is

in a sensitive stage.” The implication therefore was that the lengthy

period in the field had enabled these workers to acquire the necessary

experience to finish the job. New forces would entail considerably more

work.

Then on 24 October, the Ukrainian workers’ newspaper

Robitnycha hazeta included a frank article about the clean-up and the

housing that was being provided for the workers. It referred to the case

of a concreter, Volodymyr Pryvydenko, who had been working in “hot

spots”—which would appear to signify high-radiation zones
—

“from the

first days after the accident.” The reason for the discussion was that

Pryvydenko, unlike some of his colleagues, did not have a place to live.

His wife and four-month-old daughter were staying with relatives. For

our purposes, it is clear that Pryvydenko and others (who seem to be

blue-collar workers or military reservists) have been in a high-radiation

zone from the outset. It is difficult to assess how much danger they

have been exposed to unless one knows the level of radiation in that

zone. As recently as late August, however, single-figure amounts of

10
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rems per hour were being incurred close to the damaged reactor.

Moreover, the working day is a long one, from 10 to 12 hours in length.

Since the object is to decontaminate highly irradiated areas, lives are

clearly at risk, especially in view of the workers’ lengthy spells in the

30-kilometre zone.

It is therefore worth reiterating that the clean-up crew, which

numbers thousands, according to Soviet sources which have not given a

precise figure, has been exposed to high doses of radiation. According to

an Estonian source, one Estonian has already died from radiation

poisoning, and others have been hospitalized. Because of the nature and

extent of this work, speculation about future cancer rates attributable to

the disaster is rendered meaningless. All that can be said with certainty

is that additional casualties will be incurred as a consequence of the

post-disaster clean-up.

Conditions in the clean-up area are deplorable. According to

Robitnycha hazeta, the collective’s trade-union committee was

complaining that it did not have the funds to provide protective clothing

for the workers. “It is not because funds are meagre,” chided the

newspaper’s correspondent, “but rather it is a result of the lack of

responsibility of the trade union concerned with their distribution.”
19

But the organizational question appears to be largely irrelevant in the

context of cleaning up after the world’s worst civilian nuclear disaster

without protective clothing. Referring to an article in the Estonian press

on 15 July, Radio Free Europe researcher Toomas lives quotes a

passage stating that gas masks and protective clothing were necessary

“even half a hundred kilometers from the accident site.”
20

In Robitnycha hazeta
,
two workers complained that they had no

place to take a shower at the end of the working day. The showers were

located at the rest centre, which involved a two-hour walk in clothing

caked with mud. The article emphasized that with winter imminent, it

was time that mobile shower units were organized for the clean-up

crews. These workers have been in the field for six months, however,

and one wonders why the situation was not redressed earlier.

Housing is also a problem, as noted above in the case of

Pryvydenko. Most of the workers were still living in summer
accommodation in late October, but cold weather had already arrived.

Various decrees about the need to transfer them to “warm lodgings”

had been adopted over the summer, but were not carried out. One
worker voiced another common complaint when he stated that:

11
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We have received good quarters . . . but a new complication has arisen. We
have nothing to put in them. Furniture stores are being registered, but it

is not known how long we have to wait .

21

In late October, the Ukrainian press again focused on the

lamentable housing situation. It was reported that evacuees had been

unable to obtain the housing they required. There were cases of officials

awarding themselves accommodation to which they were not entitled,

and problems with attracting specialists, such as teachers and doctors,

to move into some of the more than 600 homes built especially for

them. A huge apartment building, which had been vacated by its

residents in order that evacuated families from the Chernobyl area

might live there, was standing empty, according to the report.
22

At the same time, doctors at the medical sanitation unit in the

area—No. 126—had initially tended to the needs of nuclear plant

workers and residents of Prypiat. Almost one thousand specialists who
had been in the area at the peak of the crisis had now left, and the re-

maining doctors were living in the village of Teteriv in cramped

conditions with limited facilities.
23

The only solution proposed to these problems, which, the source

makes clear, were much more wide-ranging than the examples given,

was to impose stricter discipline. One brigadier stated: “We in our

collective do not forgive one another the smallest violation.” The

trade-union committee, however, was said to be more concerned with

relating tales of heroism—obviously they had spent too much time read-

ing the Soviet press.

What has happened to the families that were evacuated from the

contaminated regions? A substantial number have been transferred for

work elsewhere in the USSR. Occasionally, appropriate jobs have been

found in the same oblast. The northern part of Homel oblast in

Belorussia, for example, has a labour shortage. Consequently, workers

evacuated from the southern raions have simply been transferred to the

northern. For the most part, however, families have been dispersed,

often over great distances: to Kazakhstan, the western borderlands, the

Baltic republics, Siberia. On 18 August, Pravda published a letter about

the problems being encountered by women and infants evacuated from

Homel oblast, who were now living in a sanatorium.

Early in September, Pravda revealed that people had been allowed

to return to the 30-kilometre zone to collect their belongings. Residents

of the villages of Cheremoshna and Nivetske had been allowed to return

permanently.
24 But empty villages abound. In mid-September, the

12
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newspaper Pravda Ukrainy discussed cases of theft and burglary in the

30-kilometre zone. The Ukrainian Ministry of the Interior had received

complaints about sluggish police work. One evacuee had returned to the

Chernobyl area, evidently to check that his property was safe. Instead,

he had been apprehended breaking the locks on neighbours’ doors. Some
maintenance workers from the Chernobyl nuclear plant had been found

stealing tape recorders, shopping bags, cigarettes and candy from a

vacated Prypiat restaurant.
25

Over the summer, a decision was made to restart the first two

Chernobyl reactors in October 1986. There is no space here to analyze

the wisdom of such a decision. For the plant workers, however, it has

entailed further sacrifices. Many are living in tents or on boats on the

Prypiat River. Others have spent months at the Kazkovyi pioneer camp
near Chernobyl.

26
Since the summer, however, an enormous construction

programme has been under way, embracing 50,000 workers, including

construction squads from (in addition to Ukraine and Belorussia) the

Russian Republic, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tadzhikistan, Georgia,

Armenia, Latvia and Lithuania.

The squads were given two main tasks. First, to build housing

units in various raions of Kiev oblast, particularly Makariv raion, that

could accommodate, on a more or less permanent basis, more than

33,000 people who had been evacuated in May, but were to be moved

back into the area either to their state or collective farms or to

businesses formerly conducted in the now deserted Prypiat. Second, a

new town, called Zelenyi Mys, was to be built on the banks of the

Dnieper River approximately 30 kilometres from the nuclear plant,

specifically for shift workers at the nuclear plant. The plant personnel

work 15-day shifts at the station, followed by 15 days of vacation with

their families in Kiev and Chernihiv. The town houses 10,000 workers,

while 8,000 apartments have been made available for their families.
27

By 17 August, according to the newspaper Selskaia zhizn, the

first of 52 new villages to house evacuees had been completed. Called

Ternopilske, the village is located in Makariv raion west of Kiev. By 1

October, 7,250 three-room houses had been built in Kiev oblast of

Ukraine, with approximately 4,000 over the border in Homel oblast of

Belorussia. A Soviet source complained about the slow progress of con-

struction at Zelenyi Mys, where the “enthusiasm of the builders was not

always backed up with sound organization,” and “manufacturers

sometimes supply goods that have to be rejected.”
28 Various high-level

delegations visited the site of the new town in August: Party Secretary
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of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine, Borys

Kachura, on 7 August; Soviet Premier Nikolai Ryzhkov and KGB chief

Viktor Chebrikov on 8-9 August; 29 Ukrainian Party chief Shcherbytsky

and Ukrainian Premier Liashko on 29 August. 30
All carried the same

message, i.e., that the builders must work harder to complete their work

by the 1 October deadline.

In late October, the Soviet Ukrainian press revealed that a more

permanent abode for the nuclear plant staff was under construction.

Whereas Zelenyi Mys is a hastily improvised site with low-quality

housing, more care seems to have been taken with this latest new town

in Soviet Ukraine. Named Slavutych, it is located in the woodlands of

Chernihiv oblast, close to a “forgotten railroad station” called (in

Russian) Nerefa. The location was chosen by the all-Union and

Ukrainian Institutes of Engineering-Technical Research, and the town is

being designed by the Moscow Central Scientific-Research Institute for

City Building. The main thoroughfare out of Slavutych will lead direct-

ly to the Chernobyl nuclear power plant.
31 The construction of

Slavutych may be a sign that Prypiat, unlike the Chernobyl plant itself,

is to be abandoned forever.

It may also be a response to public pressure. The long-suffering

Ukrainian public is evidently weary of temporary abodes. In an

interview in Pravda (10 October), Chernobyl nuclear plant director Erik

Pozdyshev revealed that:

There is one problem that keeps cropping up. People ask: why is our

accommodation allocated on a temporary basis? After all, we are

permanent workers, why are our apartments and residence permits

temporary? . . . These questions have been raised at all meetings and in

party groups and, quite honestly, I cannot come up with a logical response

to this question. . . . The point is that the housing for personnel is located

in Kiev and Chernigov [Chernihiv] and the temporary residence permits

are also issued there. It is true that we will build a new city. A decision to

this effect has been taken, but it is a matter of the future.

Barely two weeks later, the construction of Slavutych was announced.

The future, for once, came quickly for the residents of northern

Ukraine.

Finally, what has been the impact of the disaster on the Soviet

nuclear industry and overall energy programme? The rapid start-up of

the first two Chernobyl reactors in October suggests that the USSR
faces an almost desperate situation in its energy sector, particularly with
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the onset of winter. But on the face of it, there seems little reason for

alarm. Nuclear power made up only about 11 per cent of the country’s

total electricity generation in 1985. Graphite-moderated stations such as

Chernobyl constituted only 6 per cent, and Chernobyl station itself—the

largest in Ukraine and, along with Leningrad and Kursk, the largest in

the USSR—approximately 1.5 per cent. New reactors were scheduled

to come on-line in 1986 at Rovno, Zaporizhzhia, Khmelnytsky and

Kalinin. Why, then, have so many recent editorials in newspapers such

as Pravda, Izvestiia and Komsomolskaia pravda focused on the energy

situation?

In the first place, one should emphasize that there are factors

other than Chernobyl that come into play: the poor performance of

some thermal power plants and low water levels in rivers after a dry

summer, which have had an adverse effect on output at Soviet

hydroelectric stations. At Vienna, the Soviets revealed that their RBMK
plants had been shut down for technical improvements. A recent article

in Sotsialisticheskaia industriia suggested that many are still out of

operation.
32 Engineers and technical personnel of the nuclear industry

have been moved to Chernobyl and to other RBMKs (Leningrad,

Ignalinsk, Kursk, etc.) to ensure that improved safety features are

installed. Skilled engineers have also descended en masse on Chernobyl

to assist with the start-up of reactors one and two there. In turn, this

has slowed down work on existing water-pressurized reactors.

In October, Candidate Member of the Politburo Vladimir Dolgikh

visited Zaporizhzhia station in Ukraine and revealed a host of problems

connected with supply and construction work on a new, third, 1,000

megawatt reactor. The plant was supposed to be on-stream by June

1986, but a delay of at least six months has been anticipated.
33 The

problems outlined are only too familiar at Soviet nuclear plants: what is

significant is that after Chernobyl they are being taken much more

seriously by the authorities. Understandably, the self-confidence of the

past, when the main criterion was the rapidity of construction rates, has

evaporated. Soviet nuclear installations, however, are still suffering from

a lack of skilled personnel, shoddy construction materials, chronic

supply problems and an outdated central planning system that has in

fact been discarded at some enterprises—the Sumy machine-tool works,

for example—in favour of a decentralized system based on

self-financing at the local level.

Chernobyl, which suffered from these problems somewhat in pro-

portion to its immense size, has been restarted, presumably because its
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reactor has been made safer. But the underlying fundamental dilemmas

remain. They have been described most aptly by the Pravda science

correspondent, Vladimir Gubarev, who recently wrote a play about the

Chernobyl disaster called Sarcophagus, after the concrete tomb built

for the exploded unit. Gubarev was one of the main reporters of the

disaster, and has a personal knowledge of the station’s make-up and

organization. Consequently, the statements are based on fact rather

than speculation, and can in fact be verified from other sources. Here is

an abbreviated excerpt from the play that appeared in the weekly

Sovetskaia kultura :

34

Monitor: Our machines came from a warehouse somewhere. They

were sent to us rather than being written off. We coped as long as there

wasn’t an accident. We mended and made do. . .

.

Operator: The problem was we were always in a hurry; we

pledged to have the reactor finished three months early, and in

operation two days early. We asked four times for new metres, but no

one was in any hurry at the top. . . . The builders rushed the whole thing

through. Underneath the reactor you’ll find hunks of concrete, a couple

of mechanical diggers, and all for the sake of some sort of award. Who
needs that sort of speed?

Procurator [to the General]: It was your signature on the docu-

ment accepting reactor no. 4, wasn’t it?

General: Not only no. 4, all of them. I have worked here for

fifteen years.

Procurator: Were you aware of the fire at the Bukhara textile

factory twelve years ago?

General: Of course

Procurator: Why did you sign the acceptance documents when the

roof was made of the same material and you knew that it was forbidden

to use that material in industrial construction?

General: I objected ... I told the heads of the ministry.

Procurator: But you still signed? . . . That sort of roof was banned

twelve years ago. Why was it used?

Head: There was a lot of it in the warehouse. We had a deadline

to meet.

General: If I had not signed, someone else would have done. Or do

you only sign things you can sign with a clear conscience?

Elsewhere the play focuses on the lack of protective clothing and

the failure of the head of the power station to take appropriate action at

the time of the disaster. The above excerpt is revealing in hindsight, but
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is no more frank than Soviet reports of the past five to ten years, which

have focused again and again on alarming reports from various nuclear

power plants: the Odessa station was flooded with ground water; the

main water-pressurized reactor factory at Volgodonsk collapsed into its

reservoir in 1983; Rovno station workers were drunk on duty; Rostov

station was found to possess defective materials; the computing system

at Zaporizhzhia had to be replaced because of serious defects; the entire

plant hierarchy at Khmelnytsky was purged in 1983 for embezzlement,

theft and various other transgressions requiring criminal proceedings.
35

The lesson is clear: the situation at Soviet nuclear plants before

Chernobyl gave cause for serious concern, if not alarm. But has it been

learned?

What of the future? How is life in Ukraine after Chernobyl? For

the residents of Kiev oblast, the disaster has brought about intense

suffering on a variety of levels. More than 30 people are dead and more

than 200,000 have been subjected to high levels of radiation. The effects

of the cesium isotope are still being monitored, and the city of Kiev now

has a reserve water supply from the Desna River, in addition to the

Dnieper. Thousands are still living in camps, tents and boats as winter

approaches. The clean-up campaign, which has entailed the efforts of

thousands of Ukrainians, Balts and other workers, is involving major

sacrifices in wretched conditions.

Two reactors at the Chernobyl nuclear plant have been

resurrected, and Radio Moscow has announced that the third reactor is

to be back on-line by next June.
36 (At the same time, it is still not

feasible to approach the damaged unit and remote-controlled vehicles

are involved in most of the work in that area.) At the World Energy

Conference in Cannes, France in October, Valerii Legasov announced

that the USSR is to increase its reliance on nuclear power for electricity

production. The country had lost more farmland from the construction

of hydroelectric dams, he declared, than from the Chernobyl accident.
37

Soviet confidence in the future of the industry seems undiminished. The
Chernobyl nuclear plant may be back in operation. But one should be

assured of an overwhelming fact: the Chernobyl disaster is not over.
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Roman Solchanyk

CHERNOBYL: THE POLITICAL FALLOUT
IN UKRAINE

In the early hours of 26 April 1986, the number four reactor at

the Chernobyl nuclear power plant exploded, resulting in human
casualties and material losses that, because of the very nature of the

accident, cannot even be fully estimated until years or perhaps decades

from now. Both the CPSU Politburo and a special government

investigative commission concluded that “the prime cause of the

accident was an extremely improbable combination of violations of in-

structions and operating rules committed by the staff of the [number

four] unit.”
1 The disaster at Chernobyl, according to Soviet authorities,

was largely the result of human failings and incompetence.

Under the circumstances, the question obviously arises as to the

political ramifications of Chernobyl in Ukraine. In this regard, we can

delineate three general areas where “political fallout” has either already

occurred or is probable. The first concerns the political future of

Volodymyr Shcherbytsky, who as First Secretary of the Communist

Party of Ukraine is ultimately responsible for developments in the

republic. Given the widespread interest among Sovietologists in

“leadership politics,” that is, speculation about the political fortunes and

misfortunes of leading Party figures, it is perfectly understandable that

the fate of the Ukrainian party leadership has occupied the attention of

the Western press. Almost without exception, Soviet specialists,

journalists, and other observers of the Soviet scene have registered their

conviction that Chernobyl spells the end of Shcherbytsky’s career. Thus

far they have had to remain disappointed. Shcherbytsky has shown no

signs of faltering, which raises some interesting questions, not the least

of which is the methodological validity of Sovietological exercises

insofar as politics on the republican level is concerned. The second area

concerns the impact of Chernobyl on various levels of the Party and

government bureaucracy in Ukraine. In the aftermath of Chernobyl, the

20 Journal of Ukrainian Studies 11, no. 1 (Summer 1986)
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Soviet press has reported disciplinary measures that have been taken

with regard to various individuals deemed in one way or another to have

been responsible for the tragedy. Thus far, those who have been affected

in Ukraine represent the lowest level of officialdom. And third, it should

also be noted that there has been some speculation to the effect that

Chernobyl may contribute to a revival of dissent in Ukraine and

perhaps even give rise to politically motivated popular discontent in the

republic. The focus here, of course, is Chernobyl as a Ukrainian

national issue with destabilizing potential vis-a-vis the centre.

Nuclear Nationalism?

The least tangible of these three aspects is that which posits the

Chernobyl disaster in terms of a nationality issue, that is, as a

Ukrainian-Russian issue. Thus, an article that appeared in The

Christian Science Monitor less than a month after the accident reported

the views of several specialists on Ukrainian affairs who apparently felt

that “because it occurred in the Soviet republic of Ukraine, the

Chernobyl accident is likely to fan Ukrainian independent-mindedness

and resentment of the Russian-dominated state.”
2 One of the

respondents queried by the authors felt that “the late 1980s could see

the emergence of a new wave of dissident activism revolving around

ecological concerns as well as those of Ukrainian autonomy.” Another

specialist was reported as agreeing “that the accident will exacerbate

tensions between the people of the Ukraine and the regime in Moscow.”

All of this may be true. Nonetheless, it must be stated from the outset

that at the moment there is no evidence to support these views. The
article’s reference to “reliable reports of public anger and dissension

among spectators at the May Day parade” in Kiev and, more

specifically, that “some Kiev residents were dismayed at what they con-

sidered callous celebrations just as reports of dead and injured in and

around Chernobyl were emerging” falls somewhat short of qualifying as

political dissent.

Another article cited the British mass-circulation The Mail on

Sunday (13 May 1986) to the effect that “peasants living near

Chernobyl painted slogans on the underground bunkers where party

officials hid during the accident, with words such as: ‘Murderers of the

Fatherland’ and ‘Architects of Death.’ Cartloads of hay were set alight

and pulled up to the bunker’s doors, and some military vehicles were

hijacked.”
3 The only thing that can be said about this kind of
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information is that it should be judged by the sources that are reporting

it.

Finally, it should be noted that the few reports about Chernobyl

reaching the West through samvydav channels have thus far been

uniformly free of any political connotations insofar as Ukraine is

concerned. They provide details about the evacuation of areas affected

by radiation, problems with food supply, the lack or unreliability of in-

formation made public by the authorities, and the like. However, there

is nothing in these reports to suggest that Chernobyl is being viewed as

a political issue.
4 The only dissident activity in the Soviet Union tied to

Chernobyl that we know about occurred in Moscow. There the so-called

Trust Group conducted several street demonstrations that included dis-

tribution of leaflets and the gathering of signatures for an anti-nuclear

petition addressed to the authorities.
5

This is not to suggest that there was no fear, anger, frustration, or

even discontent among the population. Indeed there was, and one was

able to read about it in the Soviet press. These are human emotions that

one would expect under the circumstances. Moreover, there are clear

indications that the same kind of questioning about the uses of nuclear

energy that led members of the Trust Group to organize demonstrations

in Moscow is also present in Ukraine. It surfaced in Oles Honchar’s

speech opening the congress of the Ukrainian Writers’ Union in early

June 1986, and again in Borys Oliinyk’s presentation at the all-Union

writers’ congress shortly thereafter.
6

Oliinyk’s remarks about the

allegedly “peaceful atom” were particularly forthright:

Chernobyl has forced us to rethink a great deal, including the fact that

the common metaphor “peaceful atom” is but a metaphor inasmuch as it

is peaceful only in its natural state. Chernobyl demands of us that we

convince our scientists that sometimes they are confident to the point of

cocksureness, seeming to know everything but in reality far from

everything.

Oliinyk returned to the Chernobyl theme once again in a full-page

article in Literaturnaia gazeta, this time criticizing the authorities’

choice of the location site for the power plant on the edge of a major

source of water supply and in a flood plain. He also referred to the now
often quoted article by Liubov Kovalevska in Literaturna

Ukraina—which was published shortly before the accident and pointed

to persistent problems at the Chernobyl facility—saying that the article

went unnoticed by those who should have been interested in its contents
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but was in great demand after 26 April.
7

The thrust of Oliinyk’s criticism is directed at the bureaucratic

bungling and ineptitude that is commonplace in the Soviet Union. It

falls squarely within the boundaries of the officially sanctioned

campaign for glasnost that is currently being encouraged by the

leadership of the Party, and one can expect more of the same in the

future. All of this should be evaluated in its proper context, which has

nothing to do with dissent, opposition, or nationality problems.

Fixing Reponsibility

The expectation that heads would roll in Ukraine in the aftermath

of Chernobyl surfaced soon after the accident. In addition to the

obvious reason that Ukrainian Party and government officials are

ultimately responsible for everything that goes on in the republic, sever-

al additional factors came into play. First, the initial Soviet response to

everyone’s question following the explosion, namely, how could such a

disaster have happened, was that human error was the most likely

cause. This was the explanation offered by Boris Eltsin, first secretary

of the Moscow City Party Commmittee, in an interview with the West

German television network ARD on 2 May. Eltsin, who was in

Hamburg at the time, said: “The cause lies apparently in the subjective

realm, in human error.”
8

In subsequent remarks he was more

ambivalent. Interviewed by Associated Press on 4 May, Eltsin stated:

As for the causes, there are differing versions. Humans cannot enter the

accident zone. Therefore we can’t specify the causes of the accident at

this time. There are so many versions [of the cause] that we can’t lose

time over that now. But one thing certainly is hard to believe, and that is

that it had anything to do with the quality of the equipment .

9

Although more circumspect, the fact that Eltsin virtually ruled out a

technical mishap had the same effect as placing the blame on personnel

at the Chernobyl plant. Approximately two weeks later, the same
verdict was handed down by Ivan Emelianov, a corresponding member
of the USSR Academy of Sciences and deputy director of a research

institute that designed the Chernobyl-type reactor. Speaking with

Western reporters, Emelianov argued that human error and not

technical failure caused the Chernobyl blast. He made it clear that he

believed that someone at the plant violated safety rules, overriding the

built-in systems to prevent a nuclear accident.
10

Irrespective of the fact
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that Emelianov’s views, given his position, might have been somewhat

prejudicial, as it turned out his assessment largely coincided with the

main findings of the Soviet report presented in Vienna.

In addition to blaming the Chernobyl staff for the accident itself,

Moscow officials also blamed local personnel for initially

underestimating the seriousness of the situation. Already on 3 May, an

article in The Guardian entitled “Ukraine Kept Kremlin in the Dark”

cited unnamed Soviet sources to the effect that “local officials in the

Ukraine and senior figures in the Soviet ministries and organisations

dealing with nuclear power ‘misled’ the Kremlin by trying to minimise

the the nature of the Chernobyl disaster.” Boris Shcherbina, head of the

government investigative commission, said more or less the same thing

at the first Soviet press conference on Chernobyl organized by the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 6 May: “The first information we ob-

tained was not the same which we obtained when we were in the area.

In the area, local experts had not made a correct assessment of the

accident.”
11

This was repeated by Valentin Falin, head of the Novosti

press agency, in an interview with the West German magazine Der

Spiegel. Falin made it clear, however, that it was not the local officials

but the plant technicians whose initial reports “were incomplete and

later proved to be incorrect.”
12

This view, it should be noted, appears to

have been challenged by Emelianov. At a special briefing for Western

diplomats on 13 May, which featured Shcherbina, Emelianov

maintained: “They [plant workers] were correct in evaluating the

situation and certain measures had been taken, but you saw how large

the destruction was and it was difficult for local personnel and

personnel on duty to cope with the situation. It was impossible.”
13

The question of incompetence on the local level with regard to

initial evaluations of what had happened at Chernobyl is important not

only because of the expected political repercussions in Ukraine but also

because of the international criticism over the Soviet delay in reporting

the accident. Closely tied to this is the question of when Moscow was

informed of the accident. This aspect of the problem, however, leaves no

room for speculation. At the 6 May press conference, Shcherbina,

referring to the government investigative commission formed by the

USSR Council of Ministers, stated that “we were in the area within

several hours.”
14 At another press conference about two weeks later,

Emelianov was specifically asked when the commission was established.

He responded that it was at work “on the very day of the accident,

April 26th.”
15
This means, of course, that officials in Moscow must have
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been informed very quickly. Subsequent statements by Soviet officials

leave no doubt that within a matters of several hours Moscow knew that

a nuclear accident had occurred in Ukraine. Thus, Viktor Sidorenko,

first deputy chairman of the USSR State Committee for Supervision of

Safe Working Practices in the Atomic Power Industry

(Gosatomenergonadzor) told Western correspondents in late May that

he was informed three hours after the accident and was at the

Chernobyl site the same afternoon.
16

Similarly, the deputy chief of the

all-Union industrial association Soiuzatomenergo, Evgenii Ignatenko,

was quoted by Radio Moscow as saying that he received a telephone

call at 3:00 a.m. on 26 April, that is, less than three hours after the

accident, and that he was in Kiev and then at Chernobyl within hours.
17

Falin, asked specifically by Der Spiegel when Gorbachev had been

informed of the accident, answered: “Already on Saturday [April 26],

but the question is to what extent.” The first detailed information, he

added, was not given the Party leader until shortly before a meeting of

the Politburo that was convened on 28 April to discuss the situation.
18

This was also the explanation offered by the chairman of the Ukrainian

Council of Ministers, Oleksandr Liashko, at a press conference in Kiev

on 8 May. Liashko explained that the explosion at the fourth reactor

was reported to central authorities “within hours,” but that the full

implications were not realized until two days later. “Moscow was told

about this [the seriousness of the situation] on the 28th. It was an

evolving situation,” he said.
19

The picture that emerges, therefore, is fairly straightforward. The
disaster at Chernobyl was caused primarily by incompetent staff who, in

addition, at first failed to fully comprehend what had happened. This, in

turn, resulted in Moscow being provided with information from Kiev

that, although timely, was incomplete and incorrect. The scenario was

quite plausible. But whether or not this is what actually happened can-

not be independently confirmed. Robert Gillette of the Los Angeles

Times has looked at the Soviet reports—including a Krasnaia zvezda

article of 7 June revealing that military planning was already underway

the day of the accident—and comes to the conclusion that “the central

authorities understood the seriousness of the accident the very day that

it occurred.” In his view, Moscow’s claims that it learned too little too

late to inform the outside world of the disaster any sooner than it did

lacked credibility, and seemed to be inspired by a desire “to shift the

blame specifically away from Gorbachev while allowing it to rest

elsewhere in the Politburo.”
20

In this connection, perhaps it is
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worthwhile to cite the remarks of Aleksandr Novgorodov, described by

the Reuter news agency as a senior official in the Soviet organization of

friendship societies. Arriving in Israel with a Soviet friendship group in

early May, Novgorodov is reported to have said that the Soviet Union

delayed providing information about Chernobyl because it occurred just

before the May Day holiday. “We didn’t want to spoil the celebrations,”

he told reporters.
21

Dismissals and Reprimands

The first disciplinary measures were reported by Pravda on 12

May, naming three officials of the Chernobyl branch of the

transportation production association “Iuzhatomenergostroitrans” who
were singled out for ineptitude in organizing the evacuation effort. A.

Sichkarenko and A. Shapoval, described as leaders of the production

association, were both fired. Shapoval was also expelled from the Party,

while Sichkarenko was given a severe reprimand. The third official, A.

Gubsky, identified as the Party secretary of the enterprise, received a

lesser reprimand. This was followed one week later by an article in

Komsomolskaia pravda revealing that two officials of the Komsomol

organization at the plant, Iurii Zahalsky and Halyna Lupii, had fled

after the accident. Zahalsky was removed from his post, and his mem-
bership in the Komsomol was to be reviewed. The newspaper said noth-

ing about what action would be taken against Lupii.
22

In mid-June, an article in Pravda Ukrainy mentioned in passing

that Erik Pozdyshev was the new director of the Chernobyl plant,

thereby revealing that his predecessor, Viktor Briukhanov, had been

dismissed.
23 Soon thereafter, Pravda

,
reporting on a plenum of the Kiev

oblast Party Committee, announced that Briukhanov and Nikolai

Fomin, the chief engineer at Chernobyl, had been sacked for “failing to

insure correct and firm leadership and the required discipline in the

difficult conditions of the accident, and displaying irresponsibility and

inability to organize.” The newspaper also criticized three deputy

directors of the power plant—R. Solovev, I. Tsarenko, and V.

Gundar—for various failings ranging from negligence to desertion; the

chairman of the plant’s trade union committee, V. Berezin; the

secretary of the Komsomol organization at Chernobyl, Aleksandr

Bocharov; and, once again, A. Shapoval, who was now identified as the

chief engineer of the Chernobyl branch of “Iuzhatomenergostroitrans.”

While praising the overall performance of the Party committee at
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Chernobyl, the newspaper conceded that there was no doubt that “the

Party committee could have done more.”
24

The next round of dismissals and reprimands was announced by

the CPSU Politburo at the end of July after a special session that

examined the report of the government’s investigative commission.

Affected were several leading officials of the Soviet energy industry. At

the same time, it was reported that Briukhanov had been expelled from

the Party.
25 More top Moscow energy chiefs were either expelled from

Party membership or reprimanded in mid-August after a review

conducted by the CPSU Party Control Committee. 26

In Ukraine, twenty-seven Party members were expelled from the

Kiev oblast organization for “cowardice and alarmism,” according to

Pravda. The individuals concerned were not even identified.
27 The first

and thus far the only punishment meted out to Ukrainian Party and

government functionaries of any standing was reported on 27 July by

Radianska Ukraina, which informed its readers that the Central

Committee of the Ukrainian Party “examined the question of the

responsibility of a number of culpable officials,” and that the action was

taken on the instructions of the Central Committee of the CPSU.
Involved were the secretary of the Party committee at Chernobyl,

Sergei Parashin, and the first secretary of the Prypiat City Party

Committee, Oleksandr Hamaniuk, both of whom were given severe

reprimands. Parashin was also removed from his post. The acting head

of the Board of the Southwest Region of Gosatomenergonadzor,

identified only as Zavalniuk, was also severely reprimanded; it was con-

sidered “undesirable” for him to retain his post, the newspaper added.

Also, it was announced that the former chief engineer at Chernobyl,

Fomin, was expelled from the Party for “serious mistakes and omissions

in his plant, and conducting an experiment at the No. 4 energy block

without the required preparation and without the consent of the appro-

priate organs.”
28

It is, of course, possible that further disciplinary action will be

taken in Ukraine. For the moment, however, the individuals affected by

dismissals and reprimands, particularly the Party functionaries, repre-

sent the lower rungs of the bureaucracy. Neither the Prypiat City Party

Committee, which is responsible for political oversight at Chernobyl, nor

the Kiev oblast Party Committee, which exercises overall control in the

region, have suffered any real consequences. This is a far cry from the

political doom of Ukrainian Party leader Shcherbytsky that has been

routinely forecast by most Western observers of the Soviet scene both
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before and after Chernobyl.

Sense and Nonsense About Shcherbytsky

The disaster at the Ukrainian nuclear power plant removed any

lingering doubts that may have been harboured by the Western media

as to Shcherbytsky’s future. Virtually without exception, everyone

agreed that Chernobyl would have very clear negative political

consequences for the Ukrainian Party leader. Some commentaries were

restrained, noting simply that Chernobyl “may portend unpleasant

consequences for such local officials as Vladimir Shcherbitsky, the

Ukrainian Party leader, a holdover from the regime of Leonid Brezhnev,

three governments back.”
29 Others were more bold, arguing that

Shcherbytsky was “incriminated because of Chernobyl, and he will

probably not be able to hold out much longer.”
30 The conventional

wisdom held that Gorbachev had now been presented with a perfect

opportunity to oust the Ukrainian Party first secretary. “Experts give

Mr. Shcherbitsky a month, and predict a purge of the entire Party

apparatus in the Kiev oblast,” wrote one newspaper in mid-May. 31

The conviction with which such judgements were made is quite

understandable given the pre-Chernobyl idee fixe of Kremlinologists

and other “experienced observers” that Gorbachev’s election to the

CPSU leadership in March 1985 translated into Shcherbytsky’s

downfall. Without too much elaboration, the notion soon took hold that

Shcherbytsky (and Kazakh Party leader Dinmukhamed Kunaev) is a

“Brezhnevite,” a member of the “old guard,” a “leftover,” and the like.

Speculation about his imminent demise surfaced following Viktor

Grishin’s resignation as head of the Moscow City Party organization at

the end of December 1985. After the departures of Politburo members
Grigorii Romanov, Nikolai Tikhonov, and Grishin, it seemed only

natural that the remaining “dead wood” would also be removed from

the inner leadership of the Party. All the more so since

Gorbachev—increasingly portrayed as “young and dynamic” and the

leader of a “new generation” with “fresh ideas and bold visions”—had

made clear his intention to “reconstruct” Soviet society. Moreover, in

Shcherbytsky’s case, there appeared to be solid ground for his dismissal.

Western diplomats in Moscow, always on the lookout for conflicts and

fissures in the top leadership, spotted nothing less than a policy

disagreement between Gorbachev and Shcherbytsky. Specifically, the

Ukrainian Party leader was said to have questioned the results of the
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Reagan-Gorbachev summit in Geneva at the November 1985 session of

the USSR Supreme Soviet.
32

Speculation mounted in mid-January 1986 after Pravda carried an

article on the Kharkiv oblast Party conference, revealing that some local

officials had been sacked. This was duly registered in the West as

further evidence that Shcherbytsky was on his way out. Indeed, it was

pointed out that the conference was attended by USSR Procurator

General Aleksandr Rekunkov, and that Shcherbytsky was not present.

A British newspaper wrote that the conference in Kharkiv was called

specifically to discuss shortcomings in the region’s economy and vi-

olations of Party discipline, and that senior officials had been removed

and reprimanded. The Gorbachev purge had now spread to Ukraine, it

concluded. A German national daily carried the headline “A Warning

to Shcherbytsky?” Soon thereafter, Pravda reported that there had been

criticism at the Kiev City Party conference, and diplomats in Moscow
were now saying that Shcherbytsky was “fighting for his political

survival.” But one such “expert” cautioned against hasty judgements,

offering the view that Shcherbytsky might in fact be encouraging such

criticism “in his own backyard” so as to strengthen his position in the

Party. Unfortunately, the mechanics of this clever maneuver were never

explained. All concurred, however, that at the very least Iurii Ielchenko,

the Kiev Party chief, was finished. Then, at the end of January, the

Soviet press announced that Vitalii Fedorchuk, the USSR Minister of

Internal Affairs, had been “transferred to other work.” Before moving

to Moscow in 1982, first as Iurii Andropov’s replacement at the KGB
and then as minister of internal affairs, Fedorchuk was head of the

KGB in Ukraine, where he supervised the persecution of the Ukrainian

intelligentsia in the aftermath of Petro Shelest’s ouster. At a total loss

to explain what was behind the Fedorchuk move, some “seasoned

observers” suggested that Gorbachev might be considering Fedorchuk to

replace Shcherbytsky.

Clearly, all of this is nonsense. The alleged differences between

Shcherbytsky and Gorbachev over foreign policy issues are difficult to

pinpoint and still more difficult to document. That Shcherbytsky should

have voiced reservations about the Geneva summit comes as no surprise;

over the years he has been consistent in his hard-line stance toward the

West. But does this necessarily mean that he is in “opposition” to

Gorbachev? Others also advocated caution in evaluating the results of

Geneva. Indeed, Gorbachev himself was later reported as having told

the Italian Communist Party official Giancarlo Pajetta that “the
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[summit] talk gave him a favourable impression, although he has no

facile illusions and his optimism is always accompanied by great

caution.”
33 As for the Kharkiv meeting, there was nothing extraordinary

about it; it was one of many being held throughout the USSR during

the so-called report and election process. No senior officials were

dismissed. With one exception, all of the oblast-level secretaries, includ-

ing the first and second secretaries, were reelected. This was also the

case at the Kiev City Party conference. Concerning Rekunkov’s pres-

ence in Kharkiv, the only thing that can be said with any degree of

certainty is that it is standard practice for representatives from Moscow
to attend such affairs. Shcherbytsky’s absence, on the other hand, may
well be explained by the fact that he had already attended the Kharkiv

City Party conference that was held several weeks earlier. Of course,

one could only know this from the Kiev press, which is not exactly re-

quired reading for most Kremlinologists.

This is unfortunate, because a certain knowledge of developments

in the republic would have precluded unwarranted speculation. For

readers of Radianska Ukraina or Pravda Ukrainy, it was perfectly clear

by early January, when the local Party organizations in Ukraine

concluded their report and election conferences, that the Ukrainian

Party organization had emerged virtually unaffected by Gorbachev’s

campaign against corruption and incompetence. Thus, a comparison

with the preceding round of elections in 1984 shows that 21 of the 25

oblast first secretaries and the first secretary of the Kiev City Party

organization, or 81 per cent, were reelected. Moreover, two of the five

changes in personnel that did take place involved promotions or lateral

transfers. Likewise, a glance at the Kiev newspapers of 25 January

would have shown that a plenum of the Ukrainian Central Committee

held the previous day ended without examining any “organizational

questions.” This would have ended, at least temporarily, further

speculation about Shcherbytsky’s fate.

Shcherbytsky was reelected first secretary at the 27th Congress of

the Communist Party of Ukraine in February, and several weeks later,

at the conclusion of the CPSU congress in Moscow, he was reelected to

full membership in the Politburo. When, at the same time, Fedorchuk

was dropped from membership in the Central Committee, the notion

that he had ever been a candidate for Shcherbytsky’s job was quietly

forgotten. The “veteran Soviet watchers” were baffled. One
commentator considered the possibility that perhaps Gorbachev could

not find a suitable candidate for the post in Kiev. At the moment, the
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prevailing view is that Shcherbytsky’s continued membership in the

Moscow Politburo illustrates that Gorbachev’s power is not as

all-embracing as it was once thought to be .

34
This is entirely plausible.

At the same time, such explanations continue to be accompanied by

dubious assumptions about Shcherbytsky’s political views—as if these

could be gauged with any degree of accuracy—and, in some instances,

by pure fantasy. A case in point:

An indication, however, that Gorbachev has not entirely had a free hand

in determining the leadership is the continuing presence of two

unreconstructed Brezhnevites, Kunaev and Shcherbitsky, in the

Politburo The survival of Kunaev (in the face of well publicized

economic failures in his republic) and Shcherbitsky (despite criticism of

similar failures in the Ukraine) implies that Gorbachev is not able to act

with complete inpunity when it comes to dumping older members of the

Politburo .

35

It is not entirely clear to what criticism the author is referring.

Criticism by Pravdot s correspondent in Kiev of bureaucratic bungling

and mismanagement at some factory or enterprise? Poor harvest results

in some oblasts? This is an almost daily occurrence in the Soviet press

that, in fact, predates Gorbachev by several decades. In any case,

Shcherbytsky himself has yet to be personally criticized by Gorbachev

or by anyone else, for that matter. Indeed, at the Party congress in

Moscow, the CPSU general secretary was quite positive about economic

performance in Ukraine. “Party organizations in Ukraine should be

commended,” he said, “for creating scientific and technological

complexes and engineering centres, and for their productive work in ef-

fectively utilizing recycled resources .” 36

One commentator, writing from London, is confident that “the

Ukrainian party leader is notoriously hostile to the new General

Secretary, being another native of Brezhnev’s home town .” 37 It would be

interesting to learn why this is so. Even more colourful is the recent

discovery by a Moscow correspondent of personal animosity between

Shcherbytsky and Gorbachev:

Indeed, bad blood between Gorbachev and two conservatives on the

Politburo, Vladimir Shcherbitsky of the Ukraine and Dinmukhamed
Kunaev of Kazakhstan, dates back five years when, acting on Andropov’s

anti-corruption orders, Gorbachev supervised the ousting of a number of

regional bosses, the largest number being in the Ukraine and
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Kazakhstan .

38

This would also be interesting if it were true. Unfortunately, no one but

the author of this particular report is aware of a purge in Ukraine at

the end of 1982. More examples along these lines are available upon

request.

The purpose of this exercise is not to relish the Schadenfreude of

someone else’s failings but rather to underscore the dangers of simplistic

assumptions about Soviet politics, particularly in the republics. The fact

of the matter is that we actually know next to nothing about

Shcherbytsky’s role in Kremlin politics. Analysts of Soviet affairs

perform an important service when they call our attention to

little-known facts that surface in the Soviet media, or when they

identify specific patterns of development over a given period of time. It

has been pointed out, for example, that Shcherbytsky’s direct

participation in the Chernobyl evacuation and clean-up effort, as

witnessed by his relatively rare visits to the plant site, has been minimal.

His counterpart in Belorussia, Nikolai Sliunkov, on the other hand, has

played a much more active role in the work that was done in the

southern parts of Homel oblast, which were also affected by

radiation.
39 But it would be unwise to draw sweeping conclusions from

this alone. However, some things can be said for certain: Shcherbytsky

is 68; one day he will leave his post; and then everyone who ever

predicted this will have been correct.
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Walter Huda

MEDICAL CONSEQUENCES OF CHERNOBYL

Introduction

On 25 April 1986, engineers at Unit 4 of the RBMK-1000 type

nuclear power plant at Chernobyl in Soviet Ukraine were preparing to

perform experiments aimed at testing the effectiveness of a number of

safety features of the nuclear reactor in the event of a sudden

interruption of steam supply to the electrical turbine generators. In the

course of the day, at least six safety rules were violated, including the

removal of too many control rods needed to shut the reactors down in

an emergency, shutting off the automatic controls, bypassing the auto-

matic shutdown mechanism, and switching on too many cooling pumps.

At 1:23 a.m. on Saturday, 26 April, approximately 40 seconds into the

experiment, the power level of the reactor surged from 7 per cent (200

million watts (MW)) to 50 per cent of full power in less than 10

seconds. This resulted in the rapid formation of steam at high pressure,

which burst the reactor’s cooling tubes. The steam in the damaged

reactor reacted chemically with the hot zirconium fuel cladding to

produce hydrogen, which formed a combustible mixture with the air

and resulted in a powerful explosion that blew off the roof of the

refuelling building above the reactor and started a number of fires.

Radiation levels in the immediate vicinity of the breached reactor

reached extremely high levels, well in excess of tens of thousands of rem

per hour.
1

Millions of Curies of volatile radionuclides such as Iodine 131

and Cesium 137 were released into the atmosphere2 and dispersed

downwind from the reactor site.

This paper compares the scale of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster

with the three most serious reactor accidents that have occurred to

date—at Windscale (now called Sellafield) in the United Kingdom in

1957, at Idaho Flats in the United States in 1961, and at the Three
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Mile Island power plant in the United States in 1979. An assessment is

made of the acute and chronic medical consequences of the Chernobyl

accident on the population of the Soviet Union and other countries

around the world which were subsequently affected by the radioactive

fallout from Chernobyl.

Nuclear Reactors

In 1942 Enrico Fermi constructed in Chicago the world’s first

nuclear reactor, which was used for the development of atomic weapons

by the Allies during World War II. This nuclear research work

culminated with the atom bomb attacks on the Japanese cities of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. The Soviet Union developed a hybrid

military-civilian reactor at Obninsk with an electrical power output of 5

MW, which became operational in 1954. A large military-civilian

hybrid reactor with an electrical power output of 50 MW was opened

by the Queen at Calder Hall in the United Kingdom in 1956. Hundreds

of nuclear reactors are now being used throughout the world for a wide

range of military, scientific and industrial tasks. These include well over

300 units
3 whose sole function is to generate electrical power by using

the heat generated in the nuclear reactor to produce steam and thereby

drive an electrical turbo generator. The Chernobyl site had four

operational reactors rated at 1000 MW electrical power each and a

further two units under construction. The Chernobyl-type reactors are

based on a graphite-moderated, light-water-cooled, pressure-tube design

which is not used for commercial power generating purposes outside the

Soviet-bloc countries.

Reactors generate heat from nuclear fuels, such as Uranium 235,

which can undergo a breaking-up process known as fission. This process

is associated with the enormous release of energy, with the typical

energy release associated with nuclear fuels being millions of times

larger than the energy released when comparable masses of fossil fuels

such as gas, oil or coal are burned. This heat is produced in the reactor

core at a controlled rate and is extracted from the core by means of one

of a variety of coolants, such as carbon dioxide gas or water. The heated

coolant passes through a heat exchanger, and the energy extracted in

this fashion is used to generate steam. The mode of production of

electricity is subsequently identical to that encountered in any

conventional fossil-fuel-type power station in which steam is employed

to drive turbo generators.
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One of the major problems of operating a nuclear power plant is

the build-up in the reactor core of very large amounts of waste pro-

duced by the fission of the Uranium 234 nuclear fuel. The waste

products, which are highly radioactive, include volatile radionuclides

such as Iodine 131 (8-day half-life*) and Cesium 137 (30-year half-life)

and enter easily into the human food chain. They also include extremely

toxic and long-lived radionuclides such as Plutonium 239 (24,000-year

half-life) and other elements heavier than uranium (transuranics).

Under normal conditions, reactor operators are shielded from these

radioactive waste products by a containment vessel which physically

prevents the escape of radioactivity from the reactor core and by a thick

wall that absorbs the harmful radiation emitted by those radionuclides

as they undergo radioactive decay. Spent fuel rods removed from

reactor cores are highly radioactive and are generally stored in

deep-water pools for many years to permit the decay of the short-lived

radioactive wastes. The ultimate disposal of the long-lived radioactive

waste is currently the subject of intense research throughout the world.

No technologically acceptable solution to this problem has yet been de-

veloped.

When a reactor is breached, the radiation levels may become

dangerously high and the potential exists for the release into the

environment of very large quantities of radioactivity. The types of

radionuclides that may be released are highly dependent on a wide

range of technical factors relating to the reactor type and the specifics

of the accident conditions. Subsequent dispersal of the radioactivity is

primarily determined by the meteorological conditions prevalent at the

time of the accident. Detrimental effects to human populations and the

whole ecosystem occur when the radioactivity decays by emitting

radiation which is harmful when absorbed in sufficiently high quantities

by any living systems. Individuals can be irradiated from external

sources, such as a passing cloud of radioactivity or radioactive deposits

on the ground. In addition, radioactivity may be taken into the body by

direct inhalation or ingestion of contaminated food and water, which

will irradiate the affected individual as the radioactivity decays. The
presence of long-lived radioactive waste in spent nuclear fuel can result

in very serious environmental contamination problems for many years

*The half-life measures the rate of decay of radionuclides where after a period of one

half-life, 50 per cent of the initial radioactivity remains; after two half-lives, 25 per cent

remains, and so on. After ten half-lives, only 0.1 per cent of the initial radioactivity will

remain.
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into the distant future if these materials escape from their containment.

The classic demonstration of this type of problem is the dispersal of

radioactive waste materials in a presumed chemical explosion at a

waste-storage site in the Kyshtym region of the Soviet Union at the end

of 1957 or the beginning of 1958.
4 Lev Tumerman, a Soviet scientist

who emigrated to Israel in 1972, reported that in 1960 he drove along a

highway that crosses the contaminated area and saw “a large area ... in

which any normal activity was forbidden, people were evacuated and

villages razed, evidently to prevent inhabitants from returning; there

was no agriculture or livestock raising, fishing and hunting were

forbidden.”
5

Radiation Effects

Knowledge of the detrimental effects to humans from radiation

has been obtained by studying groups of individuals who have suffered

from radiation exposure in the course of their work (e.g., uranium-ore

miners), for medical reasons (e.g., therapeutically irradiated patients),

and for military reasons (e.g., survivors of the atom-bomb attacks at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki). The biological effects of radiation are

measured using the scientific unit known as the rem, which takes into

account the amount of radiation absorbed by an individual and the ef-

fectiveness of the radiation type in causing harm. Radiation effects can

be conveniently divided into two distinct categories. The first category

relates to non-stochastic, acute effects which generally occur when

individuals receive radiation doses in excess of about 100 rem, while the

second category relates to the stochastic (random), chronic process of

carcinogenesis and genetic effects which are the principal concerns for

individuals exposed to radiation doses below 100 rem.

Doses well in excess of 1,000 rem result in the rapid onset of

severe nausea and vomiting, followed by convulsions and tremors. States

of stupor alternate with hyperexcitability, and death inevitably follows

within a few days. At doses in excess of about 700 rem, nausea,

persistent vomiting and hemorrhagic diarrhea dominate; all are

associated with the destruction of the intestinal lining. Exhaustion and

delirium may follow, dehydration develops, the circulation fails, and

coma and death generally follow about a week after exposure.

Individuals exposed in the range of 200-600 rem also experience nausea

and vomiting accompanied by the loss of appetite, diarrhea and apathy

for two to three days. The white cell and platelet levels in the blood
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drop over a period of days as the bone marrow stops producing cells and

the patient’s condition deteriorates. Three to four weeks after exposure,

fatigue, chills and shortness of breath develop, the gums and tonsils

become ulcerated and bleed, and hair loss occurs. Alterations in the

immune system make the individual susceptible to infection, and death

may occur. Current estimates are that perhaps half of those exposed to

this dose range could die within 25 to 35 days following exposure. And
individual who survives this acute stage will have an elevated lifetime

risk of dying from a radiation-induced cancer of about one per cent per

100-rem radiation dose. This is a significant increase above the

“natural” cancer mortality rate of about 13 per cent in the general

population of an industrial society such as the Soviet Union.

Individuals exposed to radiation levels below 100 rem are

estimated to have a risk of developing a fatal cancer of about 0.0001

per rem. This means that if 10,000 individuals were each to be exposed

to a radiation dose of one rem, then over a lifetime, one extra

radiation-induced fatal cancer would be expected to occur over and

above the “natural” incidence of 1,300 (13 per cent) cancer deaths in

this population. Radiation-induced cancers cannot be distinguished from

“natural” cancers and possess latent periods that are measured in years

for leukemias and decades for solid tumors. In studying exposed groups

such as the Japanese survivors of the atom-bomb attacks, scientific and

medical work to assess the late effects of radiation is still being

undertaken to this day, more than 40 years after the original exposure

to radiation. In assessing the carcinogenic effects of radiation it is nec-

essary to note that most human data on this radiation risk have been

obtained at high doses in excess of about 50 rem. The use of these risk

factors for individuals exposed at radiation levels as low as 10 rem, one

rem or even 0.1 rem is problematical, as current uncertainties in the

radiation risk are typically factors of two to three. Thus, estimates of

cancer deaths among members of the public arising from an accidental

release of radioactivity into the environment are based on data involving

the exposure of a relatively large number of individuals to relatively low

radiation doses. This is the case for the populations exposed to radiation

from the Chernobyl fallout remote from the reactor site and is the best

scientific estimate currently available. An immediate corollary of this

fact is that by collecting scientific and medical data on the population

groups exposed to the higher radiation doses from the Chernobyl

accident, valuable information can be obtained to improve the current

status of the limited scientific knowledge on the carcinogenic effect of
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radiation.

In addition to the induction of cancer, exposure to low levels of

radiation is associated with an increase in risk of producing serious

abnormalities in an individual’s offspring. The average genetic radiation

risk is generally taken to be about 30 per cent of the fatal cancer risk

for a typical adult population. Individuals exposed to doses below 10

rem are subject to a risk that is considerably smaller than the “natural”

incidence of genetic abnormalities, which is about 3 per cent for serious

defects and 1
1
per cent for all types of genetic defects in all live-born

infants.

To interpret the significance of a given radiation exposure, it is

convenient to summarize the radiation doses to which typical

populations may be exposed. Everyone on earth is exposed to natural

background radiation from cosmic rays originating in outer space and

from primordial radionuclides still remaining since the formation of this

planet. On average, any individual receives an annual radiation dose of

between 0.1 and 0.2 rem, although there are certain geographical

regions where this background may be considerably elevated because of

higher concentrations of radioactivity in natural ores. Individuals who
work with radiation in medical institutions and in industry are subject

to regulatory dose limits of 5 rem per annum, although average doses

received by such workers are generally closer to 0.5 rem per annum.

Regulatory dose limits also exist for members of the public and are cur-

rently set at 0.5 rem per annum. However, there are indications that

this regulatory limit will be reduced to 0.1 rem per annum in the near

future. Experience has shown that actual radiation doses to members of

the public from activities involving radiation are considerably smaller

than the regulatory dose limits currently in force.

History of Reactor Accidents

On 8 October 1957, an air-cooled nuclear reactor at Windscale in

the United Kingdom used to produce plutonium for the military caught

fire during routine maintenance work. 6
After three days, the authorities

succeeded in extinguishing the fire and preventing a serious explosion. A
large number of uranium fuel rods were seriously damaged, which

resulted in the release of approximately 20,000 Curies of Iodine 131 and

600 Curies of Cesium 137. In addition, an estimated 240 Curies of the

considerably more hazardous alpha-emitting Polonium 210 were also

reported to have been released,
7
although the full details of this aspect
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of the accident are still uncertain because of the secretiveness of the

British military authorities.
8 The magnitude of the release of

radioactivity was fortuitously minimized by the presence of particulate

air filters on top of the tall stacks above the reactors. These air filters,

belatedly added after construction of the stacks had commenced at the

insistence of Sir John Cockroft, head of Britain’s Harwell nuclear

centre, were known locally as “Cockroft’s follies.” Although no

individual was seriously injured in the accident, contaminated milk from

dairy herds in the surrounding 500 square kilometres was poured down

disused mineshafts to minimize radiation exposure to the population.

The UK National Radiological Protection Board issued a report in 1983

which estimated that perhaps 30 extra cancer deaths in the general

population could be expected as a result of the release of radioactivity in

the Windscale accident. This is an extremely small number of

detrimental effects. It is orders of magnitude too low to be detected di-

rectly and insignificant in comparison with the number of cancer

fatalities expected in the same population. The nuclear reactor, however,

was shut down and embedded in concrete. It remains entombed to this

day. The reactor will ultimately have to be dismantled and disposed of,

together with long-lived radioactive wastes, and this will certainly pose

major technological, radiological and financial problems to the

authorities.

On 3 January 1961 at the National Reactor Testing station near

Idaho Falls in the United States,
9
three men were servicing control-rod

motors on the small 3 MW (thermal) water-cooled SL-1 reactor. A con-

trol rod was inadvertently removed from the reactor core, causing a

massive surge of heat that flashed the water coolant to steam. The
reactor core was shattered and the entire reactor vessel rose three

metres, demolishing the floor above it. The radiation levels were in ex-

cess of 500 rem per hour, which severely hampered the rescue work.

One serviceman was impaled by a control rod in the reactor building

roof, another was found dead by rescue workers, and the third died in

an ambulance on the way to Idaho Falls. All three victims were so

radioactive that they had to be interred in lead-lined coffins. The ruins

of the SL-1 reactor were decontaminated and dismantled by the end of

1962. In the course of this operation, several hundred workers received

significant radiation exposure.

Prior to the Chernobyl disaster, the Three Mile Island incident at

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania was the world’s most famous reactor

accident.
10 The accident in the 900 MW (electrical) water-cooled
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reactor began at 4:00 a.m. on 29 March 1979, when a water pump
failed in the cooling circuitry. A series of technical problems and opera-

tor errors brought the reactor to the edge of disaster. Although the

reactor core was badly damaged and major technical and financial

resources will be required to ultimately dispose of the highly radioactive

structure, the actual impact on the adjacent population was primarily

psychological, owing to the confusion of the authorities dealing with the

incident. No operator at the plant was injured or seriously exposed to

radiation, and only a relatively modest 20 Curies of Iodine 131 were

released to the environment. The maximum radiation dose to any

individual was estimated to be less than 0.1 rem, and no detrimental

effects are expected to occur in the population.

Chernobyl Accident

Following the explosions that damaged the Unit 4 Chernobyl

nuclear reactor, there was a major fire in the reactor building which

reportedly took 90 minutes to bring under control. A separate fire

involving the reactor core’s graphite moderator was extinguished by

5 May using helicopters to drop more than 4000 tonnes of sand, boron,

lead, dolomite, and clay onto the reactor. The release of radioactivity to

the atmosphere continued for a further eight days before it was finally

stopped. In total, about 100 million Curies of radioactive elements were

released into the atmosphere. This corresponds to 3.5 per cent of the

reactor’s total inventory, and includes all the gaseous fission products

plus about 20 per cent of the radioiodines and 10 per cent of the

radiocesiums.
11 The radiation fields in the immediate vicinity of the

crippled reactor have remained at high levels, posing major technical

and radiological problems in attempts to bring the reactor under con-

trol. These major undertakings included the digging of a 400-foot tunnel

beneath the reactor in order to construct a concrete barrier that would

prevent the possible leakage of radioactivity into the ground. Following

the installation of more control rods to reduce the reactor’s remaining

power surges and the total encasement of the reactor in thick concrete,

one of the other reactors on the Chernobyl site was started up again on

1 October.

An area of approximately 1000 square kilometres around the

reactor site, including the towns of Prypiat and Chernobyl, was seriously

contaminated, making it necessary to evacuate 135,000 inhabitants. The
contamination of large sections of the countryside with long-lived
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radionuclides such as Cesium 137 (30-year half-life) is likely to pose

major technical, logistical and radiological problems for the Soviet

authorities. Whether these difficulties can be satisfactorily resolved,

enabling all the inhabitants of the region to return, is still in doubt.

Total damage to the reactor has been estimated at $3.6 billion,
12

al-

though the final reckoning of cost could be much higher. In addition to

the ultimate cost of disposing of the crippled reactor’s highly radioactive

remains, electricity supplies have been seriously disrupted, and

expensive modifications are to be made to improve the safety of all the

27 RBMK-type nuclear reactors in the Soviet Union. Furthermore,

there are large costs associated with the environmental and medical

consequences of the release of radioactivity from the Chernobyl site,

which has caused considerable disruption in Soviet society and involved

the diversion of valuable resources to deal with the accident’s aftermath.

Medical Aspects

The plume of radioactivity released from the Chernobyl reactor

spread over substantial areas of the Soviet Union and covered most of

Europe within 5-6 days of the accident. Detectable amounts of

Chernobyl fallout were also measured by 6 May in air, rainwater and

milk samples in places as distant from Chernobyl as Canada 13 and

Japan,
14 where slightly elevated levels of radioactivity persisted for up to

two months. The medical consequences of the reactor accident and sub-

sequent release of radioactivity are considered in detail below by exam-

ining the following population categories:

1. The 230 highly irradiated workerse at the nuclear site

2. The 135,000 inhabitants who required evacuation from a 32

km. zone around the nuclear plant

3. The 75 million inhabitants of the Soviet Union most affected

by the Chernobyl fallout

4. The population of neighbouring states, such as Poland and

Finland

5. The population of the United Kingdom
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6. The Canadian population.

1. Two people died in the reactor explosion on 26 April, and a

further 29 individuals are reported to have died from injuries sustained

at Chernobyl, primarily from the acute effects of severe radiation

sickness. Approximately 200 are still suffering from acute affects of

radiation, and their average radiation dose has been estimated at about

230 rem. An excellent first-hand report of the medical treatment these

irradiated individuals have been receiving was published by Dr. Michael

McCally, professor of clinical medicine at the University of Chicago.
15

The survivors in this group have a reasonably optimistic prognosis for

full recovery, although they will all continue to carry an elevated risk of

contracting of radiation-induced cancer—especially leukemia, as well as

cancer of the thyroid, bone, breast and lung. In addition, the survivors

also run the elevated risks of the induction of eye cataracts and of pro-

ducing offspring with birth defects. For an average population of 200,

up to 26 individuals would die of “natural” cancer. Since the average

dose to this surviving group of workers is estimated to be approximately

230 rem, an extra six cancer fatalities would be expected, which

corresponds to a 22 per cent increase in the “natural” rate of cancer

fatalities. Although the expected increase in the cancer fatality rate is

high, the relatively small sample size and the stochastic nature of the

cancer induction process will result in statistical difficulties in

determining a causative link between deaths and the radiation exposure.

This group of individuals will undoubtedly undergo careful medical

monitoring for the remainder of their lives and, despite the small sample

size, may well demonstrate a statistically significant increase in the

induction of thyroid cancer and leukemia. Increased incidence of thyroid

cancer is predicted to arise in this group, because the thyroid is the

most radiosensitive tissue for cancer induction in the body. However the

mortality rate for individuals with thyroid cancer is low and is normally

taken to be about 10 per cent. In the case of leukemia, the “natural”

incidence of the disease is small, and radiation-induced leukemias have

relatively short induction periods of a few years, which facilitates the

epidemiological task of establishing a cause and effect relationship be-

tween radiation exposure and the appearance of the disease.

2. A total of 20 million Curies of radioactivity is estimated to have

fallen within a 30 km. radius of Chernobyl. Individuals inhabiting this

region would receive external irradiation directly from the radioactive

plume passing by, as well as from ground deposits of radioactivity.
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Further radiation doses would occur via inhalation of radioactivity from

the air and ingestion of contaminated food and water. To minimize the

radiation doses to individuals in this type of accident situation, it is

general practice in most Western countries to give serious consideration

to performing a general evacuation when the cumulative radiation doses

to the population at risk could exceed 10 rem. The evacuation of the

45,000 inhabitants of Prypiat, which is situated only 2 km. from the

reactor site, was delayed until 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, 27 April, 36 hours

after the accident occurred. Accounts of this evacuation describe an ef-

ficient operation involving 1000 buses to complete the task of driving

away the inhabitants of Prypiat in less than three hours, limiting the av-

erage radiation dose to the 45,000 evacuees to about 3 rem.

Unfortunately, the seriousness and extent of the radioactive fallout were

not fully appreciated until six days later. This meant that the remaining

population in the vicinity of the damaged reactor received radiation

doses much greater than those received by the inhabitants of Prypiat.

Twenty-four thousand people received average radiation doses of 45 rem

before being evacuated, and a further 65,700 received an average

radiation dose of about 5 rem. In total, 135,000 individuals were

evacuated. The radiation levels in the evacuated region have prevented

the permanent return of any individuals to their homes. It is unlikely

that Prypiat and other badly contaminated areas can be reinhabited for

many years to come, although the Soviet authorities have indicated that

this remains a long-term goal.

The evacuated population did not receive radiation doses in excess

of 100 rem and was not therefore subject to the acute effects of

radiation sickness. On the basis of data made available at the

International Atomic Energy Agency meeting in Vienna convened at the

end of August to discuss the Chernobyl accident,
16 up to 280 individuals

in this group are expected to die from radiation-induced cancer.
17 A

comparable number are also expected to develop non-fatal

radiation-inducted cancers. Radiation-induced cancer fatalities would

correspond to an increase of only 2 per cent in the “natural” cancer

fatality rate. In addition to the cancer effects, the total number of

serious genetic abnormalities in the next two generations of this

population is likely to be about 80, with a total comparable number
expressed in all subsequent generations. These numbers are very small

in relation to the “natural” incidence of genetic abnormalities, and it is

extremely unlikely that any future scientific follow-up study would show

any statistically significant increase. This is supported by the absence of
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statistically significant findings of radiation-induced genetic effects in

the offspring of the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

The 135,000 individuals who were evacuated from this region of

Soviet Ukraine are reported to have undergone individual medical

examinations in a massive effort requiring the mobilization of several

thousand physicians and health workers.
18

Studies of the white

blood-cell count and chromosomal abnormalities were initiated, with the

Soviet scientists reporting that plans are under way to make a major

effort to medically monitor this population. The large population size

and the significant radiation doses will provide a very large data base

for follow-up studies of the long-term effects of radiation exposure. This

is likely to bring about a significant improvement in the scientific un-

derstanding of the chronic effects of radiation similar to that which

resulted from the long-term study of the survivors of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki.

3. A total of 75 million people inhabit the 11 regions of the Soviet

Union that were affected by fallout from the Chernobyl reactor. The

preliminary Soviet assessment of the collective radiation dose to this

population group from external radiation from ground deposits of

radioactivity is 20 million person-rems, 19 which corresponds to an aver-

age individual dose of about 0.3 rem. 13.6 million inhabitants of central

Ukraine will receive an average radiation dose of 0.7 rem, with the re-

maining Ukrainian population of 37.2 million receiving an average dose

of 0.2 rem. The highest radiation exposures outside the immediate

vicinity of Chernobyl occurred in south-eastern Belorussia, where a

population of 7.9 million will receive an average radiation dose of 2.4

rem from external deposits of radioactivity.

In general, these levels of (external) radiation exposure are

relatively modest and would be expected to produce a total of 2,500

cancer deaths, corresponding to an increase of only 0.03 per cent over

and above the “naturally” occurring cancer deaths expected in a

population of 75 million over the next 70 years. At this low level of

exposure to radiation, there is no need for any special medical examina-

tion or medical surveillance and, in general, the increases in cancer

mortality will not be detectable.

There will also be internal radiation doses to this population as a

result of eating and drinking contaminated food and water. Two
radionuclides, Iodine 131 and Cesium 137, are of major importance in

this respect. The short-lived Iodine 131 (8-day half-life) concentrates in

milk products and is taken up by the thyroid gland. The doses received
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by the population in the Soviet Union are very dependent on the effec-

tiveness of the restrictions that were imposed on the sale of

contaminated dairy products. In rural areas in particular, the

consumption of locally produced dairy products was only sporadically

interrupted, and there are reports of individuals receiving thyroid doses

on the order of hundreds of rems. The total number of extra cases of

thyroid cancer in this population resulting from internal exposure to

Iodine 131 has been estimated to be 1,500.
20

In the regions of the Soviet

Union with the highest thyroid radiation exposures, the increase in

incidence of this disease could be significant in comparison to its

“natural” incidence and may well be directly observable in Soviet cancer

statistics over the next few decades. The 30-year half-life of Cesium 137

will result in high levels of contamination in Soviet food products from

contaminated soil for decades. Accurate estimates of radiation doses to

the population from food contaminated with this radionuclide are ex-

tremely difficult to obtain because of uncertainty about the future

ecological behaviour of the millions of Curies of Cesium 137 deposited

in the Soviet Union. Initial Soviet “guesstimates” have suggested up to

a total of 210 million person-rems
21

over the next 70 years, which may
result in up to 26,000 extra cancer deaths in this period. Thus the

detrimental effects of internal radiation exposure could be up to an

order of magnitude higher than those due to external exposure.

However, it is important to note that the former estimate has been

described as unduly conservative,
22 and is very dependent on the

ecological behaviour of radioactive Cesium in the food chain.

4. The first reports of the Chernobyl disaster in the Western

media occurred three days after the explosion of the nuclear plant, when

Swedish scientists detected increased radiation levels north of

Stockholm, some 1,200 km. north-west of the reactor site. The subse-

quent spread of radioactivity across Europe clearly demonstrated that

the consequences of a serious nuclear accident can extend far beyond

the borders of a given state and gave rise to considerable concern about

possible detrimental health effects and contamination of agricultural

products in the affected countries. Precise radiation doses to populations

in neighbouring countries are difficult to obtain because of the large

variability in local weather conditions and uncertainty about the effec-

tiveness of counter-measures, such as restriction of sales of

contaminated food and the issuing of Potassium Iodide tablets to protect

the thyroid gland. Examination of data from Finland and Poland indi-

cates that average doses were generally of the order of 0.1 rem,
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although there are likely to be isolated hot spots where exposures may
have been substantially higher. For a million people exposed to this

relatively small level of radiation, where the “natural” cancer mortality

is expected to be about 130,000, an extra 10 radiation-induced fatal

cancers would be expected. This minute increase above the “natural”

rate will not be detectable directly. However, one example of the

observable environment impact of the Chernobyl fallout is the serious

interruption of the reindeer hunt in the Lapland region of Finland. This

is due to elevated levels of radioactivity in the reindeer, which feed

primarily on lichen that has absorbed substantial amounts of

radioactivity directly from the atmosphere.

5. In the United Kingdom, initial estimates of radiation exposure

showed significant differences between the “north” and “south” because

of meteorological variations. This caused the average dose to the

population in the “north” to be a factor of 15 higher than the corre-

sponding dose in the “south.”
23 The mean dose weighted for population

distribution was estimated to be 0.007 rem, with approximately 50 per

cent due to external radiation and the remainder due to radiation from

inhaled and ingested radioactivity. Although this radiation exposure is

only a small fraction of natural background (0. 1-0.2 rem per year) and

is not expected to be any cause for concern, it is nonetheless an

undesirable burden which resulted in measurable quantities of Iodine

131 in the thyroids
24

of some individuals and is expected to cause an

extra 50 cases of cancer in the United Kingdom population of 55

million. This absolute number is trivial in comparison with the 8 million

“natural” cancer deaths expected in this population. However, this re-

sult is directly comparable to the estimated 30 cancer deaths that were

calculated to occur following the Windscale reactor fire in 1957, and

both figures are obtained by using the same scientific method of

extrapolating the radiation carcinogenic risk estimates to very low

radiation doses. No possibility exists for the direct demonstration of the

detrimental effects of the Chernobyl fallout to any segment of the UK
population. The doses to the population are too low and the normal

variability in the “natural” incidence of cancer will be much greater

than the size of the effect estimated as being due to Chernobyl.

6. Radioactivity from the Chernobyl plant was first detected in

Canada on 6 May and detectable amounts of a number of radionuclides

(e.g., Iodine 131 and Cesium 137) were eventually measured in air,

rainwater and milk samples in all the inhabited regions of the country.

Trace quantities of Chernobyl fallout were detectable for up to two
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months after the accident. An assessment of the radiation doses to the

Canadian population from this fallout produced a value of less than

0.0001 rem,
25 which is insignificant in comparison to natural

background and will not result in any adverse health effects in the

Canadian population of 25 million.

Conclusion

The disaster at the Unit 4 nuclear reactor on the Chernobyl site is

by far the most serious reactor accident that has occurred in the world

since the initial development of this technology during the Second

World War. To date, a total of 31 individuals, all workers at the

Chernobyl plant, have died and as many as 200 others who suffered

acute effects of radiation sickness have been hospitalized. The damaged

nuclear plant released very large quantities of radioactivity into the

environment, which resulted in serious contamination in the vicinity of

the reactor and spread contamination throughout the world. A total of

135,000 inhabitants from a 32-kilometre region around the reactor

received substantial amounts of radiation and required evacuation. A
total of 280 fatal cancers is expected in this group, which is a 2 per cent

increase in the “natural” incidence of fatal cancer. Lifelong follow-up

studies in this population category are likely to provide valuable

scientific information on the late effects of exposure to radiation. The
total number of cancer fatalities within the Soviet Union resulting from

external radiation is estimated to be about 2,500 among the 75 million

people most affected by the Chernobyl fallout. The number of cancer

fatalities due to internal radiation is more difficult to estimate, but may
be up to an order of magnitude higher. These numbers of extra cancer

deaths are small in comparison to the 9.5 million “natural” cancer

fatalities expected in the same population and are unlikely to be directly

observable. In the special case of thyroid cancer incidence, however, a

significant increase of this disease in the Soviet population is a distinct

possibility. The radiation exposures in neighbouring countries are

generally comparable to the magnitude of the annual levels of natural

background. Estimates of increased cancer fatalities in these countries

are very small in comparison to the “natural” incidence of cancer, but

could total a theoretical expectation of up to several hundred in Europe

excluding the Soviet Union. Although Chernobyl radioactivity was also

detected as far away as Japan and Canada, the resultant radiation

exposures are trivial and will not lead to any detrimental health effects.
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The costs arising from the Chernobyl accident are evidently

considerable and will have major repercussions for the future. It is

important to note that the handling of this reactor accident is by no

means complete. It may take many years of effort to deal with all the

medical and environmental consequences of the release of radioactivity.

This is an ironic postscript for the chief Chernobyl engineer, Viacheslav

Akinfiev, who was quoted as justifying the Soviet Union’s development

of nuclear power plants on environmental grounds, stating that “the

Chernobyl nuclear power station is much cleaner than a thermal station

of identical capacity. It does not eject harmful fuel combustion products

into the air and does not consume oxygen for the burning of fuel.” He
added, in confirmation of this, that storks had built their nests at the

power station, which in Ukraine is a sign of good luck .

26
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JIpOCJiaB TopflHHCbKHH

HCIHOHE IIHTAHHfl B IIOBICTI PAflAHCblCOI
YKPAIHH

(3aKiHMeHHH 3 4. 19)

V

ToMy, hk mh 6aMnnn, iaean wiHKH 3oaciM 3MiHaeTbca cynpoTM
aopeBoafOuiHHHX norasmiB. Y poMam iBaHa lie „KDxhm Ky,npH“ ci/ib-

CbKMH GiAbLHOBHUbKHH flisiH flaHH/lO 3aKOXy€TbC5J B rapHIH AiBMHHi

Oflapui Kyflpsi, mo He BMi/ia ce6e nooiaHyBaTM Pi 3aBna/iacb 3 oc£>i-

uepoM npoTH6ijibLUOBHUbKoT apMii. Cbokd riOMMAKy ni3Haaa BOHa aw
TOfli, kojih BMCTynHAH npn3H3KH He6e3ne4HOi xopo6n. AaHHAo 3a-

hmhbc!) aiKyBaHHSM jierKOflyLLiHoT OnapKH Pi 3aKOxaBca y him, MipKyraun

:

nAaHH/io HaBiAyBaBca ao AiKapHi. Kpaca OuapuMHa, 7T wypam-
bhm cnoKiH napyB3AH Ay>«y icTOTy, 3arapTCBaHy b KAeKOTax 6yp
nacy. HacTB (uocborowacHa flaHMAOBa HapeweHa), 3 iT AariflHHM ho-

poBOM Ta ociAHMM ceAHHCbKHMH TypGoTaMH, Ha6pnAAa. Tpe6a 6o-
poTb6n, Tpe6a koajohhx nepewMBaHb, a He rAaueHbKHx Ara6om>B
„nifl thxhmm XMapaMH F\ BiH He buhch nepeA nera: Ha nouiAy h km
BiAnoBiaaB thm we, a AaAi He hlliobL. Hi, HacTa He no HOMy. OAapKa
6opoAacb 3a wmtth. Xom 3a noraHe BAacHHubKe whttsi, aAe 6opo-
Aacb. riepeA OuapKora CTpaiiieHHa 6opoTb6a noMCTH 3a 3HiseMeHe
whtth, 3a norpomeHy Aymy» a HacTa... roToaa b nepuiHH AinuiHM
MOMeHT AHLiie CT3TH MaTipfO. I flaHHAO 3 KOpiHHBM BpiC y MplHHe
KoxaHHH ao OAapMHHoT 6opoTb6H. Hera Tpe6a KepyBaTM, YT CAiA
o3AopoBHTH, BHTarTH 3 uboro kahcoboto 6ama, Ae npOMyMHAaCa
BOHa BiciMHaAU^Tb poKia”.

I koam Heosalvarsan BHAiKyBas OuapKy, flaHHAo 3aKAraqye
3 Hera lAAraGHHH AoroBip y KOMicapa. Oua pow

a

hthk3 HOBiTHboro
KOxaHHa Mae b co6i, 5e3 cyMHiBy, phch cBoepiAHoro cycniAbHoro
repol3My, xow BOHa 3obcIm nopyiuye eTHMHi norAaAH 3BH4aHHOi Ara-

Ahhh. flAe ue cnpo6a — i to cnpo6a y BeAHKOMy ctmai — po3Ba-
33th OAHe 3 HanSoAraH iniHx nHTaHb AraACTBa: bmowambmtm noBopoT
Ao npaBHAbHoro cycniAbHoro ikhttsi — wiHKaM, mo ckotha m cb Ha
caMe aho AeMopaAi3am'I m cubai'amah ce6e MopaAbHO i c})i3H4Ho.

flaHHAo niinoB 3aAaAe«o y cboix MipKyBaHHax: BiH nociaBHB BHme
po3Ka3Hy, Ta Bee tbkh po3nyTHy rpiuiHHura HaBiTb Bia AoGpoT Ma-
Tepi — aAe asth cnpo.Mory TaniH rpiuiHHui 3per36iAiTyBaTH ce6e
mAaxoM noBHoro AyxoBoro nepepoAweHHa — ue cnpaBa, mo 3acAy-
rye Ha noBawHy yBary. I TOMy Tara tcmh aoboaI nouiHpeHi b paAHH-
cbKin AiTepaTypi. Hnp. y noBicTi M. JleAsiHKa „B iMAi no3OA0MeH'm“
(1929) KAapa, Gawaraan paTyBaTH cboto mhaoto, ao3boahc ce6e no-
AiAyBaTH po3nycHOMy aKuioHepoBi JliHbT Pi BiAnoKyTOBye ue Tanow
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CTpauiHOK) HenyroK), ane b LUBaRuapiY Ti CKopo BMniKOByraTb, a 6i/ib-

ujOBHUbKHH GoRobhk MaTBifi CTonapoB QApywyCTbcsi 3 Hera, 60 :

„6 iflHa mosi... BiflmTOBXHyTH, koah 6 ifla... Knapo!“ Ocb „TaK

onpywHBca MaTBiw CronsipoB, mo Roro b ahthhctbI Ha3MBa jih BaHo,

mo KonHCKora RoMy 6yjih 6/incKyni ropn, a 3a BHxoBaTeAH MicTO i3

3aKypeHHMM BewaMH Ha 6epe3i 6pyflHoro Mopa i Ba3Hnui pociRcbKi!

Tom CTonapoB, mo nepumR npMHic Ha pyaHi caobo — ToBapHm".
y 3B«3Ky 3 TaKHMH nor/iaflaMH niflKpecnraeTbca MacTo R repo-

13M By/iHWHHX fliBHaT y peBOJirauiHHHX 6opoTb6ax. Ywe mdk LLlKypy-

ni€Bi 6aTa/ibRoHepKH nonanaraTb ByAMMHi niBHara 3 MicbKoro n cajibO-

Hy“, a oflHa 3 hhx, <t>paHa, CTae HaBiTb npHaTe/ibKora-noBipHHuera

no6pe BHxoBaHoT >KaHHn Ta BM3Hawa€Tbca pa30M i3 Hera b HacTyni
Ha 6arHeTH. B 3a6ijiMHOMy „TpaKTopo6yai“ ByAHHHa niBHHHa KaTpa
rionaKOBa BCTynae hk po6iTHHu,a no KOMyHKH Ha 6ynisHHUTBi Ta flo-

HOCMTb flO Jifiy npo LUKiAHHUbKy po6oTy B TOMy 6yfliBHHUTBi, niCJIH

Horo BOHa nepepoa>Ky€Tbca Ha nopHCHy rpoMaasJHKy b komcomoai.
TaK nepepoAmyeTbca R KaTa y 3raAaHOMy JleAflHKOBOMy poMaHi —

ocTaHHSi >KiHKa Mi>K ujaxiapsjMH nonyBae b co6i Binpa3y nraACbKy
riAHicTb, sik TinbKH TpoxnM 3anponoHyBaB YR aonoMory yB«3HeHHM
maxTapaM-peBonrauioHepaM.

1 xi6a cahhmR cyMHiB y HeT:

„R xioa a Mowy? J^ypHa... OiaKa... Horo Aypwa... Pi mo TaKa,

to xi6a th BHHHa? M AonoMorTH Mowem. Th 3 po6ohhx, th — Ha-

iua... CnyxaR cranw, KaTra... Baamho noAHBHnaca — Bci Ka3a/iH Ha
HeY »KaTbKa", 3 pi3HMMH aoa*tk3mh, thakhmh, 6onrawHMH". Koah >k

YR o6iuaraTb 3a Te rpomi, BOHa BiAMOBnaeTbca BiA 3armaTH: — „Ta
a R 6e3 rpomeR... 51... HeBwe a... TocnoAH! HeB>ne He 6yny npo-
nama!“

IlopiBHaRMO 3 uieio nocTaTTra iHmy wiHKy, TanoHi THxy repoi-

hk), ane b inmowy poayMiHHi, b TOMy caMOMy poMaHi. I_J,e 30BciM
npn6nTa 6e3BMxiAHHM ropew Mapra, winna HeMHAOcepAHoro po3r?yc-

hhi'8 Xomh OnapeHKa, mo noKMHyB Yi y BawKiR neAy3i pa30M i3

AiTbMH na ro/ioAne rope, a caM 3HaRmoB co6i iHmy. I ocb ua 6e3-

CHna p^yqeHHua 3aa ;j(y€Tbca Ana Ac6pa cboTx AiieR hs Ao6poBinbHy
CMepTb.

„y MapTH HacTHpnHBa nyMKa — sk nowpe, Bi3bMe XoMa AiTeR

ao ce6e... Im 6yAe npame... IR »se ane «htth... cpepmaA yBecb wac
HaranyBaB 3a Tenno. Po3qnnn;ia Asepi R CTCsma 6oca b oAHiR co-

poMui Ha nopo3i... OA»ras Mopu3 AbOAOBy OAemy na pc3naneHe
Tine... — MapTO, mo th?! — cxonHAaca 51pnHa, npoKHHyFLUHCb
oa xonoAy. — Ta boah... — KyAH m th nimna! LUapnHyAa 3 nopora.
rioMepna MapTa... HixTo He 3Has Aywow i nepentHBaHb thxoi, 3a-

Typna hoi >kj hkh... 3a6pas OnapeHKo AiTeR".
f\ne mum Tana rnn6nHa 6e3Me>KHOi MaTepHboY nra6oBH — cy-

npoTH ronocHCTHx peaonrauiRHHx Ai^MOK?
OTi AiBMaTa 3 Bynnui — ue, 3Aa€Tbca, €AHHi BHpasHi R nna-

CTHMHi >KiHowi nocTaTi 3-noMi>K MicbKoro Ta po6iTHHMoro nponeTa-
P’siTy, mo Ha hhx cnpoMornach Aoci yKpaTHCbKa paA^HCbKa noBicTb.
Maiiwe Bee bohh naAineHi pom3hthmhhmh pncaMH: npHHHHora Tx
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ynaflKy c MaPiwe BCe Bawwa MaTepianbHa 6e3paflHicTb, HecaMOCTin-

Hidb y >KHTTi Ta 6pa« jkhttcboto nocBiny; MaMwe Bee nifl MacKOio

UMHi3My weBpiiOTb y hhx Kpami nioACbKi nonyBaHHa; Manme Bee

XOMyTb BOHH BHfloSyTHCb flO iHUJOTO, KOpHCHilUOrO >KHTTH. 3 TOrO

6o«y HaHTpariHHiuja € aojisi aibmhhh, npo3BaHoi 3anHHKOM, y Konn-
AeHKOBOMy „BH3BOaeHHi“. 3oBCiM HeAOCBiflHS? CiAbCbKa AlBHMHa no-

naflaeTbca b He3HaHe co6i BenHKe MicTO, Ae iT npn6npaiOTb ao py«
HecyMJiiHHi jikdam Ta cnnxaiOTb Ha aho cycni/ibHoro 6oAOTa. Ta bohb
CnOBHHC CBOIO MpiKD : BHA06yBaCTbC« MKOCb i npo6ye BMMTHCb. Ta
KOAH BAaCHe TOAi CKpHBAHB M THWKO Ha MeCT] 6pyT3AbHHH CTy-

AeHT, — 3afiHHK KHAaeTbca niA TpaMBan. C'AbCbKa wepTsa 3AeMO-
pani30BaHoro Micia, hk KOAHCb y Mhphoto. He raua Bwe TpariMHa

nocTaTb Hi'hh CeprilBHH b 3aMiTHin noBidi R. /IfoSneHxa „06pa3a“.
BoHa, AiBHHHa 3 ByAHui, BHHLUAa 3aMivn 3a ypsAoau,* Koct« h no-

CTaHOBHAa 3a6yTH Ha nonepeAH£ >khttsi h craTH „cnpaB>KHbOK) u ak>
Ahhokd. ToMy BOHa BiAnyAa hk BeAHKy o6pa3y, koah Kocib, Aony-
CTHBLLlHCb TpOLUeBHX 3AOB>KHBaHb Ha Tpy B KapTH, AOMaraBCH BiA

Hel, mo6 BOHa ajih noAaAnaHHsi cnpaBM ciana noAioSoBHHueio hoto
HanaAbHHKa. Hma, BpaweHa TaKHM ToproM, yAapHAa b AHue KocTe-
Boro HanaAbHHKa h 3HoBy niuiAa Ha ByAHuto. TIoAeKyAH 36AHmeHa
Ao TaKHX nocTaTen i 3ocbKa 3 poMaHy B. ITiAMornAbHoro „MicTo“;
BOHa He ByAMMHHUSJ, aAe CTpiHy BLLIHCb i3 nHCbMSHHHKOM CrenaHOM
PaAweHKOM, BOHa paAie b AHTsmin HalaHOCTi, yAaAwyionn co6i cxo-

AHHH 3 hhm. RAe koah CienaH pa3 3anponoHyBaa Th noBawwo no-

Apywwa, a Ha Apyrnn AeHb, 3AflKaaiiJHCb OAHOMaHiTHOCTH h HyAOTH
AOBroro cniAbnoro whtth, AernoAyoJ ho BiAMOBHBca BiA yHopatumboro
HaMipy, 3ocbKa, — oia BeceAa, 6e3Typ6oTna AiBHHHa — KiHMHTb
caMory6cTBOM.

fl03a TiAbKH LU.O 3rflA3HHMH THnaMH He CTBOpHAa me yKpa-
iHCbKa paAaHCbKa noBicTb BHpa3no 3apHC0BaH0i nocTaTi aHi Mi-

CbKoi', aHi po6iTHHwoY npoAeiapKH (3 bhhhtkom 3raAaHHx iHTeAireHT-

hhx, a6o HaniBiHTeAireHTHHX komcomoaok). HaBnaKH, >niHOMi nociaTi

i3 po6iTHHwoT eepcTBH Bee siKicb HeBHKiHMeni, a6o 3MaAbosaHi AeABe
KiAbKOMa, Aywe 3araAbHHMH h Tpa^japeTHHMH pncaMH. Taw € Bci

>KiHKH-po6iTHHUi Hnp. y BeAHKOMy pONiaHiHHOMy ahkakd whtth yrAe-
KoniB y JleAflHKa:,, Ha-ropa*, „B iMAi no30AOHeHiPi“ (1929), „Bci Ha-

ropa-a-a“, Ae po3Ka3ano npo peBOAtouiHHi pyxn Miw yrAeKonawn
BiA 1905 p. ant ao 6iAbiuoBHUbKHX naciB.

Po6iTHHwoMy Hci Hou,TBy npnnaAH TyT TiAbKH Aywe niAp^AHi poAi
i HaBiTb nocTaTb BaroHeTKOBOi BiAKOTHHui Yasihh, mo 3raAy£Tbca me
HanwacTime, BHHLUAa BOBciM HesiCHa la HeuiKaBa. Rbtop HaATO cnopo
nepexoAHTb ao naHCbKoro hh iHTeAireHTHoro wiHou,TBa h TaK >Ki hks*
poOiTHHusi BiACTynae b TiHb. Te caMe Tpe6a CKa 3aTH h npo IloAimy-
KOBy „noBicTb“ i3 >khtth ,fl,oH6acy, Ae, 3a caob3MH caMoro aBTopa,
BCe WiKOUTBO TOBOpHTb nO-yKpalHCbKH. I TOMy THM 6iAbLUy LUKOAy
nonysae HHTaw, koah aBTop TaK Maao TOBOpHTb HaM npo Ty AisMHHy-
BiAKOTHHAKD, mO p03MOBOKD 3 HeiO Bl'H i HOMHHae CBOIO „nOBICTb“. U,e

„npH£MHa npywasa A'BHHHa, siKecb apHTMeTHMHe cepeAHe
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nOMi>K KOMCOMO/1KOIO 3 UJaXTH i raK 3B3H05O 3anaiUH01O KBiTKOK)

yKpamcbKoro cieny“.

Bwe KopoTKOfo’po3MOBOHD 3 B3MH3 AoGyBae BOHa CHMnaTifO, 60
„bh 3florany€Tecb, mo to bh mere i3 33hm3mhhmh nroAbMH ao

h<hbhx 3BHqaaHMx moneR, mo Maidb nymy R Tino R pi3Hi ripOCTi

3anwTaH!-isi, a He ao aKHxocb MexaHi3MiB, mo KpemyTb onui icKpw

Aina fi iaso.nborii', sik npo ue He3wiHHo nnuje Garaio HauiHx nncb-

MCHHHKB BHCOKOTO fJJTHOy".

Ha >KP.nb, rionimyi< caw riiuiOB aw hsato 3a thmh miCbMeHHU-
H3MH „BHCOKoro LHTn6y" i 3aMiCTb MHCTeubKoro Taopy AaB HaM
ariiauiMHHM onnc floHGacy ia Roro 3aBOAis. CepeA Toro 3Hnaae
CKopo oua uiKSBa a bmhh3 R xoh GaqHMO 11 me pa3 npw poGoTi —
to R u,e TpHBae uaATO kopotko R He Aae hsm acHoro o6pa3y, mo
3o6pawye iT an niCAHHy.

VI

3aTe BMpaSHime Bunmno cinbCbne wiHOUTBo. TyT mscmo He
TinbKH cinbcb!<y >KiH!<y TopnHHy, Ha3BaHy 3a TT eHepriio TpaKTopoM,
b ariTauiHHiR noBicTi — nnaKaii B. HepeAHHqenKa. TopnHHa, He BBa-

hokohh na ono3Huiio Mywhhh, 3opraHi3ysana cinbCbKHx >KiHOK, no-
qana nopaAKyaaTH cenoM i CTana naBiTb ronoBoio cinbpann, a ro-

aoahoto pony BMina po3yMHo 3apaAHTH /inxy. Ta ue, sik 3raAaHo, He
TaK MHCTeUbKHH TBi p, BK paAHiLUe amauiRna CTaTTa, i TO AOBOni HM3b-

Koro ccpTy, xoq HepeAHHqeHKo me HaMaraeTbca 6oAaR Ha30BHi
36eperTM 6en€TpHCTHHHy cjjopwy. BaraTo HH>K><e 3 toto 6oKy CToiTb

„noBicTb npo KOMyny" Kocra TopAiCHKa (1930), mo e enacTHao
TinbKH 3Aianbori30BaHora 6inbmoBHUbKOK> ariTKoto npo cinbCbKy 6ifl-

HHubKy KOMyHy Ha CnaBeumHHi 3 noxBanaMH abb KOMyHicTHqHoro
nauy. Towy nocTaTi cinbCbKHx KOMynapOK y u>R nosicTi (JlaAbKa,

Ahtohmhb, ATacKa) He TinbKH maGnbOHOBi, ane R Aaneni Bin

cnpaB>KHboro wnrra, ariTauiRno nuiueani30BaHi (oAHe bha3hhb ticY

„ rioBi cth
M nci<a3ye THpa>K 25.000!). Bci Ti KOMyHapKH — KonnuiHi

hsihmhhkh, mo Tx rocnoAapi-KypKyni He TinbKH BHKopncTOByBanH
HecyMniHKO b!a AHTaqux niT, ane R noBOAMnwca 3 hhmh HeniOACbKH
MiopcTOKo. Bci bohm 3a3HanH KpamoY AOJii aw y CTBopeHifi cepeA
BawKHx nepemKOA GiAHaubKiR KOMyni, ac bohh hs TinbKH noqynn
ceGe snepme cnpaB>KHiMH juqixbmw, ane R 333Ha.nH cnoKiHHoro whtth
cepeA panicHoi npapi, 60 KOMyna po3BMBanacb npn AonoM03i ypaAy
HanpaBAy rapno R ckopo. TyT y npaBunuHioeTbca Tx npaua, TyT yna-
AwycTbCsi Tx ceMeRne WMTTa b macnHBOMy nonpywwi R y ahtsihhx

acnax. I TinhKH oAH.a TiHb naAe Ha ueR BHiAeanisoEaHHH pan —
BawKi o6craBHHH b noqaTKax po3BHT«y komyhm

:

.B35JAH mh AiTH, niwKO, nocTem-iTbC55 Taw flKHe6ycb, i cnjiaTb

Ha conoMl... Ha niq BiAAana AireR b ncna; nimnH BenepaTH. lloAanH
KDLUKy 3 KapTonneio, niwKO, xniG xaasiRcbKHR ra oGManb. 51k ue
whth, AywaK), Aaraib nopuiro xniGa ? LLl,o ue 3a komvHa? lay Haro-
AyBaTH AHTHHy — a») HsiHbKH, a A'^aR micH3AU5!Tb. Conowa 3aCTe-
neHa ApaHTSiM — copoHKH pBaHi, cniAHuui, va conoMi cnnaTb. Ilopa
i hbm cnaTH. B KiMHa.Ti nosHO n»OAaR, wonaTi, xnonui, AisqaTa, no-
kotom na conowi... 51 k Tyr cnaTH? 51«e wmtts ? 3aAHxneMCS!. Hepe3
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ciHH fliTH KpHMarb. Xony hth ao hhx, 6o He Mosny >k qyTH, sk Kpn-

HHTb MOJi flHTHHa. MeHe He nycKaiQTb, newy i nnaqy. Ha panoK
ycTaAH BMHAacA, bci BTHpaiOTbca moi'm py UJHHKOM..."

Asrop yneBH5?e, luo u,« 6'Aa CKopo MHnyAacb, ane MHTaqeai

AKOCb He JierKO nosipHTH b TAKe aMepKKancbKe rewno b TOMy nocTyni.

b ciAbCbKHX niflHOK srsAacMO mo o

c

b i me hy repo'iHio poMany
5?. Keqypn O/ibry, mo opram3y€ b ce:ii KOMy Hy — ane h BOHa Mae
CTi/ibKH ariTau,iHHo-napiiHHMX pnc, m,o HisiK He Mowexo 11 npn3HaTH
3a MHCTeu,bKy nociaTb.

BaraTD npame bum ujjih b yKpa'iHCbKiH paAsmcbKin noBicTi Ti

ciAbCbKi wiHoni nocTaTi, mo b h mx niAKpecfieni TenAi nowyBaHHsi

oco6ncToro, a He rpoMaAsucbKoro xapa*Tepy. Tyr waeMo nepeAOBciw
TAn6oKi MaiepHHCbKi noHyBaHHa, mo im npHCBHMeHHH pomsh A. To-

A08 i<a „MaTn“. KaTpsi, ceAsiHKa 3 BiiposoT 5aAi<n, Ma/;a Tpbox chhi'b

BIA TpbOX OaTbKiB i OAHy AOHKy.

„Bia koah OBAOBiAa, — 3ocTaAacs) carca co6i 3 ahthhoio b saha-
hsix, to 3 a poSoToio HiKOAH h cai ry oiaoto He oam-ma. Xi6a mo
B HeA^AKD AO UepKBH CXOAHTb, a nOOOiAi 3 >K i H K a MH 3a BOpilbMH
HOCHAHTb... To MH H AUBHO >«, mO CliAbKH B>He npOSKHAa B CaMOTi,

Ha6iAyBaAacb, a mob i Hiworo. 91k neBumoma 6yAa... Bararo npo
>khtt si ne po3Ay^yeaAa: npo ce6e oAne 3H3Aa, mo sik ne cycwAoca
Th skhttsi macAHae, to 6yAe Bwe tak. I mo5 cepusi He sitphth AapMO,
to HaBiTb y MHHyAe He orAsiAaAacsi. A npo MaAoro csoro TaK csmo
BnepeA y MHCAi He 3a6iraAa. >KHAa cc6i, sik :«HAOCb. Ta f\ynana,

mo BH<e raK boho h 6yAe“.
Ta He TaK CTanocb, sik AywaAa KaTpsi. Bo b IT xapaKTepi, onpiM

cxHAbHOCTH ao HeBcnnymoi npaui, oyAH mo A«a MoryTrii noqyBai-iHSi:

3axonAeHH5i xbhahhoio i 6e3Me>KHa MaTepHHCbKa aso6 ob. I TOMy BOHa
niAAaAacb 6e3 Aoaroro posAyM'/Bamisi wapiBHOMy enJiHBOBi MpiHAM-
Boro MaAsipa Csbh, mo nepiunH BiAKpuB Yh owi Ha 3 h a h i h h si Ynpa-
Thh, i oAHonacHo CTnxiHHin chaI KoaaAsi lOxHMa, mo BasKKoio pe-

M1CHHMOHD pyKOIO BHKOByB3B iAeaA HOBCTO peBOAfOlJ[iHHOrO SKHTTSI.

„He po3nycTa — Aio6HAa oahoto noro, Casy, a KDxmm chaoio
6paB. Ta oiaK i Hduia 3 o6oMa. I ahthhs HapoAMAacsi... He 3HaAa,

XTO HOMy 6aTbKO. OAHHaAASiTb pOkiB He 3H3Aa“.
Caaa nirnoa y cair, iOxhm o>KeHHBCsi 3 KaTpeio, xoh sik bohs

MyMHAacb, AiAsiHH cepue Mi >k hmmh o6oMa. 1 TaK rpw TT chhh BAa*

AHCb y Tphox 6aTbKiB: rocnoAap, mantp, peMicHM k. Ta BKinui KDxhm
A i 3H3BCSI. I MaA?-peBi tOpKOBi AOBeAOCb y hohi nonyTH xaKy po3Moay
Minx KDxhmom i KaTpeio:

„5lKocb cepeA Honi KDpxo 6yB npoKHHyacsi i nye — tmxo nAane
XTOCb. ripHCAyxaBCS! CTpHBOSKeHO — MATH HAQHyTb. flOHOHi B xaTi

He bhako, aAe nyiH, mo otqk: 3aryAHAa Anue aoaohsimm m 3uiciHBmM
3y6H... 9\ k Harno 6aTbKiB toaoc noxMypHO h rmBHO: — He riAaq,

Tenep ywe CAi3bMH ne noMoweiu. 5Ik6h toa* He 6yAa th... — xao-

neu,b a>K 3aMep oa 6aTbKOBoi' CTpamHoT A3hkh, a moth Bpa3 3aro-

AOCHAa npHTAymeno b aoaohsix. BarbKO roBopH3 AaAi: — to 3na-
jia6 th, hmT b Te6e Airn. A si ABaHaRU^Tb ait He B3HBaB 6 h Hy>Koro
CHHa cboim... Ta mbth Hi cnoBa, Ti.nbKH nASKana. I ue 6yA0 aobto ot3k...
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rioTiM3HOBy 6aTbKiB ronoc, ane Tenep ywe thxhh, hi'6h 3 waneM: —
Kaipe, Hy roni, He n/iasl MeHe Tew 60/iHTb. — Tmua b xaTi, Ha-

BiTb i mbth ypaana CBin nnaq. — Oroni, npHnmoB Casa, mob
cepusi rnviaT oaipBaB. Korin 6 y«e onipsas 30BciM, a to w Ha sikimcb

wnni me TeninacTbca. LU,e s>k He 6any — Hiworo, a Ti/ibKH rnstHy,

b ronoai KanaMyTHibcsi. — 3mobk i Anxaa bs>kko, Toni MaTH, yne pm
3aTaMyBaBujii njian: — KDxHMe, pinunn mih, Hy noTepn, ocb ywe
HeiaoapoM noYne oa »ac. I He BTpuManacb: 3ipeanacb y nnan**.

AoBenotb KaTpi bhumth ripKy nauiy MaTepuHoro ropsi. KDxhm
noMep y Bsi3HMui Bin paH y naci 3dBopymeHb 1905 p., lOpKOBi no-
Be/lOCb npH3H3TMCb, XTO HONiy 6dTbKO. Bo KO/1H Bin, MiCbKHM yseHb,
3HdHUJOBC« 3 MaTipio 3a MicroM Haa XlninpoM, Bin —

„p*nTOM 3b h ronoBy h thxo, 3 6naraHHSiM npoMOBHB- — MaMOp
Hy, CKaw Tb we MeMi xom mocb. — Cnyxan, CHHy. Th BweHe Bneprne
nnra€ujca MeHe 3a ne. Oroni BniTKy Tew. A si P Toai He cnasana
To6i. He nepe3 re, mo TaiTHCH xony Bin Te6e. Mowe th MeHe He
3po3yMiem 3pa3y, 60 AHTHHa mp - rioTiM 3po3yM;euj. Ane w Ta« cia-

nocsi, cHHy, mo si h caMj He Binaio Toro — hhh th. Mowe IOxh-

Mis, a Mowe h ni. Mcwe siKpa3 CaBa € TBin 6aTbno... HDoko Hepy-
XOMHH MOBHKH CTOS1B Ha K p y M

1

. floiiM, He o6epT3K)HH OOAHHWSl AO
Maiepi, mob He ao HeT, a ao norocb y TeMpsiai Ha KpHwaniM Anmpi,
nnoMOBHB niAHece io: — Cnacn6i esm, mqmo, h 3a ue, mo CKa3anHl

LUo — ,MotKe“. A Bwe Tenep si n cam 3Haio HaneaHe. Ane He 6in-

Tecsi, m 3 mo, h ue TpHBowTecsi: xto 6 He 6ys moTm 6arbKOM, to
OAHaKOBO W BH — MOSI MaTH. I HIKO/IH B Cam SI BaC He CKpHdAW.y
h He 3a6yny. MaTH Ti/ibKH 3iaxHyna Ha CHHOBy K/isiTb6y h msorone
CKa3ana. A^BH/iacb, 3anyMaHa, Ha Hboro i Bwe ue Bnepme cboroAHi
nepeAyMyBana Kowne cnoeo fioro cboroAHimHe, KoweH pyxTa Bupas
Ha oonHMHi. 1 ot i3HOB, sik ywe 6yno He pa3, tIabkh 3apa3 i Aywne,
i BHpa3Him — aw i3 6oneM y cepui Bin liyna, — mo h cnoBa b u,boro

HeneBui, i caM yBecb neneBHUH siKnncb i Bwe HiSn... Tpoxn MywHH*.
1 Mycina math nepewHBaTH Bawni xbhju po3/iyKH 3 yciMa cbo-

Tmh c h

h

a m

h

: Bcix Yx aojisi BHrHana y mnpoKMH cBiT. OnHane, He
BBawaiOHH na cepue, nepenoBHeHe Ta khmh cnnbHHMH nonyBaHHSiMH,
KaTpsi BMie b HanaawHHx whtt€bhx xbh/isix 3Ha hth eHepriio. Or
Korin b MicTi noAann i'm wopcTOKy BicTKy npo KDxHMOBy cMepTb

y TiopMi :

— Oh, AiTH-niTH ! — KaTpsi cK/ienHna b Ty3 i oni h thxo, ne-

Hawe 3anepenjTHBo, XHTana ronoBoio. — Ha noro w bh Tenep 30-

CTanncsi, aith mo7, aith ? — Harno ni6H 3rana.na mocb i 3auinHna
ce6 e... Jlnue cyxe h cyBope b wIhkh. I Bwe ue nnaKana, xow i cto-

si/ih oni noBHi cni3bMH... KaTpsi HaxHnH/iacb i 6e3 pyK BTepna owi

06 CTapy KDxHMOBy KowymHHy. A 3a thm M0BMa3aa h HenpnpoAHO
piBHa, Hawe cnina, thxo nimna..."

KOAH W yci CMHH p03iHUinHCb BiA HeT, TO, BHnpOBaAUBLUH
ocTaHHboro, KaTpsi:

„FloBepHynacb ime Ha cxiA — rnstHyna b 3aobw BeriHKoro mnsixy.

Ta h 3iAXHyna... i owhah y naM'siTi, sik AaBHin po3sisiHHH coh, ripni

cnoranH 3 AaneKoro MHHynoro... HeMa mo AypHTH ce6e, ripua 6yna
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m MOjrioflicTb... A npoTe, xoh i sk Tpyano 6yno, ra 6i/ra cepuq a>tw.

I pocmna >k Tx, ripo >khttsi thxs i3 hkmh BKyni Ha crapicrb Ma-

pwna. A bcho oaq, mo Macm cooi, m«mo, Ha CTapicib. Ta h lu,o thm
Airsm — hkmh ra/ian fla/ia ? — npocieawna lUAqxn Hasxpecr Ha Bci

HOTHTH biTpn Ta H BHpaflH/ia... Ta H HH >KflaTH B>K8 IX, Td H 3BiflKH

surjisiAaTH — 3 hkoT Aoporn ? I smi earni, aith, — 3HaKH 6yayTb ?

— CTosAa Hima i HepyxoMa, npan m/iaxy b TsimKiPi 3aAywi. Oa na-

jiHHeBoro Ayxy am thhxko b>ks AHxaTH rpynaM, i Bia cnorsAiB Ta

Aymok — AyM MaTepHHHx, aw y roAOBi TyMaw. A Bona ece CTosma
b 3aAyMi Kpan mnsixy 6in% mothah, hk ksm'^hs „6a6a“ 3 b i k i s ,

He
BCHAi spyujHTMCb 3 Micua, — y6ora, y CTapiw Amepsi Pi 6oca, — Ha

p03AOpi>K>Ki HeBiAOMtlX CHHOBHix AOpir".

KaTpHHa nocTaTb Mae, monpaBAa, me 6araTo poM3HTK4HHx puc
THny Mapna BoB4«a, aAe 3apa30M u,e Bwe >Ki hks, mo croTib na
po3Aopimmi CTapHx i hobhx qaciB — noAii b YupaTHi TarHyrb IT

CHAOM i Ub y CB!M rOAOBO!<py>KHiH KpyTi>K.

flemo iHiiia Bwe, smacb cHAbHima, OTa MaTH 3 nosicTH A. To
AOBKa „IAo>ny“ (1922), mo MaHApye i3 cbo’imh toaoahmmh AiTbMH

3 KaTepMHocAaBmuHH — il MaiepHHa akd6ob Tat< 3axonAfoe m pi h-

ahboto Topflia, mo BiH noKHAae BnriAHe >khtth y cboix 6aTb«iB

i MaHApye 3 He3HanoK) PioMy MaTipio Ha MaKSyini 3AMAHi.

Orpiri Tenahm, tahGokhm noqyBaHHSM, ouxoA^Tb muBimi Pi npH-
poAHimi AenyAM HaaiTb ceAHHKH peBOAiouioHepKH, hk Hnp. Tpoxn
maSAbOHOsa, ane Bee Taun m<hbo 3MaAbOB0Ha nocTaTb 6iAHoi' HaPi-

mhmkh b 6araTii'a-KypKyAiB, 3iHbKa, b noBioi A. ToAOBKa „Eyp'sm“

(1926). Hiao BnAHBOM rapsmoro KoxaHHa ao opraHi3aTopa ciAbCbKoT
61ahoth flaBHAa MoTy3KH, 3iHbna CTae cnpaBmnbOK) repoTHera: BOHa
ne TinbKH noBiAOMA^e cboto KOxaHoro npo niACAyxaHMH HaMip yOHTM
Pioro, ne TiAbKH bm pMBaeTbCSJ b po3naqAHBiPi 6opoTb6i 3 py« 03Bipi-

aoto KaHMiAimV, aAe Pi npHHHHSjeTbCH CBoeio BiABaroio ao BpaToaaHHa
HtHTTA flaBHAOBi. KoHTpacTOM ao CKpoMHo'i SiHbKH e po3KimHa minna
xoporo Ha rpyAH TuxoHa Mapisi. Kpaca Pi rapsma Kpoa AOBOA^Tb
i! Tai< AaneKo, mo BOHa roTOBa noKHHyTH TuxoHa Pi HSKHAaeTbca
flaBHAOBi ;

aAe Aa3HA He xoqe 3paAHTH cboto npusiTeAsi Pi BiAno-

B'.Aae Th:

„51k6h mh, Mapie, 3 to6ohd b TaGyni 6pgahah, toai 6 i ne 6a-

A3 K 3AH. A TO MH >KHBeMO B TpOKaA.i AKDACbKiPl. A Ue KyAH
CKAaAHima miyna. OT>«e, Te>K AaBaPi ura 6aA3MKy 3aAHU3HMO u

.

Qua BHCOKa eTHMHa raAKa He nepeKOHaAa Mapira. LLl,o6

no36yTHCb cboto xoporo MOAOBiKa, Mapia BaxxHTbca si aasth Pioro

3paAAHBO b pyKH BoporiB Ha neBwy CMepTb. A oAHane 1453 rapHa
TiAOM, aAe HH3bna xapaKTepoM Mapisi Mae b caoMy 3ii6yxcBOMy TeM-
nepaMeHTi 6araTO 6iAbme npnpoAHHx npHKMeT, Him Bm'AeaAi3VBaHa
3iHbna.

VII

B yKpaiHCbKiH paASHCbniw noBicri 6a4MMO miHKy b pi3HHx cy-
cniAbHHx opraHi 3auiax — i to BiA HaHMenmoV ahthhh : AisqaTKa
b 5?CAax i npriTyAKax, komcomoakh, 6aTaAbPioHepKn, 6oPjobhhi<h, 6y-
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AiBHHui, poviaHTMMHi By/iMHHHui, cj^aSpunm po6iTHnui, ci/ibCbKi opra-
Hi3aTopKH h peBo/nouioHepKH — i wuTaw, yTOM/ieHHH TieK) ra/icpicio

KOMyHiCTMMHHX fliaHOK 3 IX BeAHKKMH CAOB3MM H fli/iaMH, nHTaCTbCSI

BKiHui 3 pr'3nyKOK) : a fle >k tIabkh wiHKa, cnpaBWHa miHKa, >KiHKa*

jifOflMHa, 3 /uoacbKMM TinoM i /uoacbKoio Aymera ? CnpaBfli, He nerKO
3H3HTH y BMpi TUX H3KHH6HHX napTiHHHM Ha«a30M iAeH Ta noCTaTeM
— 3BHHafiHy >uiHKymoA^Hy. F\ne BOHa TaKH e h MHTaM 3anonaAJiHBO
BHjioB/uce raKi nocTaii, xom ctumho bohh uoro miBASTb cboimh rpi-

xaMH Pi npocTynKaMH. 1 ccb nepea H3mh He TiAbKH 3raAaHi Bwe :

Mapia 3 „6yp‘aHy“ A. foAOBKa i MacTHHHO OaapKa Kyapa iBaHa Jle,

TyT nepeuyciM oobho h nAsiCTHHHO BHCTynac Jlfo6Kd flpoxopiBHa
b „PoMaHi MiwripV*. OcHOBHa npHHMeia li Ayrni h roAOBHe 3Ma-

raHHJi BCboro if jkmtth ue kox3hhh. HeBAOBoneHa cboTm moaobIkom,
ninapeM XpanKOBHM, aioahhojo bh3H3mhokd, ane 3obcim 6e3AapHOio
b >khtt€bhx cnpasax, JlK36Ka myhcae KoxaHHH no3a noapywMM >kmt-

tsim. BoHa x<nBe — caMHMH HepBaMM. O b Ti ncHxoAboria:
„ByBaiOTb Tani hoaobIkm, luo, KoxajOMH Tino CBoeT apy>«HHH,

TpeMTH Me, csime... BneBHSMOTbCH caMi h yneBHSuoTb iHiunx, mo bohh
jno6nsiTb cbokd Apyn<HHy. AAe 6yBa»oTb i Ta«i xhhkh, mo 3a moAeH-
hhmh BHLuyKaHHMH necTomaMH 3a6yBaiOTb 6oAaPi 3raAaTH npo OTe
KOxaHHH. Xioa ao ak)6obh TyT, koah BnryA5iHa Kpoe, mo... 6ypxae
no wHAax... He ao a»o6obh TyT. He ao napiB BeHipHboro menoTy
Aymi. U.e HaATO Hi>KHi opyHH Monoaoro opraHi3My, h bohh MOBMaTb,
sarAymeHi HeHMOBipHHMM 6apa6aHaMH, Aywofo My3nKora chtoT >kht-

tcboT BaKxaHaAiT... Jlo6Ka ripoxopiBHa me Monona, HaBiTb HaATO
MOAona, mo6 He KoxaTn cboto >KeHK), h, CKa>«eMO, rapna, coKOBMTa,

mo6 He HaAemaiH u,bOMy noTen HOMy xipyproei XpannoBy. HaAemaTH
BK piw, BK CBBTHOBHH OABT. BiH MaB AOOpMH CM8K Ha JKIHOK, BiH T3-

pa3A po36HpaBcsi b He3niseHHHX Tx raTynKax, i koah nyxAeHbKa cTy-

AeHTo*- Ka i hcthi yTy soBHimHix 3hochh, JltoSoMKa MapKOBCbKa, bh-

naAKOBO HaBepHyAaca PioMy Ha oni — 3a xBHAHHy BHpiujMB, monoMy
npHHUJOB Mac oApywHTHCH A 3MorAa 6 anacb iHina, xom 6h h cTapma
Ha AiTa A'BMHHa nepeMHTH TaKiPi cuAi po3ywy, TaKOMy AiKapcbKOMy
xhctobi MDAOAoro, Ayworo, sik Ay6, naBaAepa ? 3a ABa Micsmi, HAywn
Ao LUAio6y, JlK)6Ka, 3 ncanio ao cboi'x KOAMuiHix KaaaAepiB, Ao6po-
3mmahbo no3HpaAa Ha hhx, HaniTb He po3yM K)MH rapa3A, mo o3Ha-

nae OTe „3aMiw“. riepeTxaBUJM ao HaMaHraHy, GsreH BiKTopoBHM
CTBOpHB HOTpj6Hi yMOBH AOTOAH H 33 CM ITHB HHMH BCi CTOKKH, mO
Be AyTb y HaHKpami KyTKH AKDACbKoT Aymi“.

I ocb u,a >KiHKa — rapna, moaoab. HeAOCBinHH, KHHeHa cepeA
po3«iujHoro AiHHBCTBa b a3incbKe MicTo — OMapoBye nocTaBHoro
iHTeAirenTHoro h HaAineHoro 6hctphm po3yMOM y36e«a CaTfl-Ani

MyxTapoBa.

wMh 6yAa m i cnpaBAi macAHBa Jlio6Ka cboTm ciMeHHHM ma-
ctjim, hk ue 3A3B3AOC3 3 nepiuoro norAflAy? HixTO li* npo ue He
nHTa b, a caMin TPi, 3a moaoahmh me AiTaMH, He npnnaAaAa TaKa
Ay^Ka. Konn 6 BOHa noMyAa SKycb CKpyTy, SKicb 3ahah 1, MOH<e 6
caMo 3a nnTaHHS! HanpocnAoca... Y MOAOBiKa J1 kd6kh ripoxopiBHH 6yAO
Aywe 6araTO Aina... ToMy to takhm 33b>kah cbIjkhm toctcm 6yB BiH
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3aA/ia ApymMHH... Il MOAOAicrb me He Ha6y/ra Toro rapsqoro CTaHy,

XOAM MlUHi WO/lOBIKOBi CHH BHOMi BHXOBytOrb y MO/lOflMX He OAOBO-
jieHHx . hxihok HeBpacreHito m inmi nopTM 3 HepaaMH. Ir >KeH<a He
Ha6pnflaB neciom^MH, 60 3MopioBaBca cboi'mh bihhmmh AiAaMH,

m rapa3fl — EOHa 3a ue hpmob me 6i/ibme, Himniuje mofo AiobMAa...

Bpaw AiTen Tew Mauo Typ6yBaB Jlio 6 Ky... rt/ie by/io xoh 3pifli<a

ft Ta«e, koth JlfOOKa noMyaaAa ahbhI BHyipimHi x BHAiOBaHHw, rocipi,

noxiT/iMBi, ft aobto He Mor/ia 3acHyTn, nepeBepiaiowucb Heo6epe>KHo
B AiWKOSl".

1 Tana wiHKa no3HaftoMHAacb i3 rapuHM CalAoM:
„3HaMOMCTeo abox ou,nx icror Haonpano pa3 y-pa3 hoboto xa-

paKTepy. JlioOKa flpoxopiBHa BneBHHAa ce6e, mo himoto oco6/ihboi"o

b TOMy HeMa, mo BOHa 3HaftoMa 3 po3yMHO»o iHTenireHTHoto aioam-

hofo, xona BOHa, uh /uoAHHa, ft 6y/ia 3 y36e‘ ib. ft mo BOHa ft Aoci

He CKa3a.na CBoeMy >KeHi npo ue — 6aftAy>ne. OoiftneTbCfl. — Ta«.

BoHa TaKH He CKa3aA3 MOMycb cBcewy kox a hom y >KeHi, mo BOHa
no maxoMHuaca 3 ui K3 bhm y36eKOM. ^Kocb He npnna/io ao peni...

BlH TaKHH 3MOpeHHH. BoHa T3K3 HlWHa AO HbOTO. X>6a TyT AO HKO-

rocb TaM MynepHaubKoro 3naftoMCTBa 3 y3oeKOM, a3isiTOM, n'Anepe-
3annM TpbOMa luobkobhmm xycina mh 1 ft Mowe b neV e iHmi avmkm?
Mowe BOHa xoMe npnpo3yMirH Tane mocb Anne, 6oweBi/ibHe? Mowe,
BOHa Bwe mocb npHraaana, BHpiuiMBa? Bona BHPiuiHAa. ft hh c/iift

npo ue 3H3TH Vi 3aKOHHOMy noxaHOMy woaobi KOB i ? KoxaHOMy?
JlobKa LUBHAeHbKO CKOMHJia 3 Ka Ha

n

kh ft, mobhkh onoBHBLUH nueni
>KeHi, mo B>«e CHAia 3a cboTm ctoaom, noumyaa/ia ftoro TenAHM,
botkmm noumyHKCM y mojio. HaBiTb caMa BOHa nonyBaua MepTB»ub-
KHH CM3K B OTiM nOLiiAyHKy HaCAHHeH! MH, Maftwe noXODOAHiAH H
ry6aMH ft Ha AOAawy ppMTyAHnacsi TaKow mob bo cneKH, 3MopeHoio
moKcio. To 6yB nepiuHM KDahh nouipy iok, a 3a hum HapoanAnca
MepBOHi KaMeAii Ha rpyAflx, 3Ae3opraHi3oaaHa MopaAb i neproBe
KiAbue bGbh “-JHeHmHHH

rioMaAacb AK, 6oBHa icTopia — i 3BHMaftm wiHOMi xHTpoup:
„/lto 6 ui IlpoxopiBHiH panroM 3AaAoca, mo i b IT wmTi iaommo

fiae TiAbKH nuLiiHe a?to. HaMaranaca 3raaaTH BecHy. He 6yno. He
6yAO 3eAeHoro naxyworo po 3 KBiry b AOCKOTAHBOMy Tenni. He 6yno
conoAHHx niAXMapHHx Mpift, cniworo, hk y Ka3ui, KoxaHHH... IT BecHa
cniTKHyAacH 06 mocb HeoAMi hho ft BHHyaaTo BiAKpHAa luahxh ra-

psmoMy AiTy. riorASJHem Ha ouboro CareHa B'KTopoBHwa, Ha ouboro
>KeHKD, Ha hoto 3acinaHH5j — waAb obiMMe mo ao Ay icTOTy. HeBwe w
OTaK nOBHHHi Bci >KHTH, A^aKJHH AHLLJe npo Kap’epy, 33AASI 51KOI M MO-
AOAOl APy>KHHH He HO Ab ? ft MOWe TO ASHCHe 3axonAeHHH npaueio,
AincHe rpoMaACbKe 33AOBOAeHHH... Mome... To HaBimo w PioMy Apy-
WHHa? .. I npHKopiiAO 3a Beany uiHy 3ManeBpyBaTH... 3MaHeBpyBaTH
Ha npocTopi 6AHCKyHoviy, 5iK coHue, 6e3KpaHOMy, hk AyAbKa, mo5
13 FewyeaHoio uibh akIctio HecTHCb 6e3 o3HpaHHH, Ha3AoriHui He-

cnpo6yBaHOMy... Tpe6a Ha3AorH3Tn n’siHomi nepmoro KoxaH hh, ynw-
THCb oTpyHHHMH akdSmctkobhm a naxomaMH. — >Keniol Kotik >Ke-
HiwKa! Bean, piAHeHbKuft, BianycrKy".

I >KeHH, po3yMiCTbca, b3hb BiAnycTKy. ft koah Bin bhTxsb Ha TpH
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flHi Ha anycb panTOBy onepauiio, Jlio6Ka nepe6panacb b y36em>Ky
*napaHA>Ky" i, 3a6yBLUH npo rpix, nepe6yjia Tpw maneHi ao6h

y CaTpa. Ane TOfli BOHa, BHnemeHa pociaHKa, ni3Hana Hapa3
, luo

CaTA — TijibKH y36en iBOHa 3aTy>Kn/ia 3a cboim HonoBinoM. CaTfl He
po3yMiB, He nycnaB TT, a TOfli JlKD6Ka KHHy/ia HOMy:

— „Bh y36eK— a a... —

h

33MOBKAa, 60 6y/io cKa3aHo 6iAbme,
Hiw Tpe^a, Him xoTi’/ioca".

Cai'fl xoTiB ywe 3a6y-rn AAa J1 io6km h Y36eMMHHy, a/ie nonyB
TijibKH: — „npoiuaMTe“. Cain 3HaHixiOB cuopo aik Ha cboT nosy-
BaHHa y mnpoKiH rpoManaHCbKiH npauj, a Jlfo6u,i Bflanocb, noKHiao,
o6flypHTH flOBipjiHBoro wojiOBiKa. XpanKOB npHMMaB HaBiTb y ce6e
flOMa CaTna, ane npoBan/ia m i >k Cai'AOM i J1 kd6kok> 3pocTa/io, thm
6inbme, mo y J1 hd6kh 3HaHLunacb fliBMHHKa TaMapa — aohk3 Ca-
lflOBa. JlK)6Ka Bee 6i/ibme upaiyBa/ia CaTna, 3anpomyBa/ia hoto ao
ce6e h noKa3yBana AOMHy. I Ty t IT AerKOAyuiHicTb nepeftWAa Mipy;

y CalAa BiAi3Banacb 3H6HaBncTb ao J"Ikd6kh 3a HauioHanbHy o6pa3y
h pa30M i3 thm HecTpHMHa 6aTbKiBct.Ka aio6ob ao TaMapw. BKiHui
CaTA BMKpaB TaMapy. ripHHiiiAO ao cyAOBoT po3npaBH — Th npw-
cnyxyBanacb i JlK)6Ka [JpoxopiBHa. Ane CaTA He 3paahb cnpaB-
>K H b O V T3HHH — niCAa BaWKOl' AyineBHOT 6opOTb6n bIh 3aaBH b, lu,o

cnpaBAi BnpaB wywy AHTHHy. A toai:
— „Ax-axL Ax-x a-xa-xa-a!.. — nponyHano pi3«e no 3ani.

B 6o>KeBiAbHOMy peroii 6nAaca 06 niAnory Jlfo6Ka IlpoxopiBHa...

Mo3ok He BHTpHMaB 60pm, Ta h cepue mh 3a6eTbca paAicHo b rpyAsx.
ICTOpiSJ OUHX AHDAGH B 3aAa CBOK) OCTaHHKD ASHb. ,0,0 CTOAy CTyp6o-
b3hhx cyAAiB niA6irna noBicnoBaHa, mo KpeHAa 36niAna wiHKa.
BoHa niAxonHAa 3ah BOB a He ahthhh 3 Ha pynn h KprmaAa, nepeMa-
raioHy KneniT 3 aAi: —- 9\... 9\ Bee cnawy!.. HenpaBAa ueL U,a aib-

HHHa... HenpaBAa... BoHa noro AOWKa!.. Bih AOMKy cbokd ynpaB, mo6
noMCTHTHCs?... To 6yna Mapia, HanMHMKa XparwoBa".

3 toto nacy >khtts! J1kd6kh TIpoxopiBHH cKonyBanocb cnopo
y HH3, 60 oahh npocTynoK Aerno BeAe ao iHinnx. >KaAo6a >khth h po3-

HOLuyBaTH He noKHASAa TT h Tenep, HaBiTb nicaa Tanoro CKaHAaAy.
XpannoB posnvHHBca 3 Heio, CaTA npomaB TT bi'a nopora cboto ACMy,
KoxaHui y J1 kd6kh 3MiHs>AHCb. LLl,o6 niMCTHTHCb Ha Cai'Ai, BOHa He
no6osinacb HaBiTb 3Ba3aTMCb i3 fioro BoporaMH, mo HaMipnahcb
hoto b6hth. I_LI,e h caMa nolxana, mo6 6yTH cbIakom CaiAOBoro
B6HBCTBa. Ane Ca'i'Aa He b6hah, a Bcix BoporiB noro AiAa : nepeMi-
hhth Y36eMMHHy b KyAbTypHy npaTny -- bhkpham. A Jlio6Ka

„AiHLHAa ao ocTaHHboro nepexpecTa!.. LU,o 3 toto, mo BH6pa-
Aaca 3aMi>K He 3a KOMicapa aKorocb, a 3a AiKapa XpannoBa? LLl,o

3 TOTO, mO He 3p03yMiAa AKd6oBH CHAbHOrO My>KHHHH h Ana mh-

ctotm cBoro eBponel3My noTonTaAa Ty ajo6 ob?... — Ax, KyAH
a AiHAy?.. J1 kd6ob ripoxopiBHa Bi'AnyBaAa, mo 3 Heio mocb nerapHe,
xopo6AHBe TBopHTbca... Oct3hh e nepexpecTa! BoHa niAe HaiiTawMHM
mnaxoM, a6H TiAbKH 3hob >kmth. EoHa me pa3 cnpo6ye noBepHyTH
AO ce6e AOHKy, CalAa".

OAHane CaTA He xoTiB TT CAyxaTH, a an BOHa cnpo6yB0Aa hoto
me ujaHTawyaaTH 3aaB0K>, mo TaMapa — He fioro AOHKa, BiH CKa3aB...
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— KiHqeno! Oh A3epil He xoqy 6inbme c/ioBa Bamoro
qyTHl Hy!..

LU,e oflHa cnpo6a — b6htm CaTfla khhho/iom — i py«a Ca-
iflOBoro npusue/iH BiflKHHy/ia Yi' Ta« cmibHo, mo, naflaioqn, BOHa
B6Hjiacb. Cai'A noapywHBca 3 iHTenireHTHoio y36eMKoio BiM6a-xoH.
J1kd6ob llpoxopiBHa 3rnHyna MapHe, raHHfOHHCb 3a po3Hy3aaHHM
>khtthm. f\ xom HHTaH HaneBHe He CMMnaiH3y€ 3 Tiera po36emeHoro
wiHKora — BiH nowyBae b h i h Bee TaKH tijio m KpoB >khboT, xom
i 3obcim HeonanoBaHoT, jikjahhh — u,e He MapioHeTKa, — mo TH

niAnoBiAajoTb raAKM Ta bmhhkh.
Bo cnpaBAi, noBHy pauiio Mae Calais npHHTe/ib, yKpamcbKHM

HHCbMeHHHK BopHCIOK:
— „He MowHa 6o Tan npocTO BiAipBaTM, hk cepue BHpBaTH

3 rpyaew, i KHHyrn niA Horn Te, mo cupaixiyaano, onoeTM3yBa.no ao
npoTHBHocTH rpySnH, oiojiboriMHHH aKT npoAOBmeHHa /noACbKoro
poAy. I mh 6yAe noBHOio Ao6a couismi3My, ko/im b jhoahhi He 6yAe
p03BMHyTO rAH6oKO eTHMHHX i eCTeTMMHHX BiAHyTTiB B3a€MHH?CnpaBa >K

6o He TiAbKH B CTaTeBHX B3a€MHHax‘‘.
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VI II

4h u,e npunaaoK, mo paneKO, 8 a3iMCbKiw y36eMHHHi, flifimoB

jio TaKoi raAKu Bnacne yKpaTncbKHH nwcbMeHHHK, Ha3BaHwfi aHOHiMHO
BopHCKDKOM? Oanawe — u,e niflcraaoBa raaKa, mo cxorunoe b cyT-

Hifi Tosui saaC'-iosiAiiocMi-iM m y >k h h h i mohox, mm, roaopsMH iHLUHMH
CAOB2MM : miHOMe nHTaHHSi! U, 5j Tyra sa „rnn6oKO-erMHKMMH m ec-

TeTMHHHMH P33£MHH3MH " — € H OCHOBHOiO llpo6A€MOK), mo HeHO-
KoiTb KparnHx y i< p a

T

h c b k

m

x nMCbMeHHHKis, 60 TinbKH b hIh AoSany-
K)Tb BOHH CAMHO MOKflHBy po3BH3Ky THX B3a£MHH.

1 TOMy 3 Tax OK) eaeMeHTapnoK) chaok) BMCTynac b yKpaTHCbKHX
paAflHCbxnx noBidsx npo6n€Ma ciMi. A ua ciMS, nymeHa 6inbiuo'

bhksmh na 6ncTpy boav po36ypxaHnx iHAnaiAya/ibHHX npucTpacTeH
i XHMepHHX HaCTpOiB 6e3 CTpMMy H KOHTpOA

i,
p030HnaCb 30BCiM.

„HeMa«, Taiy, tkxoT npHCTani! £ Benwxe Mope, Mope 6e3 6e-
periB, mo 6eTbca b xbhasx yce, i koto BeAs-ixa xbm iH-6ypyH HacTnrHe,

TOMy Tpe6a npomari-icH 3 hxmtthm. Mope AioTyc, TaTy! CboroAHi
si 3 kbhtkom Ha fla.neKy nnaB6y pyuiaio ao hoboto Micia... He noKH-
HyTH BaM, TaTy, n phcTa h ;

a/ie noKMHbTe, TaTy, wpii npo TMxy npHCTaHb,
Mope xpyroM Kac, a He A H inpo. LUnpoKe Mope. Bh 3 oahoto 6cKy
Mopsi, a a 3 Apyroro, i AaneKO-Aanexo eia nac ao MeHe. I HisiK Te

Mope nepennMCTH. LU,oQ He 3a6yTM, i mo6 MeHuie BaM AyMOK npo
Jlto6y... P oh 3 LuyKanu (cnyxana eac, TaTy) thxoi npHcraHi, ane no-

nana Ha laxy cTaHuira, Ae 6araTO noi3Ai'3 iAe ao Kpamoro, ane
TinbKH HAyib noB3 cTaHuiio, nixTo Ti He Bisbwe. A bAm Mowe 3y-

nHHHTMCa B3HTa>KHHM, MOWe OOmaCTHTb Yh BMIXaTH?"
TaK riHcas moaoahh Ap:en ao cboto 6aTbKa, Kacnpa, y J3,Hi-

npoBin npHCTaai, mo 3aAywas ctbopmtm npaueio cboto >kmtth THxy
poAHHHy npHCTaHb ansi cboYx aboTx AiTen, ane AiHmaBCH toto, mo
chh i AOHKa BHAeTiAH b cBiT Ha Hosi, GypxnHBi luasxh, a „THxy npw-
CTaHb“ 33AH UJ HAH HQMy CaMOMy. (C. CKAiipeHKO „Tnxa npHCTaHb").

Po36^Aacb THxa npwcTaHb poA^HHoro >khttsj,6o ai’th 3a^>a>KanH

CBOoiAHimoro jkhttsi. U,e — Bi ABiMHa npoGnewa „6aTbKiB i AiTen".

BoHa Hepa3 po36nBae ciMra. LLI,o 5inbuje, poAHHHe wmtth BHAa-
CTbCfl moaoahm npauiBHHKaM couisiniCTMMHoro 6yAiBHHu,TBa B>Ke CMi-

ujhhm, sjk opm Tam Kaa6 y poMani O. KonHneHKa „HaDOA>«y€Tbcs!
mIcto" (1931—2).

Apyra — me Bawmma npo6A€Ma: ue BiAcyTHicTb sraAaHHX
eTHMHMx i ecTeTHMHHX noHyBaHb y Bi ahochhax Mi>« noApyraMH. Ha
Tx Micpe n pHXOAHTb : cyporaT XHMepHHX xbh AeBH x HacTpoiB, mo ao-
BOA^Tb AO Heo6AyMaHMX yHHHK i B, nOAHXTOBaWHX XBHAeRMM 3BOpy-
meHHsiM. Ha TOMy tai' AOBeAocb nepentHTH rAn6oKy TpareAiJO aohhI
AhhI — TaHHi BaMHHCbKifi y poMaHi V. BpactOKa, mo no-MHCTeubKH
BMiB CXOnHTH p03KAaA HOBITHboY CiMi B PaA^HCbKiH YKoaiHi. flOHa-
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TOK 6yB T3KHH 3BHH3HHHH B iCTOpil nOflpy>KOrO >KHTTfl. TaHHa, „nHLUHa r

KpacHBa >K!HKa“, Ai3Ha/iacb npnnaAKoso, mo Yi hoaobi'k, c a a bhhh

BHHaxiflHMK HiK, 3pafl>ny€ Yi 3 BaHAOio b XapKOBi. ripHHHHOK) Toro
6y/ia xBM/ieBa HenocTawa cHAbHOi boai' b Hina — ajie TaHHa aHi He
3Hae npo Te, aHi ne npo6yc 3sicybbth co6i Ti npHHHHH. BoHa 6a-

HHTb TlAbKM, LUO

1

„HiK niflAO 3aTyM3HK)BaB Yh oni, mo6 3po6nTH 3 He'i nyAbTypHy
KyxoBapKy h npHCTOHHy caMHmo... HiK Mae papiio pafliTH 3 YT Ha-

Tbhocth h He3incoBaHOCTn. BiH ooepTaB TY HaBKono naAbus, sk HHTKy.

B flificHOCTi Ha cbit Tpe6a AHBHTHCb 30BciM He thmh ohhm3
, mo

A3B Yh HiK, 60 H caw Bin nUBMTbCSL IHL11HMH OHHM3. BiH HOCHTb M8-

rinne caobo „MopaAb“, mc6 3a6e3nenHTH 3a co6oio bhtIah me CTa-

HOBHme BAacHMKa. K Hopry Bcsmy MopaAb I Bepw jkhttsi tbkhm,
sikhm boho AaeTbca. ByAb npo oko BipHoio h wecHOfo, a no3a thm...

O, HiK Tenep MyciB on YY noBawaTHl BiH me He 3Hae, mo y HeY

KpiM T3A3HTy 6yTH BipHOLO KpHCTbCSJ me 6iAbUJHH T3AaHT HeCHO
3paAH<yBaTn. TaHHa Tenep He BiACTaHe BiA BiKy. BoHa BiA cboroAHi
TaK 3aKpyTHTbCSL B KOAOBOpOTi BTiXH, mo TlAbKH 6pS3KH nOAeTSTb
KacKaAaMH. I panTOM 6oAicHO BiAHyna: KacnauaMH a

h

n k o r0 6pyAy
h CMopoAy xBopo6. Cepue maBHAo npomnHAioioHHM Mopo30M, ane
Aecb y rAH6HHi BopoxHyAacb KanAs rapsmo'i KpoBH i BMHTb npoKH-
HyAacb naAKDHa Tyra 3a CbiTOM i hthmhoito cnopiAHeHHd, 3a CBiTOM
alo6obh“.

I TaHHy He omyKaAo nponyTTSi: BOHa nimna 3a „koaobopotom
BTixH" h o6KHAaAa ce6e „KacKaA2MH AenKoro 6pyAv“- AapeMHe
HiK npH3HaBCH Yh y cboYh noMHAui, AapeMHe „ctohb 6i/isi nopora,
HK >Ke6paK, npHHHJKeHHH, 3J'tyHeHHH. — npOCTH, 3K MOH<em“. Oa-
Hawe cnpaBa He AaAHanacb: „HiK nonaB bhxoahth moBenopa i TaHHa
TaK caMo 3aAnmaAac5i C3mothsi 3i ceoeio HepoBraAaHoio tphbotoio.
BoHa He HacMiAKDBaAacb roBopHTH npo HeY, 60 HiK mopa3 y hhk3 B

iHIHMHOT P03M0BH ; HOTO BHAHMO THiTHAa npHCyTHiCTb TaHHM, HOTO
THiTHB TOH BHyTpilllHiH KOH(}?AiKT, LUO 3 HUM MyciB XOBaTHCb BiA

HeY. LUopas bohh Bee 6iAbme wyvKHAHCb oAHe oahoto i TaHHa no-
HyBaAa, mo toh nopir, nepe3 shhh bohh He msah mojkhocth nepe-
CTynMTH 3 nowaTKy, Tenep BHpocrae b 3arpo3AWBy CTiHy... saMKHe-
HicTb noApyw>K5! hi'6h AeraAi3yBaAacb. Bohh Tenep yHHKaAH OAHe
OAHoro 3 HenpHxoBaHOK) 6ojL3KicTH3. TaHHa po3AyMyeana hsa thm,
hkhx cJ?opM Ha6epe Yxh€ cniB>KHTTa HaAaAi: HiK 6yAe npHxOAHTH
MOBH33HHH Ha o6iA i 3HOBy 3HHK3THMe Ha 3aBOA» 3 BOHa MyCHTb
KyxoBapHTH, mo6 3a ue nonyTH KiAbKa pa3 Ha AeHb „A»Kyio“. Mojk-
AHBO

, mo ue HOpMaAbHi CTOCy HKH nOApyHOKH, mo 3iCTapiAOC5I, aAe
TaHHa noHyBaAa ce6e me AOCHTb moaoaolo, mo6 noroAHTHCa 3 Ta-

KHM CTaHOM*.
TaHHa niAAaBaAacb Heo6epe>KHO 6a>naHHio >khth mnpmHM akd-

60BHHM HLHTT5LM. I mO >K AHBHOTO, LUO KOAH TaHHa 3HaHLUAaCb Ca-

MiTHH 3 aohkokd cepeA rapHoY AicoBoY npnpoAH Ha AaMi, BOHa 3 i-

Hmnacb i 3 noeTHHHHM My3HKOM Boaoahmhpom flHApinoBHMeM?
flpHBeAa Horo ao MaTepi AOHKa, TaAH. A koah HiK, noaepHyBiuHCb
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AO TaHHM, 3acTaB TT pa30M 13 BonoAHMMpoM, TaHHi AOBenocb CTaTH

CBiflKOM TaKoT P03M0BM:
„Bo/iOAMMnp pairroM CTpeneHyBCH m pimyae cTy iihb y neepj

AO HiKa. — He Tpe6a, — 3naKaHO cKpHKHyna FaHHa, — a caMa
noroBopra! — Rne BononMMMp yn<e 6yB 3a nsepHMa. — 51 3 BaMH
OABepTO. 51 xony 3a6paTM Bamy npy>KHHy! — ITynbc 3ynMHMBca
TaHHi BiA waxy. 51k BiH npo He'i roBopmb! 51«e Bin Mae npaBo?
3AaBa/iocb, mo Ty >k xBMJiHHy Hi« po3m,eMMTb BononMMMpa Ha Tpi-

ckm, ane Ha ahbo Hi« 3 hotokd ipoHil npoMOBHB: — Bepiib! Bchb
MeHi nenoTpi6Ha. — Y Ty >k MHib ao 6onra Mopo3nnBa xBMna nin-

SopKsna TaHHy. Bohs He BCTHr/ia ckpmk HyTM, ak xononoM 3au,inHno

im Bycra, Bee Tino, see cepue“.
Li,e 6yno neprne r/in6oKe npMHMweHHa TaHHH 3« TT Hfepo3BawHy

niMdy. 1 3 Toro aacy nonanaca TaHHHHa TepHHCTa nyTb. Tana He
xoTi/ia ncKHHyTH 6aTbKa m u,e TaHHi 6onino. CKopo BMaBM/iocb, mo
Bee Te 6yno TinbKH npHKpMM Henopo3yMiHHaM i mo Tiei po3nyKM He
6awaB y AincHocii aHi HiK, aHi TaHHa, tmm 6inbiue, mo BaHAa no-

KMHyra Pioro.

w Bpemxi HiK npoMOBHB :
— 51 3obc1m He xony Te6e o6BMHyBa-

HyoaTH, a ce6e BHopaBAOByBaTM. 51 e TiSkmh, sjk e. R B3arani o6oe
mm — jiioah. Mowe Aoci HaH6i/ibmcio Hamora noMM/i koio 6yno Te,

mo mm ineanisyBanM OAHe oahoto. TBepe3o rnaHyemH, a 3po6MB
Te, mo BnacTMBo my >ka m h i

,
a tm — mo B/iacT mbo wiHui".

OflHaHe 3a/iMLUMjiacb Tana. IloManocb ahbhc TaHUMhe m HiKOBe
JKMTra. Tana noronMna TY BKiHu,i 3 HIkom, ane BoncAHKMpa BOHa
He noKMHyna. BonoAMMHpoBi 6yna TaHHa wiHKora, ane 3a 3roAOio

g6mabox OyBana b c6mabcx. BononMMMp ciaeaB Bee 6pyTanbHimMH
i TaHHa 3po3\Mina, an CarsTO aoHa BTpaTMna, BwpiKarawHCb Ao6poro
Hina. R HiK no mm Ha b ciaBaTH cnaeHMM, 6o BMHaPimc b eneKTpMHHMM
dpyM benMKcro HanpyweHHa ia nonaB moto npMCTOcoByBaTM npaK-
tmmho. Ta cTanocb Hemacia — BnacHMM BMHaxia y6nB HiKa. 3Aasa-
nocb 6 m, mo Ana TanwH HacTana cr,paB>KHa uona. Rne TiHb ckpmb-
A>neHoro nerKOAymHo Hina Minna Bee 3a Hera. Tana ninpocna m He-

3a6apoM FaHHa ni3Hanacb, mo bohs, TT BnacHa AOHKa, Bini6pana Tm

BonoAMMMpa. Toni TaHna npodysana OTpy'iTMCb, oAnane TT Bpaiy-

sanM, BOHa scnina TinbKM neperpM3TM pyKy BonoAMMHpoBi, mo kh-

Aa< Tm uHHiwHo:
„Hh tm TpoTnaca 6 i toai, Konn 6 Binnana Aonny „3aKOHHo"

3aMi>K?... He 3a6yBaH, mo uin amtmhi' inicHaAUflTb poKiB i mo BOHa
Taepe3ime Mipnye, aHi>K tm b cboT copoK. Tm Bwe CBoe BiA>KHna.

Tm Mana nea MonoBiKM, a ao Toro, Ma6yTb, 3 ABaAUSTb nonra6oB-
hmkib... Tm 3Hana neprne TinbKM Monone KOxaHHa, a a 3Has TinbKM
Te6e“.

R Konn TaHHa cnHTana, MOMy bjh BiApnaaB TT Bin nepmoro
MonoBiKa HiKa BaHMHCbKoro, BiH npM3Hae:

„TaK, a 3po6HB HenpocTMMMM rpix nepen BaMMHCbKMM. Rne
3HOBy >k T3KM Mepe3 tbokd xMTpy rpy Ha caMonra6cTBi. Ta a 30BciM
we xony noKyTyBaTM uinMH BiK wynti rpixn. 51 xoay npa>KHTH Monono.
Cahhs TBoa uiHHicTb — AOHbKa. 51 TT 6epy 3 uinKOBMTMM Mopanb-
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HUM npSBOM. .EioCHTb FpaTH B TeMHV. 3 h3H, LUO Tana M055 WiKIO,

a th — Ti math. >KaflHoro HacHAbCTBa Tyr Hewa. TaAa Mene xoxae
xaK camo, six si TT. — raxHa, Tpacywncb b! a aioti', niABenacs? na
AisKxy, AaflHa b6 hth cynpoTHBHHxa oahhm riorAaAOM, ane Boaoah-
MHp 3 nOCMilUKOK) H3 ByCTaX BHTpHMaS norASIfl. B HbOMy npMVBa-
Aacb ysxe caMOBneaneHa AsenoTHHHa icroia: xan 5h nocMina TaMHa
flOTHKHyTHCSl AO HOTO py X3MH — BiH He t'JOflHBHBCJ? 6 H3 TT XBO-

piCTb i OpSHH'/B 6 h H 6 fO T3K, LUO TiAbKH ITAaMa 3aAM LUHAaCSi 6 B :A
TV cyxopAaBoT nocTari. ftne ain nosepHyBca h piiuyAe eiAiTuioo. Bih

cbo€ 3po6ns, a nnaH noro 30BciM He o6xoqnTb“.

TanHa Lue xorina uonxy BHTarHy th 3 Toro liopajibHoro 6arH3,

rpo3HAa Th cyAOM i

,,AHKO CKOHMAP 3 A i SK X 3 M CTHCHVA3 Tani pyKy: — IlaCKyA-

hhus, th 3a6yAa, mo bih mih hoaobsk? — TaAsi bhbhbho niAHecna

OMi... — Bys TBi.'V, a Tetep win, — bohs SHpaana pyxy h asmoh-
CTpaTHBHO BHMlUAa".

3 Toro nacy Boaoahmhp i Tans? 303ciM ho SBasxaAH Ha npn-
cyiHicTb raHHHHy. ft toai we BnepLue AywaAa TanHa 3 po3nyxaio:
HOMy Hix Tax cxopo bia' hlliob bia net. TaHHa bSab! qyBaA a Hixoay
mothav h 3HaxoAHAa Taw MopaAbHy niATpHMKy . He3a6apoM TaHHa
fli3Ha€TbCs?, mo HeHaAiHHP Hixosa CMepTb ne 6yAa npMnaAKOM: wore
b6hah yMHCHe npw noMO-ii BoAOAHMHpa, luo6 npMCBolTH coOi noro
BHHaxia. Ta Banna He BMi Aa uosecTH toto. I BPHa sanHuinnacb

y BoAOAHMHpa, FA3A3MH 3 6oACM H3 Te, HK Tl TaAfl CKOMyCTbCSI

mopaB rAH6me b npoPacTb po3nycTHoro skmtta.

„raHHi CT3AO CyMHO. TaASl He 3AlHCHHTb TT HaA'H, SIX He 3fliW-

CHHAa m BOHa, faH-?a, cboi'x HaMipiB... Hafl Heio TsisKHTb yTOMa mh-
HyAoro TT SKHTTa, btqmb cboroAHiujHboro ahh“.

Ta mxoAa aymbth npo Bee: MBona paruoM 3raAye, mo He 06 -

MipxyBaAa me MeHio Ha 3aBTpiLUHiH nenb 4
'. JQ,o toto AoseAo TT He-

CTpHMue 6a>xaHHsi >khth
, ,
no b h hm moaoahm skhttsm", ho saasxatoHH

Ha aoaic xoh 6h BAacHwx AiTefi, BOHa cTana x/xoBapxoio A^a 3aq-
HMHHoro BoAOAHMHpa, mo 6yB Ho.ioaixoM i Th i TT Aonui.

riOAi6HHM MOTHB A6 >KHTb B OCHOB’' KonHAeHXOBDrO pOMaHy
„BH3BOAeHHa“, TiAbXH TyT TOTO „BH3BOAeHHa“ Bia CeNieHHHX 33Sl3Ki3

6ama€ MysxwHHa, AiaAbHHH IleTpo TaMaAis?, luo noxHHy b, ax y>xe

3Ha€MO, rAM 6oxo tioMy BiAAawy, aAe hbato noeAHHqy aha hoto Lunp-

llihx norAaaiB YAaHy, h onicAa BHnpaBayBaBca nepeA chhom :

„ycio cbokd eHepriio, bcs chah si Biq qaeaB, kcah SopoAHca Ha
<}?poHTax, Tax caMO fi Tenep po6ak), s?k yMiio, sipoyAOByioMH Hame
rocnoAapcTBo... £ b xoskhih aioahhI i b nac, napTinuiB, Tern Tpoxn
Bee >x TaxH cboto, oco6hctoto skhttsi. Otoh MaAeceHbKHH xyTOnox,
OTi MOTHpH CTIHH, ae AlOAHHa XOMe 30CT3THCa Ha OAHHSii, z6o 3 HaH-

6ah>kmhm ApyroM, hh ax tsm noro Ha3BaTH. Ao toto xyTOMxa hIxto

He Mae npana BTpyqaTHcsr Cboc oco6ncTe skhttsi si TBopio caM. Th
MeHe po3yMieLJLi?.. I He 6yAem nHTaTH, HOMy si 3po6nB Tax, a He
iHaxme. KonxpeTHiuje: HOMy si 3iHHJ0Bca i3 Apyroio? Baaniu, npo
pi3Hi ocoOhct! Mi pxyBanHsi h SasxaHHa si roBopHTH He 6yqy. ftAe

a hSkoah He ocyA>xy toto, xto b uih cnpaBi, cnpaBi ponmHoro
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HaBiTb 3po6mb 3KyCb B£AHHe3Hy nOMHAKy. y Hac, y fiuib-

moBMxiB, me ne BMpo6neHo neBHoi McpaAbwoY HOpMM, sanoHy, mo
pery.niOBaB 6 h Taai cnpaBM. Mon<e TOMy, mo b Hac HeMaenacy uhm
3aH»TMCb, a Mowe rowy, mo b Hac HeMae me CTauoro no6yiy. flo-

6yr c^opnyerbca siKt; mh, a nicAa peBo/uouii He m hh yao meMAecaTb
poniB. — Rne ne ne flae BiflnoeinaiibHOMy napTinmo noKMflaTM Ha

3JlMAH‘i CBOiO ApyHiHHy 3 AlTfeMH i CXOAMTHCH 3 HKOKDCb HenMaHKOK),
— 3 KpaiwMHOio OTpyiM b u,mx CAC^ax i b TOHi uepeoHB Casa. —
R ue me hsbi'aomo. ilepui 3a see xto To6i cKa3aB npo HenMaHKy?
floflpyre, a Bdx .iycuMb npHKjianaB, moSnonoMorTM BaM, ane a He
Mir 3/iaMaTM YuanhhoY yneprocTM. I HaHroAOBHiuie : AaBan He tobo-
pHTM „CBoa“, „tbov“ ApyjKHHa. Kozin mm hljjah, pyMHyioHH Bee
crape, mm 3m!t2J1h na caoeMy Luziaxy nanapH, MasxKM, 6yaHHKM. Mm
po3; yMHyaajiM hIubo ccJzopMosaHe KOMaLUMine KonHiiiHboY PociY

i cno oxajiH piany SonoTSHy TBapiCKy BeAHKopociMCbKoro Miman-
CTBa. Tofli mm Mmam npoTM BnacHocTM. Bee 6yno tboc, moc, Yxhc,

iHaKuie Ka>KyHM, cni/ibHe, npo.ncTapcbue. R nicna wenn, kojim 35irh-

ahcr >KHpHi BirpHHH i wacni iimkm cneKynaHriB, 3hobv 33bmjioch

OTe caMe ..cboc". Rne mm t0 ko>k 3BinbHWAH i wiHKy, Hana/iH yfi Bcix

npaB i MeHe 33 b>kah o6pa>Kae, r.nn6oKo MyHMTb, koam a nowyio, hk

XTocb Kawe — f^ior npy>KMHa, aoo me ripuie — moh jkohs, Min

mv>k. Tax KOAMCb KasajiH mmo« KpaMHHU,a..."

—

Ha npeBenHKHH >Ka/ib,

name perenbHo bci BHKOHyiOTb JiMiue b oahh 6iK OTany cfnAbOco-

4>iio... Te, mo posyMieMO mm 3 to6oio, iHLiii He po3yMiiOTb i He mo-
M<yTb 3po3yMiTH — nocMixHyBca CaBa“.

Casa msb ne TinbKM b TOMy paujio — >khttsi He ace MAe b napi

3 Teopieio. HoBa raMaAiesa wiHKa, Mapan::, cTana npnnaAKOBo mo-
6oBHHueio Horo BnacHoro CMHa, sin caM npmaAKOBo nopaHMB aBro-

Mo6ineM YnsiHy, mo ne Morna noro 3a6yrM m npnYxana 3a hmm, xoh
norAanyTH na Hboro. npH xopin Yuani cxoAHTbca: chh, 6aTbKo
i Mapana, aAe ana Mapann B>ne ne 6yAo Micua. „BH3BOAeHHa“
3 pOAHHHMX 3BA3niB 3aKirtHHAOCb nCBOOQTOM FaMSJliY flO YnaHH.

OAHane 35iAbHeHHa >Ki hkh BiA poahhhmx 3Ba3KiB HacTynae He
TijibKH r:ifl BnAWBOM xsHneaoro noApaTOBanoro acJjeKTy, a6o 3 Boni

MOACBiKa, mo HOMy cnpMKpMAacb h< ih

k

a ;
boho HacTvnac i 3 npoAy-

Mai-oi aoAi cawoT jhimkh, an u,e AieTbca 3 repoYneso KpoieBMHeBcro
poMaHy.

„Mowe 333>kah >Kt iao b Meai mocb, mo hIkoam luakom He 3a-

MHpanoca 3 moTm noHeBonenHaM" — name bohs caMa npo ce6e.

BnxoBaHa 6e3 poamhhoto OToneHHa s JJ,HiawoMy npHTynny, OneHa
npocTo ne 6yna 3fli6na no cnpaB>KHboro poAMHHoro >kmna. Bo TinbKH

Tan xi5a mokhs noacHHTM TV 3peiuTOK) Mano 3po3yMiny noBeAiHKy 3 IT

aoaobskcm RHflpicM. BiH 3HaMUJOB OneHy nopaHeHy Ha uioci, KyAH Bona
nonana :epeA HaiiBawMoro 6iflyeaHHa. I ocb RHApin, AMpeKTop c}?a6-

pHKH, 6epe IT 3a Apy*<HHy, aAe HOMycb He Mowe YT npHXHAMTH ao
ce6e. OAeHa nocTinHo rAaAMTb Ha iRwApia 3 ni A3opaMH m HenoBi-

poio. Bohs ne i^o>Ke noroAHTMCb i3 noro norAaA»MH Ha 3AHCUHnAi-
HOBanicTb MimsHCbKoY poamhh, YY ApaT

;
ioTb R HApieei siAHOCHHM ao

neY, ao piTeM, ao piAHi ao n^pTiY m noA- Caobom, MaCMO nepeA co-

3*
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6ok> siKycb flywe xHMepHy >KiHKy
( mo He Mowe nepeHecTH hIhkhx

po3XOA>KeHb i3 cboTmh norAaflSMH 3 6oKy Han6AH>KMoro otohchha,
mo xoTina 6, mo6 yci ih nocTynajincb, a BoHa HiKOMy. I, po3yMi-
dbcsj, O/ieHa noKHAae cBoro HOAOBiKa, npHHeBOAioc RhApia norpo-
38MH BiAASTH IH AlTeH i nOMHHaC npaUKDBaTH B /],HT6yAHHKy, mo 3a-

CTynae ih ciMio. 3 TpiiOMcjjoM nporonouiye BOHa:

„0, Moa maHOBHa, He AweiTbCSf Tan 3ahbobb ho Ha MeHe — awe
6o He BMHHa, mo 3BiAbHM/iacb bIa ycboro ioro, mo me ran uynao
TpHMae Bac y cboTm noAOHy... mo Mowy B>ne poOHTb i le, i cet,

30BciM He 3Ba>naKDHM, mh to 6yAe npHCTOHHO 3 Baiuoro norA5iAy“.

Ta HaHuiKaBime, mo BOHa 3AOOyBac 3a TaKy noBeAiHKy npn-
3HaHHH flHApiCBol M3MH, mO l'T BA3CHHH CHH, niCAfl KOH cJ)AiKTy

3 OAeHOKD, BMOBAae nOKHHyTH Moro Aim — BMHpafOHH, li.51 >KiHKa, is

CTapHMH norAflAaMH, BHCAOBj-Aa OAeHi cbok) BAany 3a Te, mo no-
HyAa BiA Hei : w 6araTO a nepeAyMana 3a ouen Micsm,b, ASAeKO GiAbLue,

niM< 3a Bee >kmtth cboc". OAHase Bee >k HHTaw Mano nepewoHaHHH
OjieHHHHMW BHHHKaMM. OAnase, He BBaHoiOHH Ha Te, mo OAeHHHa
nocTaTb we 30BciM s?cHa aa^ wnTana — Mowe rarc He tomy BOHa
smacb 6jiH>KMa ao jkmaoT aioahhh, hi>k Garaio 3pojyMi/iiLLa flapna
Beacj^aMiAbHa y 5lBOAOBCbKoi, Go flapnHHi bmmhkh hsato niAiSpaHi

Aah ariTauiHHO-napTiMHoT nponare mu ‘fan, mo u,h 6e3npHTyAbHa no-
Ka3y€ MaAO MHCTeUbKHX eACMeHTIB.

Orwe poAHHa — po36HTa. fine noApy>*>Ksi npH3Ha€TbCH Bee

BHmora cj?OpMOK) CniB>KHT7S Mi>K My>K4HHOlO H HOHKQK), i TOMy HaCTO
noBicTi 3raAyiOTb npo luakd6. 9\ cna pin, He £ ue uepKOBHwn luaioo,

a TJAbKH pe£CTpam'5! rioApy>K>HS! b ypflAi (3arci); ao toto Tana pec-

CTpauia He e KOHenna h nacTo HHian, cipinaiOMH aoApy>^H<», we
3Hae, hh boho 3araAOM Mowe 6yTH ypsAOBo 3ape£CTpoBaHe. B po-
Mani „KDxhm KyAp«" ciAbcbKHH SiAbiuoBHK BHpa3no BiAKKAae u,ep-

KC3HHH LHAHdG:

„fl paHKOM 3aNOxaHa napa ctosab b KOMicapa. — 51ue u,e

BiHHaHHSi? — CMisiAacb OAapna. — HisiKoro BiHMaHHal — rem ycMi-

xHysca KOMicap, MHApin Thxohcbhw. — Ue tqk co6i, ToprosHH ao-
roBip, xto nopyiiiHTb uefi Aoronip — niA cyA fioroL. — Ta tbk
TaKH h oGiHAeTbca 6e3 nona? — hi'sikobo uiKaanAacb noBHa macTH...

OflapKa. — SlKocb o6iHAeMocb, Mowe... — k m

h

y b ih jQ,aHHAO, po3-
HHpKyKDHH CBO£ npi3BHme B KONlicapCbKHX KHHTaX. — Po3nHLUiTbCS!,

MOAOAHUe..."
flAe c me opMriHaAbHime noApy«<>KS!. CTapa HaAia CTenaHiBHa

b poMani H. 3a6iAH Tawe po3noBiAac npo luaioG cBoei moaoaujoT
AOHKH, i'K>KeHepKH KOMCOMOAKW TaAHHH:

— „Xi6a >k 3 uieio moaoaaio AoroBopHLucn ? Xioa Ai3Ha£Luca,

mo Ta hk ? 3 caworo nonaTKy 6yAa npoTH uboro mAK)6y. Puie bh
3Ha€ie, mo cynepenMTH MOAOAi we b MOi'x npHHunnax. 91 h He Ka-

3aAa jm Hinoro — xan >KHByTb, sik 3HaraTb, — kojkhhh 6o caM Kyc
Co6i maCTB. TIo3HaHOMHAHCA BOHH B iHCTHTyTi, OAHOKyptHHKH, CTy-

AeHTH. CnowaTKy 3ahiMaAHCfl pa30M, icnHTH roTyBann, cxAa a3ah...

F\ noTiM, oahoto ahsj, AOHKa MeHi 3asiBAHC, mo BCHa OA!^yw eHa...

LUo ? 51k? Koah? — „Ta Bwe noHaA Tpn Micsmi. He xotIaocsi to6i
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paHime Ka3a-rn, msmo, 6o He 3Hana — hh ue „BcepH03 Ta HanoBro",
hh Tai< Ti/ibKH, cnpo6a... Hy, a Tenep iny no ninapHi... — R BiH we
a k, ho/iobw, TBiw, mh Tan, npocTo, a k ue Tenep Ha3HBaeTbca? —
R bomb CMieTbca: — He Typ6ynca, MaMO, — 33kohhhh wonoBiK. Cne-
uia/ibHO 3apafln Te6e no 3arcy Bwopa xoahjih, ot 6aMHm: „3anHC npo
mjno6“, — He CTaHy >k a n/ia t3koi flpi6HHHKH nopymyBaTH cnoKifi

tbo'i'x peiporpaflHHx nornan'B"... Tpn Micaui, hk onpymeHa, BHopa no
3arcy, a CboroflHi Ti/ibKH npo ue MaTepi cKa3ana ia no niKapHi
fine, — an ue BaM cnonoOaeTbca?... R na/ii — Bn6pa/iaca BOHa Bin

MeHe, noixana 3 hhm pa30M Ha npaKTHKy, me 3HMy oKpeMo Bin

MeHe >KHna. 3axonnna iHKonH... 3a6imHTb Ha xbhriHHKy, npo iHCTwryT,

npo icnHTM, npo komcomoji — i no6irna 3hob. Koah ue pin TOMy...

npHxouHTb 3 Bani3Koio, 3 nopTcJjenew. — Hy, msmo, npHHMan Ha3an
„6nynHyio non"! Po3nyHHnaca 3 HonoBiKOM, xony 3HOBy 3 to6ok>
>khth. ranaio, mo th Hiaoro He MaTHMem npoTH BHyna?... OiaK
i >KHBeMo mh 3 toto nacy: BOHa Ha po6oTi, a 3 JlecHKOM. RecHKOBi
CKopo B>ne pin 6yne. Mem, npaBny Kamynn, hihoto Becenime, Hi>K

onHiH >khth, Ta Ti/ibKH AHByioca a Bee m TaKH HamiH Mononi... —
R mo >k BiH, wonoBiK iT ? — Hi pa3y h He 3axonwB. Cnna h He
6aHHB. RowKa h npi3BHma cboc cnnoBi nana. 4 h OawHTbca BOHa
3 hhm, a«i tsm y hhx b33£mhhh, He 3Haio HiHoro".

HacniAKH TaKoro nonpymma npHfiiunocb 3annaTHTH ahthhi’:

BOHa noMepna. R Toni 6aTbKO ahthhh RHnpin roBopHTb TanwHi.

„BaraTO th Binnana ahthhi?... 51 Mowe h He 6aMHB noro Hi-

kojih, a/ie >k a 3Haio i ue a To6i Bme He Bnepme roBopio: 3 Te6e
MaTH 6yna Tana m, aK 3 MeHe 6aTbKo... 51 He 3anepenyio — 3 MeHe
6*TbKo HiKynHmHin, TOMy to a h He xoTiB hhm 6yTH. Rne, Ha moio
AywKy, 3H8HH0 HecHime nepen cycninbCTBOM, nepen MaH6yTHiMH no-

KoniHHaMH, nepen h3ujhmh niTbMH — BH3HaTH, mo ue Maeui npaBa
6yTH 6aTbKOM i OAMOBHTHCa HHM 6yTH, Hi>K TaK, aK TH: B33TH Ha
ce6e BinnoBinanbHicTb i He 3motth noHecTH ti... Th >k 3nana, mo
b Te6e po6oTa, komcomoji, yHo6a, rpoMancbKi HaBaHTameHHa. 3Hana,

mo BinMOBHTHca Bin Uboro He syMiem, He 3Mowem. 3HawHTb, th
3Hana Hanepen, mo ahthhI th 3MOwem uinnaTH Jinme HeBenHHKi
peniTKH cboto wacy, cboto mHTTa. TaK aK me th HaBamnnaca b33th
Bee m tokh ainnoBina/ibHicTb 3a ue ManeHbKe jkhttji, 3a ue ctbo-

piHHa, mo BHMarae uinKOBMToV BinnanocTH, caMOBinpeMeHOCTH b'a

Marepi? 51 k nocMina th BinnaTH Ha noTany, noKHHyTH Ha npn3BO-
naiue Hamoro chhb, moto cHHa?... U,e m 3/iohhh — th po3yMicm.
I He Ti/ibKH nepeno mhoio, nepen ahthhoio — ue 3jiohhh nepen cy-

cninbCTBOM".
Tan neKnaMyBaB toh RHnpiH, mo HiKonn He 6a4HB cboto CHHa,

mo HaBiTb He 6yB Ha noro noxopoHi. Ta HaHuiKaBime, mo bih me
pa3 cxonHTbca 3 ranHHOio, mo aaBBamye:

„He KaMiHb, i a ninna/iaca... BiH 6yB 3Hoay moim m oJiOBi kom
npoTaroM 6jiH3bKO abox MicauiB", ane BKrnui bohh po3iHLu/iHCb ocTa-
TOMHO H RHnpiH OApymHBCa 3 iHmOK).
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IX

Ome, an mh 6aMH/iH, 3a Tany AerKOBanmy Pi Hepo3flyMaHy
po3Ay«y njiaTSiTb He TiAbKH wiHKH, aAe h iHKOAH woaobikm h nepeA*
yciM aith. ToMy b yKpaTHCbKHx paAsmcbKHX noBicTax BaweTbca
Tl'CHO 3 JKiHOMHM nHT3HHaM T3KO>K flHTHHe nHT3HHa. PlorAaA Ha AH-

THHy noHHnae 3MiHaTHCb, aAe h caMi aith 3MiHaiOTbca:

„5o BoAOAMCAaB — AHTHHa b poMaHi T. Enina „FIepuia aecHa"—
He noTpe6yBaB Hi ecj?eMepHoT, BHraAaHoi cjihhsbhmh iHCTHTyTKaMH
Ta caHTHMeHiaAbHO AemeBeHbKHMH noeTHnaMH „MatepHHoT hIjkho-

cth", hi „6aTbKiBCbKoro ona*, mo, an i „M3TepHHa aio6ob“, BiAOMe
TiAbKH CBOIM Mafiwe TBapHHHHM eT013M0N. Bo CaMe BIH BH3HaHae
6aTbKiBCbKe craBAeHHH ao ahthhh, an ao „ c bam®hhoT “ HenopyiiiHoT

BAacHOCTH, BiApnBae TT bi’a noTpifmoro... KOAeKTHaHoro oTOHeHHa
p

TpHMaiOMH ii, mo „Ay>«e uiKaey" uaubny, Mi>K raHHipnaMH Ta 6py-
AOM „maCAHBoT, 3pa3KOBOT“ POAHHH, OTpOHDC pini nOKOAiHHa 6yAiB-

HHKis MaH6yTHboro TpaAHuiawH h iAeaMH CTaporo CMiTHHKa. Tsa-

Phhhhh eroi'3M 6aTbKiBCbKoT aio6obh npH3BOAHTb ao Hanripiiioro

nacKyaciBa, y38KOHHeHcro BinaMH h npaBOM. TimaHHca ahthhoio, Bin

npH3BOAHTb TV AO HVAHOT, CipoT OAHOMaHiTHOCTH, oSM^wyc TIOpMOK)

PoamhhoT nyxHi TT cou,iaAbHHH AoceiA, BHxoBye 3 hhx 6e3BOAbHHX,
Tynnx AiOAen 3 o6piaMH i CManaMH BAacHoro Kyrna".

TepoTHa KpoTeBHweBoT noeicTH 2acTaHOBAaerbca HaA thm, an

noroAHTH 3BiAbHeHF j a wiHKM 3 o6oBa3K3MH MaTepi. BoHa caMa aio-

OHTb ABi cboT AOHeHKH, CTewHTb 3anonaAAHBo 3a Tx po3bhtkom, Ha-

MaraeTbca enAHHyTH Ha Tx BHxoBaHHa, aAe 3aMicTb HafinpocTiuioro

cnocoSy suxoBaTH ai’th: rapHoro BAauuTOBaHHa ciM'f, BOHa npcnoHye
Tany cka*AH y nporpaMy cniAbHoro „MicTa a'itch", mo Mac 3acTynaTH
iHAHBiAy^AbHy ciMio:

J. >KiHKa 3aaBAac npo CR':e 6a>naHHa MaTH 3Ba30K 3i CBoeio

AHTHHOIO. I TOAi BH<e AO pOKy, AO 3aKiHMeH^a rOA’BA
'
ahthhh mo-

aokom MaTepi BOHa He Mae npaBa 6e3 noBawHoi npHHHHH... BiAMO-
BHTKCb bSa uboro. CneuiaAbHi 3aco6:< cnonyweMHa B03RTb TT no-

Tpi6He hhcao pa3 ao ahthhh 3 Micua npo>KHBaHHa Ta npaui. Bhoh'i

Th HaBiTb AaeTbca Ai>KKo 6iAa ahthhh. ,0,Hi EiAnoMHHVfy BOHa Te>K

npoeoAHTb 6iAa nei. II. WiHKa 3pa3y >k pimyne BiAMOBna«Tbca BiA

ahthhh — i BTpawae, po3yM :eTbca, Beane npaBo Ha HeT. F\ne Bme
m oaho Te, mo BoHa BHKOHaAa o6oBa30K cbm moAo nponoBweHHa
poAy, HaAac Th npaBo AeanoT AonoMorn Ha bhasaok iHBSAiAHocTH...

MnHae pin. I. >KiHKa BApyre mojkc b ; amohhth

C

b bia 3BR3Ky 3 ahth-
hok). 3a BHKOHaHHa nacTKOBe (roAi^Aa) o6oBa3KiB MaTepi BOHa oflep-

>nye e> h a a e >k im pnnaAKOBi AonoMory He TiAbKH b:'a KOMyHM,
a b Aeanin nacTHni i Biq cnpoMoaxHoT noTiM Ha u,e rhthhh. II. >KiHKa
6awae 6yTH mbtiohd h HaRaAi AHTHHi. Bona BXOAHTb tori, sik piBHO-

npaBHHH MACH, AO p3AH KOAOHlT, M3€ KpiM TOTO npaAO KOHTpOAIO
h aneA?miT ao HanBMmoT panH scix RHTawnx ycTanoe. KojkhcT Ae-

K3ah AHTHHa MOJKe nposecTH AeHb y MaTepi. flpaRo TT Ha AonoMory
36iAbiuyeTb!,a. Mhh»€ ci'm ponia. I. BTpeTe Main Mae npaeo BiAMO-
BHTHCb BiA OHTHMH. II. KOAH >K Hi' T6>K BCTynaC AO pa^H LUKOPH
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3 npaaoM Kcmpo/no m anensmiT. KpiV Toro KOWHoro BHxi.onoro aha
(ABini na Aenapy) AUTHHa repe6yBae b MaTepi. Po3Mip AonoMorn,
po3yMi€TbC5i, me 6inbUJHM. I ocraHHiPi nepicA: HOTHpHa ausith — nAT-

H3 AU51TH pCKIB AITefi. 3aniHMeHHA HOpMaAbHO'l TpyALLlKOAH. He TiAbKM

Main, a^e B>ne Pi A^THHa 3asBAAKDTb npo cBoe o6oninbHe dawa^HA
a6o noBHcro pofiHHHoro 3BA3Ky, a6o uinKOBHToro po:>eAHanHA.

1 B n03HTMBHCMy BHnapKOBi AHTHHa repeXOAHTb 3 AHT6yAHHKy AO
MSTepi H533BJK A^» ni AAATaiOHH nCCTiHHCMy KOHTpOJieBi TpyA'" BHX

OAHHHUb, a«s npoAoewye BOHa cbcio ocBiiy".

One Mae 6yTH Te 3BinbHenHA jkIhkh BiA ahtahoT KiMHaTK. 51 k

BiA^HBaerbCA ho ahthhI Tana, He Ka^eMO B.n-e po3nyKa 3 MaTipio

mm HeAo6poBi/ibHa, ak y J3,apKH Be3cJ?aMi; bHoT, hh ACOposi/ibHa, ak

y TajiHHH, ane BA<e caMe po36htta poAHHHoro jhhtta, ak y achhh
Ahhh, mh y TaManiTB — npo ue roBopsTb ynpaiHCbni paAS?HCbKi no-
BiCTi H pOMaHM 3 AHBHOK) CAHOAy UIHICTK). RhI >K!HKa, &Hi AHTHH3
He ocArae b thx noBiciAx toai macTA — HaBnaKH, ue AOBOAnTb ao
BaWKHX K8TaCTpO(f>.

3peLUTOIO, BHXOBaHHKO AMTHHH no3a pOAHHOJO npHCBATHAH yKpa-
lHCbKi paAJJHCbKi noBicTApi me Mario mk:ua. Rohhhh ahtamhx Acen
npw po6iTHMMMx KOMyHax npo6ye 3o6pa3HTH 3a6ina — cj?a6pHMHi

po6iTHnui ynaAwyiOTb Ao6porainbHO npuMiTHBHi ahtahI AC/ia; ci/ib-

CbKMH npMTynoK aaa AiTen Ma/uoe KinbKOMa aarsnbHHMH pncawn
rcnoBKO b poMaHi „tAowy“; mHpmuH, ane ariTauiHHHH o6pa30K ahta-
Horo >KMTTA, iHKOAM Ay>«e Ba>XKOrO, B CijlbCbKiM He3aMO>KHHUbKiM
KOMyHi Aae TopAieHKo; nosa thm MaeMo me npmoTH Pi npH'ryjiKH

AAA AiTefi, ynaniTOBTHi Ha ciapy MOAy, y KpoTeBHna h SlBOAOBCbKOi.

3 ahtahhx yCT3H0B cTeAHTbCA nepeA ahthhcio, no36aBAeHOK)
oaTbKiBCbKOi oniKH, noAsiPiHMPi lubax: a6o BOHa onHHMTbCA b kom-
coMoni, Ae nepe>KHBae aoakd, SMajibOBany Khdhachkom Ta RepBO-
MaPicbKHM, a6o bohs AiciaerucA Ha By/muto — a toa? «<Ae TT wax-
Anse >kmtt

a

na caMCMy cycninbHOMy AHi. CTpamHi napTHHH, mo
Mopo3ATb npoB, is >khtta T3KHX SesnpHTynbHHX „BypKaraHiB u —
„nauaHiB“ (nepeAOBciM oAecbKM*) Aas I. MnuHTenKo b cboTx TBopax
.BypnaraHH 4

* (1929) i „PanoK". Ha >naAb, Mukhtchko po3noaiAae
npo >kmtta 6e3npMTynbHHX XAonuie, mo H<HByTb y cnpaBJKHin npo-
nadi HeniOACbKoT 6 i’aw Ta nePiMOBipHHx 3ACHHHiB — npo 6e3npn~
TyAbHHX AlBHaT B!H He 3faAyC.

X

OiaKHvi o6pa3 jKiHCworo nHTasHA po3ropiaiOTb ynpaTncbni pa-

ASHCbKi nosicTi Pi poMaHH. Be>KHe me, HacniAbKH uePi c 6pa3 BiAno-

BVAae cnpa?>KHiH AiPicnocTi Pi HacKinbKH bih MHcreubKHPi. 3 Toro 6o«y
BpanofOTb MHTaMa ABi pHcr-?, mo hbato nacTO noBToptmoTbCA b thx
TBopax. nepenoBciM HanuacTiLue ApiSmiui, piAUje lunpiui npornpe-
AirifiHi annaAW. MaPi>Ke Bee, ak 3r3Aano, e bohh Ay>«e HH3bKorc
copia, npaPiHe neTaKTOBHi, 6pyT3AbHi h ao tcto 3?i Macro TaK Ay«<e
He BAwyTbCA 3 uinicrio, mo ncy-OTb noBicreBy CTpyKTypy Pi bhkah-
KatOT?.. oco'AyHxne EspaHiiHfiA. 3 Tore Buxc-AHTb acho, mo tani rponi-
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penirinm BHnaAH He noflHKTOBaHi cnpaBWHiM >khttbm mm MHCTeub-
KHMH MipKyBaHHHMH. BoHH po6/1BTb BpaHUHHB encMeHTy nyworo,
BCT3 B/ieHOTO HaCHJlbHO — TC>6tO HaKHHeHOTO ypSJAOBHM KypCOM.
TinbKH b flywe HeHHcneHHHx BHnaAKax e bohh bIaSahckom cnpaB-
>KHbOrO HCHTTB.

flpyra Tana, me 6araTO scKpaBima pwca — ue BHXBaneHHH
coBiTCbKoro SyaiBHHUTBa. U,a pwca Hanarna BawKOio 3Mopo?o Ha

Hami paflaHCbKi noaicTi i npocro 3pyHHyBana Tx MHCTeubKHM pieeHb,

3aBa/iHBmn aKu,ifo AemeBeHbKoio ariTauieto. Tomv bci'm hohohmm no-

CTaTaM, mo BH3HawaKDTbca b nosidax Ha noni coBiTCbKoro 6 yAiBHHU-
TBa, 6paKye c ipauwHboro >KHTTa— ue a«icb CTHni3o3aHi amaTopKH-
MapioHeTKH, mo AeKAaMyroTb yce ii c

a

m i
,
BHBHern c|)pa3H. Tawi 6y-

AiBHHMi iHH<eHepKH. cinbCbKi ariraiopKH, KOArocriHHui, KOMynapKH,
npoMOBHHui Ha MiTHnrax, i Aea«i komcomoakm MaroTb ue 6araTO

cnpaBA' JiraacbKoro, >KHBoro ; 3 MHCTeubKoro 6ony e bohh neBAATHi.

60 no36aB/ieHi TBOpHHx iHAHBiAyanbHMX pnc. BaraTo >KMBimi e neaKi

nociaTi 6omobhx 4>pohtobhmoi< — 6omobmh AHHaMi3M owHsnae Tx

MHMOxiTb i pi3b6nTb Tx no-MHCTeu,bKW. 3aie TaM, Ae wiHKa BHCTynae
a« Ti/ibKH miHKa. a He bk napTiHHa, bmb B.nae Bona Bee noBHy wmttc-
3A3THicTb i nopHaac MHTaHa 6ypeio encMeHTapHHx nonyaaHb, TBopan h
cnpaBAi MwcTeubKi, noBHi nepeKOHnnsoT chjth nociaTi. Ta ao Bep-

mKiB mhctoT noe 3 ii' AOXoAHTb >Ki hks y i*/ih 6oko npoAyManoMy chm-

Bo/ii. Ome yKpai'HCbK* p*ABHCbKa noBidb BiA6nna b 3aracbHHx
pwcax — cnpaa>KHjo cyaacny A'HcnicTb: po36HTTa poahhm, 3axnTa-

hoT m 6e3 6mbmoBHUbKoT nponaraHAH; BH3aoneHHa 'kihkm ao ho-

soro, hi6h noBHoro >KHTTa, He 3Ba3aHoro peniriHHMMM, poahhhmmm,
mh eKOHOMiMHHMH oSdaBHHaMH; noBHHH xaoc y BiAHomenni w;hok
Ao My>KHHH, cnp.mHHeHHM 6inbiuoBHUbKnMH po3nopaAKa m h ;

ackoah
cnpaBAi He3aBH«He aaHOBHme MiiHKH cepeA thx peBoniouiMHHX siA-

«ochh; i HanBa>KHima pin — Be/iHKa 3arpo3a Ana icHyBaHHa ahthhm.
fine xom mo 3aranbHy AincmcTb cxonnnH yKpai'HCbKi paab HCbKi rio-

BicTBpi BipHO, to fleiani HamwM noeicTBpBM He Bee BAanncb ;
Tx

TKiHoai nociaTi ackoah Mano MHcreubKi — i to He BBaMmtoMH Ha
Te, mo yKpai'HCbKi paABHCbKi noBi'ciapi aacTO opyAy»OTb npeKpacHO
pOMaHicTHMHoio TexHiKOio, 3Ao6yioio Ba>KKoio npauero HaA co6ora
B cyMAinHHx CTyaiBx HaA eBponencbKoio nosi ctfo.

I TinbKH TaM, Ae yKpamcbKHM paABHCbKH h nosicTBp yMiB CTa-

HyTH Ha BAacHOMy rpyHTi, Ae bi'h yMiB b iaxhahthcb BiA TicV ariTa-

uimhoT TeopiT — ctbophb BiH >KMB! h MHCTeubKi >k i ho m i nociaTi.

>KiHKH y Kp a TH K H 3 A3BHIMH BHp33HO 3a3Ha<ieHHMH HauiOHaAbHHMH
3BepxHiMH pncaMH — BAacTHBO HeMae Tenep b yKpaTHCbKin paABH-
CbKifi noaicTi. IT 3acTynnno iHanuie po3yMiHHB cnpaBw: BHCTynaioTb

iCTOTHi pHCH yKpa'lHCbKoT HCiHKH, mo BlApi3HBtOTb TT BCKpaBO BiA

cipo'i 6inbmoBHUbKoT 6yAeHmHHH. PIpoTOTHnoM thx jkIhok BBnBCTbCB
pociBHKa ArnaB y „BanbAmHenax" M. XBHAbOBoro. 5o ue, moAO
wiHOHoT ncHXOAborii', piBHOAymHe, bkoT HapoAHOCTH Tana >«iHKa:

pociBHKa, tkdpkhhb, amaHKa hh h yKpaiHKa. fljie bci'x Tx xapaKTe-

p«3y€ ncHxoAbori i; HHH iHAHBiAyaAi3M, mo npBMyc ao noBHoro bh-

^csoneHHB >k i h k

m

ta ao BHBBy TT eHepriHHoi' BAani, mo AOMaradbCB
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HanewHoro Micua y CBm. U,e BMpa3HHH npoTecT nporn 6inbino-

BHUbKoro 3MexaHi3oaaHHa jkihxh. I Towy Hac 3axonnK)K>Tb Taxi flrnai,

HH HSBiTb flOHHM AHHH, a6o Jlfo6KM llpOXOpiBHi, X04 i3 MOpaJlbHOrO
6ony boh’-i Hac KasiTb, sjk 3ranano, rmBaroTb i o6ypioiOTb. 3peiiiToro,

m caMi nwcb^eHHHiKH niAKpec/noioTb CTpaoini nacniflKH raKoro He-

CTpuMHoro iHflHBinya.ni3My qnz cawoi xhhkm, ane 3 npyroro 6ouy
He 6anaTb 6e3 Hboro cnpaBVKHboV nranwHH. 1 b TOMy yKpamcbKi
noBicrapi HaH6iubLLie BiAXHnnnHCb Bin 3ara/ibHoT reopiT, He BBa-

HOKDHH Ha KpHK Oc|?i ujflnbHOT KpHTHKH, LU,0 Ue SJBHa KOHTppeBO-
jiiouia.

Ha TanoMy mi h snpocTae cnpo6a ctbophth hobhh eTHMHHH
ineari, kojih xpucTisiHCbKy gthkv He nonycKawDih ypsinoBO. 1 TyT 3a-

Bea>Ky£MO AyHte 3aMiiHi aBHiua, mo CBinuaTb npo re, s?k noBawHO
CTaBn«TbCfl no cboTx 3asflaHb cnpaBWHi nncbMeHHHUbKi TanaHTH
b PaflsiHCbKiH YnpaiHi. B>xe 3ranaHo npo sa>KHHH mothb noBopoiy
ByjiMH ^ hx niswaT no cycniubHoro jkhtth — ane pen mothb ne>«HTb
3aranoM y nporpaMi KOMymcTHHHoi' napTii. 3sTe pinaBipji e raflKH

npo poAHHHe >khtth h npo CTaHOBMiije ahthhh. TyT CToaTb ynpaiH-
CbK! nHCbMeHHHKH Hepefl ABOMa KOHTpaCTOBHMH HBHPjaMM : 3 OAHOTO
6oxy noBHe BH3BoneHHH yniHKH 3 yBarora Ha TT iHAUBinyanbHi h pyT-

T€Bi BMMOTH 3 APyrOTO: HeMOWAHBiCTb nOTOAHTH Ti npHHPH FIH

Bnacne 3 caMOio >«iHOHOKD npnpoAOfo. IlepeMir piuiyne kahh 3a cHjib-

hoio, caMOCTiHHora jKiHKOio — ane Bci aBTopn noKa3yK3Tb, sik Ta«a
wiHKa 3anoMnioeTbca y cboVx noHysaHHSix. Bci aBTopn noKa3yioTb,

mo po36hth poAHHy nywe nerxo, ane pa30M i3 thm bohh h noxa-
3yK)Tb, HKOIO CnpaB>KHbOK) KaT5CTpO<J?OtO € AUH HHHKH OTe p036HTT3
pOAHHHOTO 3B33Ky T8 6a>KaHHfl HeCTpHMHOTO, Bee „MOAOAOrO a

>KHT-

tsi. Tpe6a npH3H3TH, pj,o npo6n€My ppAHnnoro orHHPja nocTaBHAH
6onaH neflKi Kpapj,i yKpaiHCbKi pan^HCbni noBicTSipi 6onK>He no-

B3 >kho. >KiHOHoT npo6n€MH 3 toto 6okv bohh He po3BH3anH, 6o 6e3
BnoBHi xpncTiflHCbKHX nornaniB rcni YT po3Bsi3aTH, ane Tx JKiHowi

nocTaTi see b3>kko noxyiyiOTb 3a nerKonyujHe po36htt« poAHHHoro
3BSJ3Ky i nepenoBciM 3a HepB03He 6a>xaHHS? >khth, 3a Bcsxy piHy,

T. 3B. nOBHHM, BCe MOAOAHM >KHTT3M.

LU,oao ahthhh, to, pjonpaena, nesiKi noBicTHpi 3aroBopHnH npo
TBapHHHicTb oaTbniBCbKHx ia MaTepHHCbKHX noMyBaHb, ane Bci npauii

aBTopn noKa3yioTb, an CTpauiHo Bin6HBa€Tbca Ha AiTax po3&HTTa
noMaiiiHboro orawma h nepenoBciM BincyTHicTb MaTepHHCbKo'i oniKH.

OT>Ke xoh siK HaMaraFOTbct? ypanoBi Kona 3hhuj,hth caMOCTiiiHy

ineonborifo yKpaTHCbKHx nncbMeHHHKiB, BOHa CTHxiHHO nponoMnjoe
HaKHneni In KafinaHH i naMaracrbca bhtbophth caMOCTiHHHH CBiTO-

rnsiA. n PH HynoBiH, npe6araTiH mobi', npw innpoKiH, BcecBiTHi h Te-

MaTHui, npH bhcoko Bwe po3BHHeHifi TexHipi, npH nocTiHHifi, ynepTiH
npapi aBTopiB HaMaraKDTbca 6onaH npami yKpaTHCbKi pansJHCbKi no-
BicTapi i Ha ineonboriHHOMy noni vMe3ane>KHWTHCb Bin 6inbiuoBHUb-
khx nornsmiB, ocarHyTH cboT Bnacwi 33BA3HH3 i ctbophth eBoepinHi

MHCTepbKi TBOpH.

liiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii
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RESEARCH NOTE

Stella M. Hryniuk

THE PEASANT AND ALCOHOL IN EASTERN
GALICIA IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY:

A NOTE

Alcohol abuse and drunkenness are frequently mentioned in both

the historical and the popular literature on Eastern Galicia as causes of

physical disability, social discord, and the region’s economic

backwardness. Ukrainian peasants in particular have carried the stigma

associated with being consumers of excessive amounts of alcohol.

Perhaps this was due to the temperance propaganda of the period,

perhaps to the perceived link between taverns and money-lending by

their lessees.
1 Whatever the reason, many contemporary moralists,

publicists, and historians have echoed, implicitly or explicitly,

Volodymyr Navrotsky’s assertion of 1882 that “People in Eastern

Galicia are given over to drunkenness.”
2

It is not likely that there will be general agreement on what

constitutes “excessive” use of alcohol. It may well be, however, that the

picture of drunkenness in the villages of Eastern Galicia has been

overdrawn. At the very least, a fresh look at neglected evidence may
cast new light upon the scene.

By Austrian legislation of 1849, tabular landowners in Galicia

were allowed to retain their ancient right of propination; thus they kept

their monopoly of production and sale of alcohol. In 1867 the right to

rule on propination was transferred to the Sejm, and this body decided

in 1875 to cancel the propination rights, but with effect only from 1910.

Although the 1875 law abridged slightly the tabular landowners’
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monopoly on the production of alcohol, they retained until 1910 the ex-

clusive right to own the village tavern.
3

Naturally, the alcohol monopoly was a source of income for the

estate owners, who often charged exhorbitant rates to their almost ex-

clusively Jewish concession holders who were the actual tavern keepers.

The latter were also frequently willing to lend money to their customers

for drinks as well as for other purposes. The connection was often made
that the income of the tavern keepers as well as that of the owners came

at the expense of the general public. Since money-lending occurred in

taverns, and sometimes at high interest rates, drinking of itself was

perceived as being the cause of peasant indebtedness. Also, as the

Austrian state collected an excise tax on the production of alcohol and a

fee for the keeping of taverns, and the Galician Land imposed a tax on

the sale of alcohol to consumers, “government” too was seen as

oppressing the peasant. Most of the antagonism in respect of the real or

alleged peasant over-indulgence in alcohol was, however, directed

against the Jews.
4

In view of the traditional depiction of the Galician Ukrainian

peasantry as unduly alcoholic, it is worth examining the official data on

the production of beer and spirits, not to see whether Ukrainians or

Galicians drank “too much,” for that is in part a matter for individual

judgement and in part not really ascertainable, but to put the issue into

some perspective. Wine is not considered here, as it was scarcely pro-

duced in Galicia and there is no indication that it was drunk in any

large quantities; it should be borne in mind, however, that wine was

extensively consumed in other parts of Austria in addition to beer and

spirits.

The production of beer in Galicia rose from 597,088 hectolitres in

1881-2 (September 1 to August 31) to 708,373 hi in 1887-8, 921,703

hi in 1892-3, and 930,875 hi in 1894-5. 5
In the 1892-3 year, Galicia

accounted for 17.6 per cent of Austria’s beer production—certainly a

far lower share than its proportion of Austria’s population. A contempo-

rary Austrian authority concluded that beer was mostly consumed in

the crownland in which it was produced, and it is instructive therefore

to note that Bohemia, with a somewhat smaller population than Galicia,

produced 5,231,306 hi of beer in 1881-2, and 7,272,691 hi in 1892-3. 6

There is no indication in the data that Galicians consumed “excessive”

quantities of beer, nor indeed does the descriptive literature pinpoint

beer as a problem. The production figures cited above are the equivalent

of annual average consumptions per capita of c. 8.75 litres of beer in

1881-2 and c. 12.5 in 1894-5. At least one contemporary authority
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regarded the increase in beer consumption in Galicia as a very positive

step, for it was a drink often substituted for vodka.
7

Between 1880-81 and 1892-3, Galicia produced annual amounts

of spirits which varied from a low of 19,062,098 litres of 100 proof

alcohol in 1883-4 to a high of 48,581,394 litres in 1892-3. Production

of spirits increased markedly after 1885-6. With about 28 per cent of

Austria’s population, Galicia had c. 33.5 per cent of Austria’s

production of spirits in 1891-2, and 37.9 per cent in 1892-3; for the

same two years Bohemia’s share was 38.5 per cent and 31.4 per cent.

On a per capita basis, Bohemia’s production, and that of other

Crownlands, exceeded Galicia’s in some years.
8

Austrian data unfortunately do not allow the quantities of spirits

used and consumed in each Crownland to be accurately ascertained.

F.C. Presl calculated that Austrian production of spirits amounted to

3.2 litres of 100 proof alcohol per capita in 1880-81 and 5.2 litres in

1892-3. After taking imports and exports
9

into account, he estimated

that the amounts retained in Austria in the two years were 2.7 and 4.5

litres per capita respectively (compared with 14 litres in France and

10.5 litres in both Germany and Belgium). To arrive at actual personal

consumption these quantities would have to be reduced by some

unknown factor to take into account industrial use.
10

Even if one were to assume that Galician personal consumption of

spirits was somewhat greater than the Austrian average—and the only

grounds for doing so would be that Galicia’s per capita production was

greater than Austria’s—and one were then to assume that the

consumption would be one-third above the Austrian average (because

per capita production in some years was roughly one-third more than

the Austrian average), the resultant figure would be at most 6 litres of

100 proof alcohol per person in 1892-3 and probably less (and

considerably less in the early 1880s and again in 1893-4, when Galician

production of spirits declined to just over 38 million litres.)
11

This is a

significantly lower figure than V. Navrotsky’s calculation that in 1876

26 litres of 50 proof liquor were sold per person in Galicia. Yet it is this

latter quantity that has been cited, as an ongoing truth, in some

historical litreature.
12

Possibly alcohol consumption in Galicia dropped significantly be-

tween the 1870s and 1880s; possibly the purported 1876 data were

erroneous. Such reports certainly alarmed reformers, who focused much
of their criticism on the number of taverns where spirits were dispensed.

The popular picture conveyed in the litreature of the day was that of
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the avaricious Jews dispensing alcohol to allegedly ignorant Ukrainian

and Polish peasants in innumerable taverns across the land.
13 Some data

on taverns may therefore be instructive.

During the twelve-year period 1882-93, and despite the constant

increase in population, there was only a slight increase in the number of

taverns in Galicia—from 19,104 to 19,248. It is noteworthy that

Bohemia, with a smaller area and population, had significantly more

taverns, as well as many more “off-license” retailers, than did Galicia.

The total number of dealers in spirits—taverns, “off-license” retailers,

and traders and wholesalers—increased in Galicia from 19,596 in 1882

to 19,939 in 1893. The number of outlets per capita actually declined,

from one for every 302 persons in 1882 to one per 328 in 1893. There

were in fact far fewer taverns per capita in Galicia than in Austria as a

whole (1:206 in 1882; 1:210 in 1893), or in almost any other

Crownland. The decline in the number of taverns per capita in Galicia

continued, so that by 1901 it was calculated that there was one tavern

per 347 persons in towns and one per 462 in villages.
14 Most of the

Galician taverns served only spirits, a fact which differentiated them

(and those in Bukovyna) from those elsewhere in Austria. Nevertheless,

they served a social purpose, particularly before reading clubs became

numerous; they were gathering places for villagers, for they came there

to exchange news, to gossip, and to play games such as dominoes and

cards.
15

So far, it has been established that the consumption of legally pro-

duced alcohol in Galicia in the last two decades of the nineteenth

century was not as great as has been supposed, and that the number of

taverns per capita was (a) declining, and (b) not nearly as great as in

Austria as a whole. No distinctions have been made between Western

and Eastern Galicia. Certainly by far the greater number of distilleries

was in Eastern Galicia. Navrotsky, citing Adolf Lipp’s Der Handel nach

dem Osten published in Vienna in 1876, reported that in 1874, of

Galicia’s 640 distilleries, 146 were in Western Galicia and 494 in

Eastern Galicia.
16 By 1900, the total number of Galician distilleries had

increased to 698, with the growth in number being almost entirely in

Eastern Galicia.
17 Given the growth of the railway network, the

increased population of the cities and towns, and the export trade, it is

unlikely that the increase in the number of Eastern Galician distilleries

and increased production there signified a corresponding increase in

local consumption of alcohol. Far more significant, in all likelihood, was

the decline in the total number of liquor outlets between the 23,269
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reported by Navrotsky in 1876 and the 19,596 that were in business in

1882. Of the 1876 total, 22,129 were described as belonging to the

owners of propination rights, and of these, 15,373 were in Eastern

Galicia, which had one tavern per 235 inhabitants, compared with one

per 269 (actually 270) in Western Galicia.
18 The suggestion can be

ventured but thus far not verified that the greater proportion of the

decline in the number of Galician liquor outlets between 1876 and 1882

occurred in Eastern Galicia, and that this decline was associated with

the partial success of the sobriety campaigns.

In 1877 the Austrian parliament passed a special law on

drunkenness, applicable only to Galicia and Bukovyna. Evidently there

was then a perception of a special problem in these two Crownlands,

though subsequently some experts wished to see the law extended to the

whole of Austria.
19 Under its provisions there were each year thousands

of convictions in Galicia for “habitual drunkenness.” The numbers of

such convictions increased from less than 20,000 per annum in the early

eighties to a peak of 26,814 in 1887, after which they declined

progressively to 16,580 in 1899. Generally just over one-half of the

convictions were recorded in Eastern Galicia, which, however, had a

considerably larger population than Western Galicia.
20

It is not clear

with what severity or degree of uniformity the law was enforced, or

whether the decrease in the number of convictions was due to a decline

in drunkenness or to a less strict enforcement of the law. If the data are

taken at face value, 0.91 per thousand of population were convicted of

alcoholism in 1890 and 0.64 per thousand in 1899. These statistics indi-

cate that drunkenness declined.

One contemporary authority, N. Cybulski, certainly concluded

that there had been a reduction in the drinking of vodka. Cybulski

ascribed this development to the combined effects of the law against

drunkenness, the activities of the church brotherhoods and other

sobriety societies, and the higher price of vodka; 21 he may not have been

right in respect of the deterring effect of price.
22

The sobriety movement in Eastern Galicia, with which the

long-established church brotherhoods and also separate “sobriety

brotherhoods” were associated, dated back to the 1850s. It was given

fresh impetus by the publication in 1869 of Fr. Stepan Kachala’s

pamphlet What is destroying us and what can help us. In Kachala’s

view, drunkenness, together with laziness and wastefulness, were the

bane of the Ukrainian peasants’ existence; he prescribed hard work,

sobriety, and thrift as the antidotes that would bring about a better
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life.
23 The sobriety campaigns of the 1870s brought many villagers

together in a common cause, and in many villages they continued into

the next century. Temperance activities have been positively identified

in 25 villages in southern Podillia,
24 and there were probably many

more. In many instances it was the Greek Catholic parish priest who
took the lead; in one case it was the diak.

25 Vows to abstain from

alcohol were generally made in church, and in one village it was the

priest’s daughter who was the first to take the pledge.
26 Where the

sobriety movement was at its most successful, for example in Zalissia,

Borshchiv county, the village was described as “lovely with its pretty

houses and other buildings: it does the heart good just to look at it.”

Moreover, the village tavern was locked up, snow was not cleared in

front of it, and “not even the birds go near it.”
27

It is likely that some persons became permanent

abstainers—Cybulski thought that in some areas of Galicia, including

Terebovlia county, one-third or even one-half of the people did not drink

vodka at all.
28

In many instances the sobriety societies contributed to

the development of sensible drinking habits rather than to ongoing

abstention from all alcohol. Some persons interpreted their abstinence

vows as applying only to vodka, and instead drank beer, mead,

home-produced fruit wine or cider, or rum (in tea).
29

In Hovyliv,

Husiatyn county, the people in fact vowed specifically that they would

not drink whiskey, and so drank only beer, with its three or four per

cent alcohol content, although there was some backsliding among some

of the younger generation, who drank whiskey. 30 No doubt such

practices were not completely satisfying from the perspective of the

organizers of the sobriety movement. At times particular individuals

took matters into their own hands to save their fellows from drink: in

Ivankiv, Borshchiv county, the reeve—a big, burly man who was

“terribly opposed to the tavern keeper”—physically dragged people from

the tavern.
31

Possibly, however, neither the tavern nor the tavern-keeper played

as great a part in contributing to what was regarded as “excessive”

alcohol consumption as contemporaries supposed. Rather, “home brew”

may have played a role. But the evidence for this is far from firm.

Peasants in some parts of Eastern Galicia, for example in Chortkiv,

Husiatyn and Terebovlia counties, did make their own apple cider, fruit

wines, and “sweet waters” (i.e., liqueurs).
32 And alcohol, according to

one contemporary expert, was frequently kept in the home: in almost

every house in Galicia “one sees what are in effect miniature corner
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taverns which are the most dangerous of all dispensers of spirits.”
33

Possibly the liquor was legally bought, but given the customs of

Galician Ukrainians in Western Canada, one is inclined to doubt it.
34

The question of home brew is not likely to be easily resolved:

writers, perhaps not unnaturally, have not dealt with it.
35 Leaving that

aside, it may be stated with some confidence that nothing in the

statistical data indicates that Galicia or Eastern Galicia had an

extraordinary problem with alcohol in the last two decades of the

nineteenth century. Nor is it likely—whatever may have been the case

in the 1870s—that in the 1880s and 1890s people in Eastern Galicia

generally drank to “forget their misery” or out of despair. That explana-

tion may have appealed to temperance advocates and to Ukrainian

radicals who looked for poverty and misesry and did not take note of

the significant progress around them. The 1880s and 1890s were in fact

decades of marked development in Eastern Galicia, with notable

improvements in animal husbandry and in most regions increases in the

productivity of crops. As well, there was a growth in literacy, and the

increasing involvement of Ukrainian villagers in the activities of the

growing number of reading clubs and cooperative societies, and in the

political process, especially at the local government level.
36 Undoubtedly,

in the Eastern Galician villages as elsewhere, some people drowned their

sorrows in alcohol. More generally, alcohol usage was extensively

associated with festivities: more was drunk on holy days and at

celebrations such as weddings than on working days.
37 Alcohol was

certainly a fact of life for many Ukrainian villagers in Eastern Galicia,

and a very welcome one at that, but the extraordinarily bibulous

Ukrainian peasant, it is here suggested, was a myth, not a reality.
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Notes

1

In an unpublished article, J.-P. Himka states that “the clergyman’s

slogans for the peasantry were enlightenment, sobriety, diligence, and thrift”;

J.-P. Himka, “The Church and Nationbuilding,” 47. See also S. Inglot et al.,

Historia chlopow polskich, vol. II, Okres zaborow (Warsaw, 1972), 247.

2 Anon. (V. Navrotsky), “Pianstwo i propinatsiia na Halychyni,”

Hromada (Geneva), vol. 5, 56. See also Terebovelska zemlia:

Istorychno-memuarnyi zbirnyk (New York, 1968), 71; O. Martynowych,

“Village Radicals and Peasant Immigrants: The Social Roots of Factionalism

Among Ukrainian Immigrants in Canada,” M.A. Thesis, University of

Manitoba, 1978, 14; and J. Skwarok, The Ukrainian Settlers in Canada and

Their Schools, 1891-1921 (Edmonton, 1959), 6: “Overburdened by taxation,

unable to meet their most meagre needs, lacking sufficient land to support

themselves properly, they drowned their despair in drink at the tavern.”

3
Inglot, op. cit., 247-8. In 1910 the owners of propination rights in

Galicia were awarded substantial compensation for the final loss of these rights

out of a special “propination fund” (ibid., 251). Austrian legislation of 1881

divided vendors of spirits into three categories. Numerically by far the largest

group were taverns (Ausschankstatten ): these served spirits in open containers

of varying sizes to customers who might be seated or standing; they could also

sell alcohol for off-premise consumption. The second category were the small

“off-license” retailers (Kleinverschleisse) who were permitted to sell spirits only
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wholesalers of spirits; F.C. Presl, “Produktion, Ausschank alkoholhaltiger

Getranke und die Trunkenheitsgesetzgebung,” Statistische Monatschrift

(Vienna), vol. 22, 588-9. Here we are concerned with taverns.

4
K. Grzybowski, Galicja 1848-1914: historia ustroju politycznego na tie

historii ustroju Austrii (Cracow, 1959), 219; Kostrowicka et al., Historia

gospodarcza Polski XIX i XX wieku (Warsaw, 1966), 83-4; Inglot, op. cit.,

252-3; also Batkivshchyna (Lviv), 15 February 1889. J.-P. Himka’s unpublished

paper “Ukrainian-Jewish Antagonism in the Late Nineteenth Century” analyzes

281 reports and items of correspondence that appeared in Batkivshchyna in

1884 and 1885 in order to ascertain the “world view of the correspondents as

well as their vision of what was transpiring in the village.” 107 items referred to

Jews and all but two were anti-Jewish. “In the correspondence referring to

Jewish tavern keeping the theme most often repeated is that Jews grew rich

from the peasants’ drunkenness” (38). Although Himka acknowledges that the

accounts “were exaggerated,” he nonetheless concludes, without citing data on

alcohol, that “If the tavern keeper wanted to pay his rent and make something

for himself, he had no choice but to foster the alcoholism of the peasants and to

extract as much as possible from them in payment by employing sharp practices

or by encouraging them to drink on credit. This is why the Jewish tavern
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keeper, the agent of demoralization and economic ruin, was such a hated figure

to representatives of the Ukrainian national movement” (40). The same theme

may be found in novels by L. Martovych and O. Makovei. In Stefanyk’s short

story “In a Tavern,” Ivan says to Protz: “Protz, my friend, here we are drinking,

and you are treating me, but we’re spending our own money which we earned

with our bloody sweat. We’re drinking our very life-blood, and helping the Jew

to feed his brats,” Stefanyk, The Stone Cross (Toronto, 1971), 36-7.

5 The data are from Presl, op. cit., 575, except for those for 1894-5,

which are from Geschichte der Osterreichischen Land und Forstwirtschaft und

ihrer Industrien, 1848-1898 (Vienna, 1899), vol. II, pt. ii, 517.

6
Presl, op. cit., 575.
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N. Cybulski, Proba badah nad zywieniem sig ludu wiejskiego w Galicyi

(Cracow, 1894), 9 and 143-4.

8
Presl, op. cit., 580-81.

9
Galicia exported considerable quantities of alcohol (though the exact

amounts are unknown) to Bohemia and other western parts of Austria, to

Germany, Switzerland, and other European countries, as well as to some

overseas destinations, Oesterreichisch-ungarische Monarchie in Wort und Bild,

vol. 19, Galizien (Vienna, 1898), 864; see also S. Szczepanowski, Ngdza

Galicyi (Lviv, 1888), 39; J. Rutkowski, Historia gospodarcza Polski
,

vol. II,
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Marta Tarnawsky

UKRAINIAN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH PUBLISHED
SINCE 1980: PART 2*

This bibliography is part of a larger bibliographical project that

eventually will cover books and pamphlets, as well as journal articles,

translations and book reviews on Ukrainian literature published in

English from the earliest known publications to the present time. For

scope and methodology see the introduction to my forthcoming research

report, Ukrainian Literature in English: Books and Pamphlets,

1890-1965: An Annotated Bibliography
,
which is to be published by the

Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies.

Material published in the 1980s will eventually be cumulated,

supplemented with additional titles and an index, and published as a

separate research report.

* An attempt will be made to provide an ongoing, comprehensive coverage of books and

pamphlets, as well as articles, book reviews, and translations of poetry, prose and drama

published in monthly and quarterly journals and collections. Persons wishing to bring

additional material to my attention are requested to write to me at the University of

Pennsylvania Law Library, 3400 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104. Inclusion of a

title will be postponed, however, until the item is personally examined and until the

bibliographical information is verified.
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BENJAMIN PINKUS, THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT AND THE JEWS

,

1948-1967: A DOCUMENTED STUDY. Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge

University Press, 1984. xvi, 612 pp.

This book exhaustively records and examines the major events and forces that

have impinged on the lives of Soviet Jews in the post-Second World War period.

The topics covered include the place of Jews in Soviet government ideology and

policy, Jewish culture and religion, Zionism, Jews in Soviet government and

literature, popular and official anti-Semitism, and the Oriental Jews of Soviet

Central Asia. Nearly half the book consists of commentary on these subjects.

More than half consists of English translations of material from 173

documents—newspaper articles, laws, official statements, excerpts from

academic publications—most of which were originally published in Russian. As

such, the book is an invaluable resource for students of Soviet Jewry,

conveniently bringing together important and relatively inaccessible material on

a wide range of significant topics.

Whether the book amounts to good history is a separate matter. Few of

the analytically tough questions about the recent historical experience of Soviet

Jewry are addressed in a sufficiently rigorous manner. Consequently, the book

presents us with a peculiar mix: a painstakingly careful collection of facts and

documents combined with statements on issues of great importance that are

sometimes based more on assertion than on the careful weighing of evidence.

The most problematic assumption of the book is that the recent history of

Soviet Jewry is best viewed from an “Israelcentric” perspective. Pinkus thus de-

limits his study by the creation of the state of Israel (1948) and the Six-Day

War (1967), thereby suggesting that these are the major turning points in

post-war Soviet Jewish history. A string of corollaries follows: levels of

government anti-Semitism are positively correlated with the degree to which

Soviet Middle East policies are anti-Israeli; the major force underlying the

decision to allow Soviet Jews to emigrate in 1971 was their reawakened sense of

Jewish national consciousness provoked by Israel’s 1967 victory against its Arab

neighbours; Soviet Jewish identity is determined less by objective social,

economic, and political realities in the USSR than by widespread subjective and

spiritual feelings of belonging to a Jewish nation; and so forth.
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All this discourages enquiry into the endogenous forces that have, at least

in part, helped shape the history of Soviet Jewry.* Thus, whatever the

documentary value of this book, from an analytical point of view it presents us

with a one-sided story.

Robert J. Brym
University of Toronto

WILLIAM M. MANDEL, SOVIET BUT NOT RUSSIAN. Edmonton:

University of Alberta Press, 1985. 382 pp.

During the last few years those interested in the USSR have read with relish

the excellent accounts by Hedrick Smith, Robert Kaiser and David Shipler.

Their books are critical, yet give due attention to positive aspects of the Soviet

system and provide insight into life in the Soviet Union. Mandel’s book, at first

sight, seems to belong to the same genre. Issued by an academic publisher and

with an impressive selection of quotations about its merits reproduced on the

back cover, Mandel’s book is presented to the reader as “impressive” and

“scholarly.”

Mandel focuses on the non-Russian nationalities, beginning with a general

overview of their position in the USSR based upon what official representatives

have told him. Naturally, these people point out how they and their countrymen

have benefited from Soviet rule. The author himself then contrasts the difficult

position of non-whites in the USA and the United Kingdom with that of

non-Russians in the USSR, and claims that the latter are better off. Indeed,

this is the major theme of his book. His observation, however, is not balanced by

a discussion of the fact that despite the difficult position of natives and other

non-whites in Western industrial countries, the main flow of non-white

emigration in the world continues to be to America, Canada and Britain. There

is no similar emigration to the USSR.
Normally, such an oversight would be overlooked on the assumption that

the author would return to the matter and deal with it in greater detail in the

main text. But further reading soon indicates that Mandel’s failure to account

for the direction of non-white emigration is not due to oversight, but to a

blatant and uncritical pro-Soviet bias hidden under a veneer of scholarship. In

short, Mandel diligently ignores facts which could either disprove or cast doubt

upon the main argument of his book, which is that Moscow’s policy toward

non-Russians in the USSR is worthy of praise, if not emulation.

* For an analysis emphasizing such forces, see Victor Zaslavsky and Robert J. Brym,

Soviet-Jewish Emigration and Soviet Nationality Policy. London: Macmillan and New
York: St. Martin’s, 1983.
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For example, in his discussion of Lenin’s position on nationalities, the au-

thor notes that in pre-revolutionary Russia, the question of self-determination

revolved primarily around the issue of secession for geographical nations, not

equality of rights for minorities within a dominant nationality. Yet he does not

explain why Lenin fought tooth and nail against attempts to organize

non-Russian workers into their own national communist parties, and then into

their own national communist states. Mandel then remarks that the Soviet

government is not racist but fails to mention the role of Russian second

secretaries in the Asian republics, the plight of the Crimean Tatars, and the

almost total absence of Asians in the Central Committee, Politburo, and higher

officer corps. Would it not have been relevant, for instance, to discuss why

almost all Asian conscripts find themselves in labour and support battalions, and

almost none find their way into the elite military formations? Conspicuous is the

absence of reference to the nomenklatura, which is not mentioned even once, al-

though the issue of social mobility and equality of opportunity in Soviet society

is given considerable space in the book. Similarly, although the author deals

with women’s rights throughout the text and illustrates female emancipation

with figures on female lawyers, managers and doctors, he does not draw

attention to the dearth of women in such decision-making bodies as the

Politburo, the Central Committee, and the top echelons of Gosplan.

In the chapter on Ukraine the author explains that the country remained

loyal to the USSR during the Second World War, even after Stalin had

massacred all its leaders, because for every leader executed “ten if not a

hundred” new ones emerged. But how is this to be understood in light of

comments by Djilas, who wrote in Conversations with Stalin that, during the

war, “it was not possible to conceal the passive attitude of the Ukrainians

toward the war and toward Soviet victories. The population left the impression

of a somber reticence Although the officers with whom we were in contact

covered up or embellished the behaviour of the Ukrainians, our Russian

chauffeur cursed their mothers because the Ukrainians had not fought better

and because now the Russians had to liberate them.” Mandel claims that before

1917 leaders such as those who rose under Stalin could never have developed,

because the people were locked in poverty and illiteracy. Where, then, did those

that Stalin executed come from? Mandel mentions in passing the famine of

1933, but seems to imply that the dead deserved to die because they resisted

collectivization.

In the chapter on Belorussia, Mandel devotes a paragraph to the

monument erected in memory of the village of Khatyn, which was destroyed by

the Nazis. He does not mention the lack of a monument at Katyn, where Poles

were murdered by the NKVD. In the chapter on the Jews, Mandel draws

attention to the existence of anti-Semitism, but places greater importance on the

benefits the Jews enjoy in the USSR and stresses that very few of them actually

want to emigrate. On the other hand, he totally ignores the religious dimension

of the Jewish question in the USSR, and thus conveniently avoids having to
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explain why today half of the approximately sixty operating synagogues in the

USSR are in the Asian republics, where less than 10 per cent of Soviet Jews

live.

Soviet But Not Russian is an example of pseudo-scholarship, a quaint

relic of what fifty years ago was written by “fellow-travellers”—persons either

too naive, too cynical, or too deluded to criticize the USSR. According to Viktor

Surovov (Soviet Military Intelligence
,
(London: Grafton Books, 1986), 135-6),

even their Soviet sponsors have nothing but contempt for such people:

We are talking about the numerous members of overseas societies of

friendship with the Soviet Union. Officially, all Soviet representatives

regard these parasites with touching feelings of friendship, but privately

they call them “shit-eaters” (govnoedy). . .

.

The use of these words has

become so firmly entrenched in Soviet embassies that it is impossible to

imagine any other name for these people. . .

.

Mandel, of course, is entitled to his sympathies and bias, and is free to

argue his case as he wishes. Also, he is free to choose to have his work

published by a North American publisher instead of Novosti or Progress

Publishers, and thus to have his book priced at fourteen dollars instead of five

dollars or less. But why did the University of Alberta Press publish a book

which amounts to nothing less than official Soviet propaganda? Did the

reviewers of this book not realize that Mandel was obviously ignoring evidence

which contradicted or failed to substantiate his preconceptions? Was there no

one in Edmonton who could have pointed this out to the editors? The

appearance of Mandel’s book under the auspices of the University of Alberta

Press was scandalous, and Canadian academics will therefore be pleased to

know that shortly after its publication the book was dropped from the press’s

catalogue.

Stephen Velychenko

University of Toronto

BOHDAN STRUMINSKY, PSEUDO-MELESKO: A UKRAINIAN
APOCRYPHAL PARLIAMENTARY SPEECH OF 1615-1618. Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1984. 168 pp.

The present study is a very detailed scholarly treatment of the so-called

“Meleshko Speech,” which until the appearance of this book had been treated

either as a real speech supposedly delivered by 1. 1. Meleshko at the Polish
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Parliament in Warsaw in 1589 in the presence of King Sigismund III or as a

parody of this speech dating from the late sixteenth or the seventeenth century.

On the basis of linguistic and historical evidence, Struminsky has brilliantly

demonstrated that this textbook information is not only vague, but also false.

The book begins with the history of research on the “Meleshko Speech,”

provides the reader with the most complete Ivan I. Meleshko biography to date,

analyzes all eleven texts of this speech (five known previously and an additional

six discovered by Struminsky in Polish archives), and juxtaposes these texts

phrase by phrase, providing an English translation for each. By collating all

eleven texts, Struminsky has been able to subdivide them into two groups—an

original Ukrainian group with a Ukrainian authorship and a secondary group

edited by a person whose language was influenced by Russian. Through further

linguistic analysis Struminsky has pinpointed the real author as a native of the

Ukrainian-speaking southern part of the Pinsk area of the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania. Moreover, on the basis of a brilliant analysis of historical and

linguistic information, he has been able to narrow the limits of the time-span

during which the manuscript was written by “our man from western Polissia”

(111). Specifically, he has narrowed the period from between 1615 (when

Meleshko became the Castellan of Smolensk) and 20 July 1663, “when a

White-Ruthenian Cyrillic copy (from a Polish script text) was copied in the

eastern corner of the Berestia palatinate,” to the time of the war between the

Polish Commonwealth and Muscovy, i.e., the very short period between 1615

and 1618 (112). According to Struminsky, the author’s roots can be found in a

family of Polish-Ruthenian szlachta from the Smolensk region which helped to

win back the city of Smolensk from Muscovy for the Polish Commonwealth in

1611. The book also has four appendices, providing the reader with a

hypothetical stemma of the MS, a map showing the author’s homeland, an

attempted reconstruction of the protograph, and Meleshko’s letters to Prince K.

Radziwill, as well as a glossary, notes, and an index of names.

And yet, despite the great erudition shown by the author, the book is far

from perfect, for it suffers greatly from a plethora of mistakes in the use of the

English language and from a poor choice of certain terminology which will only

confuse the English-speaking reader. These mistakes range from such

elementary grammatical errors as the misuse of English prepositions, relative

pronouns, and articles as, for example, “he jumped as far as to [sic] his

country” (122); “strong and old houses of the Ruthenian nation who [instead of:

which] had abandoned ” (13); and “He owed his career to [the—G.P.]

Chancellor of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (12),” to much more serious errors

resulting from the use of interpolations which impede comprehension, poor

syntax, and poorly translated phrases and sentences which not infrequently

betray an underlying Ukrainian original. Thus, one can hardly attribute to good

English usage the cumbersome use of interpolations in such sentences as: “He
afso theorized that Melesko actually made a maiden speech at the Senate when

he became the Castellan of Mscislau (i.e. ca. 1603 according to Hrusevs’kyj,
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but actually ca. 1606, see p. 13—cf the reference to his wife as ‘Madame
Mscislau Castellan in phrase 25) and that he amused his audience with his

conservatism and became an anecdotal figure and a basis [subject?—G.P.] for a

satire” (10). Neither are parenthetical comments which separate nouns from

their modifiers helpful to the reader in sentences such as the following: “By

1598 he must have married Hanna Furs {probably much earlier) who was most

likely a daughter of the tribunus (vojskij, wojski, responsible for local security

during a levy en masse) of Mozyr and land judge of Pyn’sk Ivan Furs” (12-13).

In all likelihood these examples represent the transfer of certain characteristics

of Ukrainian scholarly prose to the English language, in which, however, they

unfortunately stand out like a sore thumb.

Apparently also under the influence of Ukrainian, Struminsky shows little

regard for the use of tenses in English, as the following examples demonstrate:

“By nationality or language those copyists could very well be [have been—G.P.]

Poles. ...” (97), in reference to seventeenth-century copyists!) or “If the word

‘here’ in phr. 35 about ‘Germans’ applies [applied—G.P.] to Smolensk [no

comma!] then the most appropriate frame of reference would be Sigismund Ill’s

siege of Smolensk in 1611” (107). Moreover, he fails to realize that a pause in

speaking does not automatically call for a comma in written prose as, for exam-

ple, in “
. . . Hieronim Dunin and Hryhory Mirski, were, in 1647, commissioners”

(112) and that commas do not separate complete sentences in English as, for

example, in the “sentence”
—“He has swollen in the Senate like a turkey cock

[no comma!] and you don’t ask him for truth, all is misleading talk” (14).

Not only such errors of syntax, but also poor choice of words,

mistranslations, and phrases and sentences which can be simply labelled

“stylistically poor English” betray a Ukrainian original in Struminsky’s study.

Among the most glaring instances are sentences such as the following: “Since

1. 1. Melesko was the most prominent among the Meleskos, this must be about

him ” (13) [Tomu shcho 1. 1. Meleshko buv naivydatnishyi z-pomizh

Meleshkiv, tse musyt’ buty pro n’oho. . .
. ]

and phrases such as “old good times”

(107) [stari dobri chasy] for the obvious “good old times.”

Yet what hurts the study most—since this book has as its core the

correlation and English translation of various texts of Meleshko’s speech—is

that many of the specimens of poor English and mistranslation are to be found

in the translation of the phrases of the speech itself. Thus, the very first phrase

already serves as proof that one cannot translate literally without producing

such an awkward English rendering as Struminsky’s “Most gracious Royal

Majesty and you (P: my good), gentlemen brothers, kind to me" (23), whose

English equivalent could have been either “my gracious lords and brethren” or

something in a similar vein (in which pany is translated as “lords,” not

“gentlemen”). The next two examples, with my corrections enclosed in square

brackets, “who would sit at his (P: King’s) side and machinate
[
scheme

]
(O: a

great deal)” (44) and “Something must have grabbed [taken hold of\ us, and

we go around like fools. ...” (46), need no comment. However, one cannot help
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but wonder if anyone other than Struminsky, who thanks several people in his

preface for proofreading the book, actually performed this task, for in addition

to these obvious mistranslations one also finds “yes” treated as a verb in the

phrase “...we yes [say yes sir!’ to—G.P.] them with our flattering tongues”

(47)! Unfortunately, these are only some of the more blatant examples.

And finally, as far as the use of certain English terminology is concerned,

one wonders what meaning, if any, the English-speaking reader without a

specialist’s knowledge of Ukrainian and Belorussian history will derive from

Struminsky’s statement that “in the terminology of this book the United

Nations’ term Byelorussian (or Belorussian) is replaced with White Ruthenian,

which is better inasmuch as it stresses a link with Ruthenian

(Ukrainian
—

‘Belorussian’) rather than Russian (Muscovite)” (7). In the

opinion of this reviewer, this statement, made without any explanation, will only

add more confusion to an already confusing matter. Moreover, the

book—despite the great erudition shown by its author—is not without an

occasional lacuna. Thus, on p. 11, Struminsky states that “the period between

the 1930’s and 1950’s was not very propitious for the study of the Ukrainian

and White-Ruthenian past. The next, but even less convincing, contribution to

the investigation of the MS was not made until 1955.” Given that Struminsky

uses the Ukrainian form of Ukraine’s capital—i.e., Kyjiv instead of

Kiev—throughout the book, the lack of information for the English-speaking

reader as to why this period between the 1930s and 50s was “not very

propitious” is puzzling indeed.

George A. Perfecky

La Salle University

OSYP ZINKEWYCH AND REV. TARAS R. LONCHYNA, EDS.,

MARTYROLOHIIA UKRAINSKYKH TSERKOV. TOM II. UKRAINSKA
KATOLYTSKA TSERKVA. Dokumenty, materiialy, khrystyianskyi samvydav
Ukrainy. Toronto and Baltimore: V. Symonenko Smoloskyp Publishers, 1985.

839 pp.

On the occasion of the millennium of official Christianity in Ukraine,

Smoloskyp Publishers have undertaken a four-volume martyrology of the

Ukrainian churches. From 1985 to the millennial year of 1988, they plan to

publish one volume each year. However, Volume I, on the Ukrainian Orthodox

Church, is to appear in 1986, while the volume under review appeared in 1985.

According to the publishers’ introductory note, this reversal of the normal order

was due to the difficulty of collecting material on the Ukrainian Autocephalous

Orthodox Church and to the fact that 1985 marks the fortieth anniversary of

the liquidation of the Ukrainian Catholic Church and the arrest of its hierarchy
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and clergy. The two subsequent volumes will cover the Protestant faiths in

Ukraine (1987) and Ukrainian churches and monasteries (1988).

The very title of the series, “Martyrology of the Ukrainian Churches,”

alerts the reader to the principal objection that might be raised regarding its

scholarly worth. Can a martyrology be objective? Will it present a balanced

view of the subject?

First it must be noted that, as its subtitle indicates, this is not an

historical study but a collection of “documents, materials, and Christian

samvydav." Second, the subject it proposes to cover is not the history of the

Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church under Soviet rule but, in the words of the

publishers, “the martyrology and vitality of the Ukrainian Catholic Church” in

Ukraine and other countries with communist regimes. Thus, the critical question

is whether the materials collected in this volume present a fair and accurate

view of the persecution, sufferings and continuing life of that Church.

It may be objected, of course, that such a delineation of the subject

matter precludes scholarly objectivity, for it presumes the existence of

phenomena tendentiously described as “martyrology and vitality.” True, one’s

hypotheses are best described in neutral terms, and a work should not distort

historical reality by virtue of its very scope. But those who are convinced that

the Ukrainian Catholic Church has been persecuted under the Soviet regime,

and furthermore that this persecution constitutes a discrete and important part

of its recent history, will not object to this approach.

The publishers’ preface is followed by a foreword by Archimandrite

Lubomyr Husar of the Studite order. Archimandrite Husar places the

documentary material contained in this volume in spiritual and historical

perspective, pointing out the continuing processes in the life of the Ukrainian

Catholic Church. He notes that the new generation of Catholic believers in

Ukraine has progressed from the primarily emotional faith of their forebears to

a mature, committed and philosophically coherent faith tried and tested in the

crucible of persecution. Tempered by the onslaughts of atheist propaganda, this

intellectually advanced yet mystical form of religious belief contrasts with the

superficial rationalism of much Western religious belief.

Archimandrite Husar’s foreword is followed by the Testament of Cardinal

Iosyf Slipy and a preface by his successor, Cardinal Myroslav I. Lubachivsky.

Of the eleven sections of the main part of the book, several merit special

attention. The first section, entitled “Martyrology of the Ukrainian Cahtolic

Church, 1939-1985,” includes two important new contributions to Ukrainian

church scholarship. The first is a chronology of the activity, persecution and

liquidation of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the Soviet Union, Poland,

Czechoslovakia and Romania. The second is a list of Ukrainian hierarchs and

close to 500 Ukrainian priests, monks and nuns who were killed or imprisoned

in the USSR and Eastern Europe. Following this are forty pages of

photographs, mostly of these individuals, many of which have never been

published before. This section also provides statistics, compiled by the Vatican
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and first published in 1953, on the Church’s losses between 1939 and 1947, and

explains the changes in its legal status. The Church’s losses on Ukrainian ethnic

territory from 1943 to 1979 are tabulated in detail.

Section II deals with the first Soviet occupation of Western Ukraine, in

1939-41. The author and date of the introduction to this section are not

identified; we are only told that “the publishers received it from the Ukrainian

Catholic University in Rome.” The introduction includes a sub-section on the

German occupation (1941-4), which lies outside the period to be covered by the

section. Indeed, it is unfortunate that the volume lacks a separate section on the

German occupation.

Like the second section, the third is introduced by an unsigned, undated

essay “received from the Ukrainian Catholic University in Rome.” It does,

however, provide a most useful summary of the relevant events of 1944-6 in the

USSR and Eastern Europe. Particularly valuable among the ensuing documents

are those relating to the Lviv pseudo-Sobor of March 1946, which purported to

liquidate the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church.

The following sections contain a variety of documents concerning

Ukrainian Catholic clergy and hierarchy in confinement and exile (including

letters and epistles of Metropolitan Slipy), as well as activists such as Fr.

Hryhorii Budzinsky and Iosyp Terelia. While falling outside the scope of most

of the materials in this volume, Fr. Irynei Hotra’s reminiscence of Metropolitan

Andrei Sheptytsky’s 1914-17 exile is a valuable inclusion. Also noteworthy are

Orthodox priest Vasyl Romaniuk’s letter in defence of the Ukrainian Catholic

Church, and two writings of Russian Orthodox believer Elena Sannikova in

defense of Iosyp Terelia. A brief section on the destruction of Ukrainian

churches and religious monuments is accompanied by telling photographs.

Section VIII, on the Action Group for the Defence of the Rights of

Believers and the Church, might have been included in Section VI (Ukrainian

Catholic activists in the Ukrainian SSR, 1958-84). The inclusion in Section IX

of an appeal of Polish Catholics living in Ukraine is charitably intended, but not

strictly within the topical limits of a work concerned with the Ukrainian

churches. Furthermore, neither this document nor its companion, an appeal by

Ukrainian Catholics in Poland to the Polish Episcopal Conference, reflects

events or conditions belonging under the rubric of martyrology.

Section X describes the situation of the underground Ukrainian Catholic

Church and its faithful in the USSR from the late 1960s to the early 1980s.

The lengthy letter sent by a group of anonymous believers to the editors of the

journal Science and Religion in 1972 is published here for the first time. Also

interesting are the samvydav document “From the Life of the Ukrainian

Catholic Church” (January 1980) and an article on the Church published in

no. 49 of the “Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church” (8 September

1981).

The final section comprises appeals on behalf of the Ukrainian Catholic

Church. Portions of Pope Pius XII’s encyclical “Orientales omnes Ecclesias” of
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23 December 1945, and his encyclical “Orientales Ecclesias” of 15 December

1952, are provided, although the latter is translated from the Italian rather than

the Latin, and the title of neither is given. The rest of the section consists of

appeals by Russian activist Anatolii Levitin-Krasnov and by Cardinal Iosyf

Slipy.

The ample addenda include a most useful glossary of religious terms,

Cyrillic and Latin indices of personal names, and a selective index of

institutions, names and events. The valuable fifteen-page bibliography lists

books and brochures as well as articles in journals, collections and newspapers,

both in Ukrainian and (separately) in other languages. The separate listing of

“books against the Ukrainian Catholic Church, anti-Catholic books and books

on religious legislation published in the Ukrainian SSR and USSR” may jar

scholarly sensibilities, but will only surprise those unfamiliar with the nature of

most Soviet publications on religion. A serious fault of this bibliography,

however, is the absence of even a brief note on archival sources.

A list of illustrations and documents rounds out the volume. It is

unfortunate that the detailed table of contents does not sufficiently identify

some of the items in the book: it does not name the authors of the articles on

p. 349 and the declaration on p. 748, supply the proper title of the document on

p. 707, or give the important sources of the articles on pp. 683 (the “Ukrainian

Herald”) and 726 (the “Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church”).

This book is illustrated with a goodly number of photographs. Particularly

valuable are those of imprisoned, exiled and murdered hierarchs and

clergy—some depicted on their funeral biers—following Section I. (A few of the

other photographs, depicting religious activity in Ukraine, unfortunately are not

given even approximate dates.) Equally interesting are the reproductions of

handwritten documents such as Christmas and Easter epistles written from exile

by Metropolitan Slipy in 1954, and the first and last pages of Iosyp Terelia’s

open letter to KGB chief Iurii V. Andropov (1976).

The book is firmly bound, handsomely designed, and set in clear, readable

type. Misprints are few.

In his foreword, Archimandrite Lubomyr Husar asks rhetorically whether

this book is only a collection of documents, a history, a threnos or lament of our

times, or an indictment. In their introductory note the publishers do offer sever-

al stimulating historical interpretations based on the material to follow.

Nevertheless, the book is not quite a history, for it omits important aspects of

the history of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, such as its rehabilitation in

Czechoslovakia in 1968, which would have no place in a martyrology. At the

same time, its contents touch on subjects not properly pertaining to martyrology

either—namely, the church’s life in contemporary Poland. The book could more

appropriately be called either a lament or an indictment. Most fitting, perhaps,

is the publishers’ own characterization of this tome as “first-hand proof that

faith in God and faithfulness to one’s national traditions are stronger than any

ideologies or political systems” (10). However, the editors’ obvious sympathies
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for the Ukrainian Catholic Church have not vitiated the scholarly value of this

work. Within its confines it gives a fairly balanced, objective view.

In fact, the most important aspect of this second volume of the

Martyrolohiia is the most obvious. For the first time, an ample and

representative number of documents on the persecution and struggles of the

Ukrainian Catholic Church since 1939 has been collected in a single volume.

This fact suffices to establish its value.

Andrew Sorokowski

Keston College

I.S. KOROPECKYJ, ED., SELECTED CONTRIBUTIONS OF UKRAINIAN
SCHOLARS TO ECONOMICS. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 1984. 231 pp.

The history of Ukrainian economic science is an important part of the

intellectual heritage of the nation and, as such, is necessary for an understand-

ing of the status of scholarship and culture in present-day Ukraine.

Unfortunately, the study of the contributions of many prominent Ukrainian

economists (with the exception of M. Tuhan-Baranovsky and E. Slutsky) has

been deliberately suppressed in Ukraine and ignored abroad. Given the extensive

gap in our knowledge about the development of Ukrainian economic thought,

the publication of this volume is a welcome contribution to Ukrainian studies.

In 1981, the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute hosted the second

Conference on Ukrainian Economics with the aim of examining the development

of Ukrainian economic thought from the middle of the last century to the

present day. All the chapters except the last in the volume under review are

based on the papers presented at this conference.

In order to tie the essays together, the editor defines “Ukrainian

economists” as “(1) those who considered themselves ethnic Ukrainians regard-

less of the country in which they worked; and (2) those of other ethnic groups

who were engaged in scholarly work in the Ukraine for the better part of their

lives.”

Sergio Amato’s essay traces the influence of Tuhan-Baranovsky’s theories

of markets, accumulation and industrialization both on European economic and

socio-political thought and on modern economic historiography. It should be

recalled that by the end of the last century the social philosophy of European

Marxian revisionism required an explanation of economic crises and depressions

which would differ substantially from the role attributed to them in the

orthodox Marxian scheme of economic cataclysm. A theory that met these re-

quirements, and yet preserved some characteristic elements of the Marxian

analysis, was furnished by Mykhailo Tuhan-Baranovsky (1865-1919), “the most
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eminent Slav economist of that period” (J.A. Schumpeter) and “the most

important figure of international theoretical revisionism” (K. Kautsky).

Whereas Tuhan-Baranovsky abandoned the labour cost theory in favour of the

marginal-utility approach to the concept of value and eliminated from his expla-

nation of the fluctuations of business activity any reference to changes in the

rate of profit, he adopted the Marxian belief in the planlessness of the capitalist

economy and concentrated his analysis on processes of production, especially on

the proposition that the overexpansion of capital-goods industries was an

inherent tendency of the capitalist economy. As a remedy, he recommended

controlling the expansion of production by means of administrative devices,

especially large-scale monopolies. Tuhan’s explanation of crises was very useful

to the leading theoreticians of Austrian and German social democracy, as

evidenced by the formal acknowledgement of the debt in Rudolf Hilferding’s

Finanzkapital (1910). The essay also shows that Tuhan’s contribution to

economic thought is no less significant and lasting in its influence on the

economic-historiographical debate concerning both Russian and Soviet

industrialization models, particularly in the English- and German-language

literature.

In the history of economic thought, the name of Eugene Slutsky is

associated with the development of demand theory and the theory of business

cycles. The brief essay by Leon Smolinski, “Slutsky and Metaeconomics,”

discusses what might be Slutsky’s third major theoretical contribution. In

contrast to the first two, it was left relatively undeveloped and actually

remained unnoticed both in the USSR and in the West. Smolinski bases his

discussion on Slutsky’s brief paper (1926), published in German. It represents

an attempt to construct a metalanguage for pure economic theory, with the

ultimate aim of stating its basic propositions, definitions and concepts in the

form of a self-contained axiomatic system. Using such fundamental concepts as

system, time, activity, purpose and economic power, Slutsky outlines some of the

resulting interrelationships and obtains preliminary results that foreshadow such

modern research programs as activity analysis, dynamic programming and

praxeology.

If Smolinski’s interpretation is correct, this emphasis on power as a

central notion of economic activity might have led Slutsky and his Soviet

colleagues directly toward the development of a pure economic theory around

the notion of decision-making power, as opposed to the mixture of

institutionalism and technocracy that passed for economics in the USSR during

the next few decades. Unfortunately, the oppressive academic and political

climate of the Stalin period forced Slutsky to abandon economics and switch

into politically neutral fields of research (geophysics, mathematical statistics).

The subject of the concise and substantive essay by Ralph S. Clem is a

review and assessment of demographic works by M.V. Ptukha (1884-1963), an

eminent figure in the field of demography and statistics both within and outside

the USSR. Describing Ptukha’s scholarly record, Clem classifies his research
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interests into the following principal areas: 1) studies in the history of

demographic thought, 2) investigation of marriage data, 3) empirical work on

mortality, 4) various projects on the demography of Ukraine, and 5) activities

connected with the 1959 Soviet census. Thus, Ptukha’s academic record reflects

his wide range of interests and ability to pursue the full complement of

demographic subject matter. One of Ptukha’s major contributions to the field of

population studies in Ukraine and the USSR was his role as a mediator for the

transfer and preservation of Western demographic thought and methodology, a

role for which he was uniquely qualified both by his training and his extended

academic travel abroad.

In the USSR, Ptukha’s academic contribution was honoured by his

election to the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR (as a full member)

and of the USSR (as a corresponding member). Outside the USSR, Ptukha was

elected in 1929 to the International Statistical Institute and participated in the

work of the UN Statistical Commission. His articles were published outside the

USSR and were cited in the Western demographic literature.

The name of Roman Rozdolsky is well known to any serious student of

the economic and socio-political history of Ukraine and Eastern Europe.

However, after his immigration to the USA in 1947, his scholarly interests were

concentrated mainly on the general methodological problems of the theoretical

system of Marx’s Capital and its previous interpretation in Marxian literature.

Two principal explanations can be advanced for this new orientation. First, the

scholar found himself divorced from the major documentary sources for his

historical studies. The second reason lies in the discovery of one of the few

copies of the original edition of Marx’s Grundrisse der Kritik der politischen

Okonomie. The essay by Manfred Turban and the comment' by John-Paul

Himka concern themselves with Rozdolsky’s contribution to the revival of

Marxian economic thought in the West.

As Turban argues, Rozdolsky was actually the first scholar in the West

who became aware of the relevance of the discovered text to both the genesis

and the methodology of Marx’s economic thinking. Specifically, Turban

addresses one of the complicated theoretical subjects discussed by Rozdolsky:

the dispute surrounding Marx’s schemes of reproduction that took place after

Marx’s death and continued until the early 1930s.

F.I. Kushnirsky’s paper examines the contributions of the Kiev scholars

affiliated with the Institute of Cybernetics of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of

Sciences to mathematical economics. The discussion demonstrates that during

the 1960s and 70s profound theoretical results were obtained in such branches

of optimization theory as combinatorial optimization, convex programming,

optimal control, game theory and stochastic programming. In the author’s view,

two factors, namely, a normative approach to decision-making in a centrally

planned economy and the centralized management of the Ukrainian economy,

can account for the concentration of academic effort on optimization methods as

opposed to econometric research. Nevertheless, those readers who are familiar
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with the development of mathematical economics in the West will realize the

close similarity between the theoretical problems of planned and market

economies.

The thoroughly researched and very enlightening essay by Ivan

Koropeckyj deals with the major currents and leading figures of Ukrainian

academic economics over the period from the early nineteenth century until the

outbreak of World War I. Three major conclusions arise from this study: 1) in

Ukraine, the academic study and teaching of economics began almost

concurrently with the rise of this new science in Western Europe; 2) advances in

economic science in Germany exerted the most marked impact on Ukrainian

academic economists, who were able to follow closely the progress of various

schools of economic theory (historical school, institutionalism, laissez-faire,

marginalism, Marxism) thanks to their solid knowledge of languages, academic

trips and travels abroad; 3) Ukrainian economists rejected both laissez-faire and

Marxist doctrines and showed their preference for historical and institutional

approaches in their research and teaching.

On the whole, the contributions are soundly researched, well edited, and

furnished with extensive bibliographies. Specialists in Ukrainian studies or in

the history of economic ideas will find this volume useful, and it should

stimulate further research in a field which certainly deserves greater attention.

Gennady Ozornoy

University of Toronto
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